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Erla Hulda Halldórsdóttir, Tiina Kinnunen,  
Maarit Leskelä-Kärki
Biografering är det svar vi ger den andre och oss själva på frågan vad 
en människa är.1
since the turn of the twenty-first century historians, alongside with lite-
rary scholars and social scientists, have developed a renewed interest 
in researching the individual, a development which is commonly refer-
red to as the biographical turn. Historical biography is an old practice 
with a strong but often debated relationship with history as an acade-
mic discipline. in the twentieth century, in particular after the second 
World War, academic historians generally did not see biography as ‘real’ 
history or perceive it as an appropriate field of historical research. as 
a result, biography remained under-theorised, even marginalised until 
recent years.2 
The recent turn has been influenced by several overlapping currents, 
scholarly and political, associated with the idea of the interdependence 
between the individual and historical change. reflecting the growing 
1 [Doing biography is the way to explore the question of what it means to be 
human.] Larsson 2001, 428.
2 Österberg 1996; ambjörnsson et al. 1997; Margadant 2000; Hamilton 
2009; Caine 2010; Possing 2012; Possing 2015.
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interest in ordinary people’s lives, biographical writing and research has 
become entangled with the multidisciplinary field of life-writing rese-
arch and its methodological interest in using various autobiographical 
sources. as a result, historical biography is part of an interdisciplinary 
field that is characterised by individuals’ own ways of documenting and 
memorialising their lives and giving meaning to their experiences. This 
interest in the individual has strongly been influenced by a number of 
political and social changes at the end of the twentieth century such as 
the end of the Cold War, which brought with it a revision of history in 
Europe as well as an upsurge of the autobiographical.3 The biographical 
turn is best exemplified by the thriving publication of books and articles 
with biographical themes.4 
The Nordic countries are no exception in this turn. as a result, a 
number of studies5 and historical biographies have been published in 
recent years, many of them innovative in their use of theoretical and met-
hodological perspectives, particularly concerning the lives of women.6 
as part of this on-going endeavour, this anthology reflects upon how 
biography has been discussed, debated and theorised in the Nordic con-
texts during the past two to three decades and aims at further develo-
ping this field, especially from the perspective of women’s and gender 
history. We acknowledge that the biographical turn has influenced also 
other disciplines, but focus on historical biography and its relationship 
with historical scholarship. Furthermore, biography and biographical 
3 Knudsen and Gram-skjoldager 2012.
4 For discussion concerning academic history and biography, as well as the 
historiography of biography, see e.g. Lee 2009; Hamilton 2009; Caine 2010; 
suominen-Kokkonen 2013; Burdiel and Foster 2015; Possing 2015; renders 
et. al. 2016. see also various recent thematic issues in academic journals, 
e.g.: The American Historical Review 2009; Journal of Interdisciplinary History 
2010; Historiallinen Aikakauskirja 2012.
5 see e.g. ambjörnson et al. 1997; Egeland 2000; rosengren and Östling 
2007; Historiallinen Aikakauskirja 2012; Hakosalo et. al. 2014.
6 on biographies on women see e.g. sulkunen 1989, 1995, 1999; Possing 
1992, 2001, 2007; Haavet 1998; ollila 1998; ulvros 2001; Kristmundsdóttir 
2001; Leskelä-Kärki 2006; Niskanen 2007; Florin, Niskanen 2010; 




research has been prominent at national and Nordic conferences since 
the late twentieth century. This anthology is a result of a lively exchange 
between scholars from the Nordic countries, developed at various con-
ferences and in different networks.7 
Notwithstanding its Nordic perspective this anthology is essentially 
international. Nordic biography is strongly conversant with internatio-
nal scholarship on biography, as will become evident in the individual 
chapters. This volume is a contribution to the growing international 
interest in, and theorisation of, biography and biographical research as a 
method of doing history. its first objective is to strengthen the relation-
ship between history and biography by demonstrating the various ways 
of employing biography as a method of historical analysis, in particular 
from a gender perspective. its second objective is to shed light on the 
Nordic contribution to this methodological development. 
By paying attention to certain methodological challenges and dis-
cussions, this volume examines what the biographical turn means in the 
Nordic countries. salient here is the concept of gender and the issues 
that gender history raises in biographical research, most notably the 
intersection of the public and private domains of lives. Furthermore, 
the chapters discuss the ways the source material we use influences the 
reconstruction of lives. Connected to this, the relation between the 
individual protagonist and his/her contemporary historical context is a 
focal issue. The chapters will show the advantages of biographical rese-
arch, with its careful contextualization and focus on the particular and 
the local. The book also points out the ethical challenges inherent in 
biographical research, particularly concerning the relationship between 
the researcher and the protagonist. 
This anthology consists of ten chapters by scholars from various 
Nordic countries with the focus on the above-mentioned challenges: 
7 Haavet 2009, 110–123; Manns and sundevall 2014; Blazevic 2014. This 
volume has its origins in the networking that has happened e.g. in the Nordic 
Women’s and Gender History conferences particularly in Turku (2005) reyk-
javik (2008), Bergen (2012), and stockholm (2015). Biographical research 
has also been a topic at the Nordic History conferences, for instance in Tam-
pere in 1996. 
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gender, context, and relationality. The individual chapters each have 
their own particular case through which they analyse the methodolo-
gies of doing historical biography. The volume has a coherent Nordic 
perspective, since each of the chapters has been developed in cross-
national dialogue with the other authors. as the editors of the volume, 
we do not claim that there is a specific Nordic way of writing biography; 
however, the Nordic countries do have interrelated history and cultural 
heritage, and have often been perceived as a distinct entity, both by the 
countries themselves and by the outside world.8 all the cases discussed 
in the chapters emerge from Nordic history and thus share a somewhat 
similar context. We argue that a Nordic perspective helps us to approach 
the common western narratives from the point of view of more remote 
parts of Europe.9 at the same time, we want to emphasise the signifi-
gance of transnational influences and connection. 
Biography can be seen as the meeting point for many of the questions 
posed by historians today, as Giovanni Levi and Nigel Hamilton have 
put it. Biographical research, as well as other forms of research using 
and interpreting autobiographical sources, raises important questions 
concerning such problematic concepts as experience, agency, context 
and identity formation.10 The renewed interest in biography is strongly 
8 The shared history of the countries originates from the Middle ages, when 
Finland became part of the swedish Kingdom, and Denmark and Norway 
shared a common history for centuries. in the early nineteenth century 
when Finland was separated from sweden and became autonomous part of 
russia, Norway and sweden formed a personal union that lasted until 1905. 
iceland, for its part, was under Norwegian and Danish rule from the thir-
teenth century until 1944. During the twentieth century, particularly in the 
post-second World War period, the Nordic welfare model has characterised 
the societal development in this area. as far as academic historiography itself 
is concerned, the shared history goes back to the early twentieth century 
when historians from the Nordic countries launched the tradition of Nordic 
historical conferences in Lund 1905. see more in Gustafsson et al. 2007.
9 For a recent discussion on the Western feminist history and its applicability 
to the stories and experiences of the more marginal or remote areas, see for 
example Koobak and Marling 2014, who criticise the use of Western femi-
nist theories in the contexts of the former countries in the Eastern block. 
More generally, see abrams 2008. see also Hemmings 2005.
10 Levi 2010; Hamilton 2009.
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related to and intersects with microhistory, gender history, history of 
everyday life and “history from below”, all of which question the grand 
narratives of history and emphasise the individual, in particular ordi-
nary people and their experiences in society.11 
as in traditional biography, personal documents still comprise the 
core of biographers’ source material, but the understanding and usage 
of these documents as sources has changed during the last decades. Let-
ters, diaries, memoirs and other autobiographical sources are no longer 
considered unproblematic or as giving unmediated access to individual 
lives in the past. under the influence of interdisciplinary perspectives 
and new theoretical fields like life-writing studies as well as postmo-
dern historiography, the complexity of these sources is now acknowled-
ged and taken into account, as shown for instance in Birgitte Possing’s 
biography on the nineteenth-century pioneer of women’s education in 
Denmark Viljens Styrke. Natalie Zahle. En Biografi (1992). in this book, 
which was one of the trailblazers of the biographical turn in scandi-
navia, Possing explored new ways of using autobiographical sources in 
historical biography.12 
after her book on Zahle, Possing further developed her ideas on the 
relation between biography and history. in her chapter in this volume, 
‘How does one relate a complex life? reflections on a polyphonic port-
rait of the minister and intellectual Bodil Koch (1903–1973)’, Possing 
reflects upon the analytical tools she used when she wrote her biog-
raphy of Danish minister and intellectual Bodil Koch (1903–1972) 
and compares this enterprise with her previous book. Possing not only 
wanted to make Koch, a popular and well known politician in the mid 
twentieth century, visible but also wanted to challenge the traditional 
life and times biography by focusing on a particular (public) phase of 
11 on microhistory and its influence on history, see e.g. Magnússon and szi-
jártó 2013. see also recent Nordic works where individuals and their life 
stories play a central role in literacy studies (Kuismin and Driscoll 2013; 
Edlund, Edlund and Haugen 2014; Edlund, ashplant and Kuismin 2016). 
on the ”new history from below” and the individual see e.g. Lyons 2014, 
14–29.
12 Possing 1992; Klein 2009, 311. see e.g. stanley 2004; Leskelä-Kärki, 
Lahtinen and Vainio-Korhonen 2011; Edlund, Edlund and Haugen 2014. 
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Koch’s life. Furthermore, there were paradoxical views and narratives 
concerning the political life of Koch which Possing set out to analyse 
and understand. in her chapter, Possing discusses the challenges she 
met and the ways she solved them. Eventually, she ended up creating a 
polyphonic biography, and in her chapter she emphasises that there is 
never one pure voice that the biographer can find and use to depict the 
‘true’ story of an individual.
in contrast to Possing, and thus reflecting the versatility of 
biography’s methodology, Christina Carlsson Wetterberg shows how 
also a more traditional chronological approach can help the biographer 
to produce an innovative life narrative. in her chapter ‘Biography as a 
way of challenging gender stereotypes:  reflections on writing about the 
swedish author and feminist Frida stéenhoff (1865–1945)’, she argues 
that writing about nineteenth- and early twentieth-century feminist 
protagonists from a gender-sensitive and feminist perspective can result 
in a narrative of victimhood. To challenge male-female boundaries and 
to open up the intersections of their life spheres, and thus produce a 
versatile picture of both the temporal context and the protagonist, she 
suggests that one has to work as close to the sources as possible and 
without prejudice.      
The biographical turn in the Nordic historiographies  
The biographical turn is by no means a simple or transparent concept. 
Finnish historian and biographer irma sulkunen, for instance, considers 
historical biography to be part of an ongoing process, implying that the 
concept of a turn is too dramatic.13 in a recent, inspiring editorial for 
the European Journal for Women’s Studies, Kathy Davis critically ponders 
upon the concept of a “turn” and its meaning especially for feminist 
studies. she argues that we need to be careful when promoting turns, as 
‘they are exercises in power, enabling some knowledge to be excluded’. 
13 irma sulkunen discussed critically the concept of biographical turn at Histo-
riantutkimuksen päivät in Helsinki 2012. Her point is referred in Hakosalo, 
jalagin, junila and Kurvinen 2012, 375. 
13
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identifying something as a “turn” necessitates making a critical distin-
ction between what is important and what is not. it creates borders and 
constraints between scholars as well. Thus it is relevant to consider what 
we mean by the biographical turn and how this idea relates to the pre-
vious assumptions within historical research about writing biographies 
and life-stories. We agree with Davis in that ‘we need to be sensitive to 
all attempts, including our own, to authorise one discourse, one theo-
retical perspective, or one disciplinary approach, while excluding, silen-
cing or dismissing others’.14 
in her book Ind i Biografien (2015), which explores theoretical and 
methodological aspects of historical biography, Birgitte Possing also 
emphasises the long tradition of biography and argues that at different 
times biographers repeatedly ask the same basic questions in their biog-
raphies. However, che claims, what is new – and what makes the concept 
of a turn justified – is the multitude of questions and answers, different 
interpretations and methodologies that are presently being introduced. 
Thus, the turn has much to do with us, the historians and biographers, 
and the ways we perceive biography and think about our research. it is 
us, the historical biographers, who are rethinking the biographical field 
in the light of the cornucopia of new biographies, new knowledge, new 
narrative and experimental forms, and the entrance of hitherto unk-
nown protagonists.15
it is exactly this recent and emerging trend in biography and new 
biographical research that is emphasised in this volume. The chapters 
revolve around issues that have been central to biographical research 
for centuries, but now they are increasingly explored from theoretical, 
methodological and ethical perspectives. underlining the many-sided 
nature of biography, we argue that biography ‘cannot be dealt with in 
the singular’16. Complexity, diversity and multivocality are the perspec-
tives from which this volume contributes to the ongoing discussion on 
biography. 
14 Davis 2015, 125–128.
15 Possing 2015, 29–34, 188–199.
16 Possing 2015. 
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a prominent feature in the biographical turn has been the concept 
of “new biography” which, under postmodern influences, emphasises 
fragmented selves, identity formation and gendered performances.17 
However, when discussing the genre of biography, and the development 
of biographical writing, we have to be aware that both have, to a great 
degree, been developed on the margins of academic historiography 
and in the overlapping field of academic and non-academic writing. in 
Finland, sweden and Denmark, we can trace long historical roots for 
men and women writing biographies outside academia, nonetheless the 
significantly influencing the field.18 indeed, many of the topics being 
discussed now were pointed out already by earlier biographers, for 
instance the concept of “new biography” was discussed by biographers 
and thinkers such as Virginia Woolf already in the 1920s.19  
as the historiography of biography clearly demonstrates, biography 
as an academic enterprise, as history, has been characterised by contin-
uities and ruptures, as well as by differences between countries. The his-
torian Michael jonas has analysed the present state of Nordic biography 
from a German perspective and argues that the historical biography was 
not highly esteemed in Denmark and Norway after the second World 
War, and even less so in sweden.20 in contrast, historical academic biog-
raphy never lost its prestige in Finland.
The status of historical biography in Denmark and sweden changed 
radically in the 1990s. This is evident in the anthology Att skriva 
människan (1997), in which the editors demonstrate that it had been 
impossible to present a biography as a doctoral thesis in the discipline of 
history in sweden in the 1960s and 1970s. The heavy debate in Denmark 
in the 1990s changed that. This turnabout took place around the time 
of Birgitte Possing’s aforementioned doctoral thesis on the gendered 
history of education in Denmark and its pioneer Natalie Zahle. it paved 
17 Margadant 2000; Possing 2015.
18 see e.g. Katainen, Kinnunen, Packalén and Tuomaala 2005; Kinnunen 
2013; Leskelä-Kärki 2014.
19 Woolf 1967. see also Caine 2010; Possing 2015, 31. Concerning the discus-
sion on the renewal of biography in Finland in the 1920s and 1930s, see 
jalava 2013, 297–298. see also Puntila (1936) 2005.  
20 jonas 2009.      
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the way to a new appreciation of the dynamic relationship between 
the individual personality’s work, life and time, that is, between the 
individual protagonist and the contemporary national and international 
historical context, as opposed to focusing on the primacy of structures 
in historical analysis.21 
Due to language barriers, the cases of iceland and Finland have 
been less well known within the Nordic region than those of sweden, 
Norway and Denmark, and even less so in the wider western context. 
Historical biography has long been a popular genre in iceland, but it has 
been surprisingly sparsely discussed as a historical method or enterprise 
until recent years. Historical biography was, for the most part, the life 
and work -biography of important or well-known men, often written by 
trained historians,22 either within or outside the academia.23  
During the 1970s, younger icelandic historians (many influenced 
by the Marxist theory) rejected biography as an outdated form of doing 
history. influenced by structuralist ideologies, they preferred to find and 
analyse ‘long processes, economic systems, administrative systems and 
all kinds of welfare systems’.24 indeed, biography was in a need of a 
renovation in iceland as the historian Björn Þorsteinsson pointed out 
in 1974. as an opponent for a doctoral thesis on a historical biography, 
he criticised historical biography for being a stagnated form of narra-
tive, an account of life and work, instead of analytical research.25 alt-
hough historians continued to criticise biography for its tendency to be 
hagiographic in style, it was not until the 1990s that biography began 
21 The interesting debate around Possing’s work (which, due to language, is 
though mainly swedish and Norwegian) is documented and analysed in 
her book, Ind i Biografien (translated in English in 2016 as Understanding 
Biographies).  Possing 2015, 15–19. see also ambjörnsson, ringby and Åker-
man 1997, 7–8.     
22 until the 1960s, history within the university of iceland was taught as a 
part of ‘icelandic studies’, which was a mixture of literary studies, icelandic 
linguistics and history, with heavy emphasis on the medieval period. 
23 several of these biographies were written as dissertations for a university 
degree.
24 Karlsson 2011, 10–12; Halldórsdóttir 2013. 
25 Þorsteinsson 1974.
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to change in iceland.26 The strong male bias, both in terms of biog-
raphers and protagonists, was however still persistent and, as Erla Hulda 
Halldórsdóttir shows in her chapter, women as historical biographers 
and as worthy protagonists only entered the stage during the late 1990s. 
Historical biography and biographical studies are gradually becoming 
stronger as an academic field and method in iceland. 
as pointed out, Finland differs to some extent from the general 
Nordic pattern. already in 1990, the historian ari uino underlined the 
importance of biographical research as part of historiography. in the 
1980s, and without interruption into the 1990s, historical biographies 
were written by historians at different stages of their academic careers 
and the value of these studies was never seriously called into question 
because of the genre. in addition, doctoral theses employing a biog-
raphical approach were commonly presented, even if some doubts were 
expressed as to whether they could be accepted as problem-based rese-
arch. such criticism was countered, for instance, with the argument that 
in a biography the individual life was the problem to be examined.27 
in retrospect, some serious biases in the Finnish biographical scho-
larship are visible, one such being associated with gender. Despite the 
emerging field of women’s history in the 1980s, the biographical field 
was still strongly male biased, both in terms of authors and protago-
nists, with a heavy emphasis on political historical biographies. This 
changed in the subsequent decades. as a result, similar to the case in 
other national historiographies, in Finland integrating women and 
gender into biographical research has gradually reshaped the field both 
in terms of methodology and in terms of the visibility of a new group of 
historical actors. Biographical research, in turn, has influenced women’s 
and gender history; it helps both in questioning the grand narratives of 
history and in deconstructing the canonised interpretations of women’s 
history. This can be noticed particularly in the works of Finnish his-
torians irma sulkunen and anne ollila, both of whom interwove 
26 Magnússon 2004; Halldórsdóttir 2013. see also short articles in the his-
torical journal Saga XLiX:2 (2011), 9–52, where eleven scholars and biog-
raphers, from different disciplines answer the question ‘What is biography’ 
[‘Hvað er ævisaga?’].
27 saarikoski (1989) 2006. 
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microhistory, gender history and biographical analysis into narratives of 
individual women in times of social change.28
However, bridging the gap between history and biography has not 
been without tensions among women’s and gender historians themsel-
ves. The Dutch historian Mineke Bosch, among others, points out many 
women’s and gender historians’ ambivalence concerning biography.29 
This ambivalence has also been evident among Nordic women’s and 
gender historians, who have primarily worked in the field of social his-
tory and emphasised the role of women in the workforce and in social 
movements.30 
Gendering biographies
Gender plays a central role in this book and permeates all the chap-
ters, as they reflect topical and innovative research into male and female 
lives, and aim at developing a gender-sensitive historical biography in 
which gender is analysed and discussed in different historical contexts. 
Like any other social and cultural phenomenon, gender is constructed 
in time, in historical processes. Historians can offer a perspective that is 
open and sensitive to the diversity of the past as well as for the ruptures 
and disconnections between the past and the present. 
as the gender historian jeanne Boydston has argued, the perspec-
tive of gender as a category of analysis has in a way led us to a situa-
tion where we tend to see the past and its situations as similar to the 
present. in our eagerness to defend gender as a historical process, we 
have embraced the similarities while overlooking the differences. We 
28 sulkunen 1989, 1995, 1999; ollila 1997.
29 Bosch 2012. see also e.g. Caine 1994, 250; schaser 2001, 143.     
30 see the special volume of Scandia ‘Genushistoriens utmaningar’ (2/2012) 
concerning the content and status of gender history in present sweden. in 
her article, ann-Catrin Östman pays attention to how the status of bio-
graphical and life-historical approaches has been higher in Finland than in 
sweden, particularly in the 1990s. Östman 2012, 95. see also Tuomaala 
2005.
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should be equally sensitive to differences other than gender as well as 
to the complexity, inconsistency and discrepancy of the past.31 Here, in 
particular, biography can help us in developing more subtle interpre-
tations, since biography is always local and particular. individual lives 
can ‘illustrate how differences of wealth and power, of class and gender 
and of ethnicity and religion have affected historical experiences and 
understanding’, like australian historian and biographer Barbara Caine 
has put it.32 and in looking from the periphery of the North – a term, 
whose meaning differs historically and geographically – we are aware of, 
and underscore, the importance of remembering that history is always 
culturally and socially situated in time and space. 
Despite the impact of women’s and gender history on biographical 
research, in the beginning of the second millennium women are still 
in the minority as protagonists (and also among writers). in her afore-
mentioned book, Ind i biografien, Birgitte Possing reveals interesting 
figures on the gender imbalance in historical biography, both concer-
ning protagonists and biographers, which still characterises the field. 
she analysed biographies published and reviewed from 2000–2011 in 
six selected historical journals and shows that the biographical genre 
was not only male dominated – it was astonishingly male dominated. 
although the number of female protagonists rose from 10 per cent to 15 
per cent in the united states, the united Kingdom, Germany, France, 
sweden, Norway and Denmark, and more women were therefore being 
given their due place in history, men still filled on average 85 per cent of 
the biographical picture. There were large differences between countries 
however: in the united states, sweden and Denmark the proportion 
31 Boydston 2008, 558–583. see also aalto, Kaartinen, Konola, Lahtinen, 
Leskelä-Kärki and Tuohela, 2014. Boydston refers to joan scott’s influen-
tial analysis on gender as an analytical category, see scott, 1988. see also 
antti Harmainen’s chapter in this anthology. Further on gender history 
from national and international perspectives see e.g. Morgan 2006; abrams 
2006; Downs 2010. on Nordic discussion see e.g. Hagemann 2003; Pos-
sing 2014. 
32 Caine 2010, 10. see also e.g. Florin 2015.
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of women protagonists reached 20 per cent, i.e. one-fifth of all biog-
raphies.33  
This bias draws attention to and is the part of the western historio-
graphical tradition in which women have until recently not been con-
sidered active agents in history and thus have not been given a place 
in national or international historiography. although this tradition has 
been challenged for nearly fifty years, women’s and gender history is still 
underrepresented in most canonised historical narratives. The demand, 
and need, for a change and for revised histories is best reflected in the 
flourishing publication of national and international (European) books 
addressing the theme of gendered history.34 
Biographies seem to be a fruitful way of exploring and representing 
women’s lives – and thus to gradually change the way women are per-
ceived and written about as historical agents in historical narratives. 
However the issue of female protagonist is related not only to gender, 
but also to differences within the category of women. in her chapter ‘a 
biography of her own: The historical narrative and sigríður Pálsdóttir 
(1809–1871)’, Erla Hulda Halldórsdóttir argues that ordinary lives are 
still marginal as the protagonists of women’s biographies, and indeed 
their lives, lack a frame of narration within the field. she maintains that 
even though feminist biographers and theorists stress the importance 
of exploring and writing the lives of ordinary and forgotten women 
rather than exceptions and trailblazers, these women seldom become 
biographical subjects on the strength of their own individual lives but 
rather serve as representatives of larger groups of women. Halldórsdóttir 
grounds her argument on her study on the life and letters of the icelan-
dic sigríður Pálsdóttir (1809–1871) who wrote her brother 250 letters 
during her lifetime but otherwise did nothing that would make her a 
woman worthy of a biography.  
33 Possing 2015, 65. 
34 Blom and sogner 2006; smith 2000, 2010; Porciani and o’Dowd 2004; 
abrams, Gordon, simonton and yeo 2006; Epple and schaser 2006; Hage-
mann and Quataert 2007; Downs 2010. 
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Most of the chapters in this volume are concerned with women, which 
is indicative of the present situation in the field of “new biographies”.35 
These have mostly been devoted to exploring women’s lives, their cir-
cumstances and the meaning of gender for women. The increasing 
interest in biographical research among women’s and gender historians 
in the early 2000s has resulted in a growing number of biographies of 
women as entrepreneurs, scientists, scholars, politicians, social refor-
mers, artists, feminists for instance. Many of these biographies have 
been influenced by postmodern views and are experimental in form 
and context. in the Nordic context, this is exemplified for instance by 
Kirsti Niskanen’s book on the swedish economist Karin Kock, Karriär 
i männens värld (2007), and Birgitte Possing’s aforementioned book on 
the Danish minister and theologian Bodil Koch, Uden Omsvøb (2007). 
altough the history of masculinities and manhood is a growing 
field within gender history, men continue to be the unproblematised 
main characters of most biographies.36 in this anthology the male sex 
and gendered ideas about men and masculinity are analysed by antti 
Harmainen in his chapter ‘Group biography as an approach to stu-
dying manhood and religion in late nineteenth-century Finland’. For 
his analysis, the use of private sources is of crucial importance because 
they open up a possibility to see how the rigid binary of femininity and 
masculinity was challenged within particular circles in Finnish society. 
Harmainen discusses the emergence of a specific form of modern mas-
culinity that saw features like empathy, which were normally percei-
ved of as feminine, as combatible with a morally sustainable modern 
manhood. This concept of manhood was constructed in relation to 
alternative forms of religious beliefs, in this case theosophy and spiri-
tualism. Here, Harmainen’s analysis is in line with Christina Carlsson 
Wetterberg’s, who sees the potential of biography in challenging the idea 
of strictly gendered spaces and identities. 
Harmainen’s analysis reflects how one of the characteristics of gen-
dered biographies is the emphasis on the overlapping of the private and 
35 We follow the argument of Birgitte Possing (2015) on how we need to talk 
about biography in plural, biographies, due to the diversity of the genre.  
36 see e.g. Possing 2012; Hakosalo, jalagin, junila and Kurvinen 2014, 14.
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public spheres in an individual’s life.37 The contested binary of public 
and private spheres has been one of the most salient concepts of wom-
en’s and gender history since the early 1970s and continues to motivate 
research on how women have dealt with the ideology of separate spheres 
while simultaneously trying to shape their new-found public lives. Kris-
tine Kjærsgaard also addresses the public and the private in her chapter 
‘Love and emotions in the diplomatic world: The relationship between 
Bodil Begtrup’s public and private lives, 1937–1956’ which investigates 
the complex love relationship, and later marriage, between Bergtrup and 
her fellow diplomat, Laurits Bolt-jørgensen, as well as the way Bergtrup’s 
public life and career as a diplomat was affected by her relationship with 
Bolt-jørgensen despite her determination to keep public and private 
separated. Kjaersgaard demonstrates that it is impossible to separate the 
private from the public in biographical study as they are always intert-
wined, even if it is the public life which is being investigated. 
Contextualising the individual(s) in biographies
For a historian writing historical biography, the most challenging task 
is the representation relationship between the individual and his/her 
historical period. Virginia Woolf pointed out this difficulty when she 
was contemplating the process of writing her memoir in the late 1930s: 
‘i see myself as a fish in a stream; deflected; held in place; but cannot 
describe the stream.’ Later, the British biographer Hermione Lee argued 
that the biographer’s task is to see both the fish and the stream, that is, 
the context or “spirit of the age” in which one lives.38 
in her Biography and History (2010) Barbara Caine argues that the 
upsurge of interest in biography among historians derives from their 
growing insight into the compatibility of the individual and the social/
37 Ware 2010.
38 Lee 2009, 13–14. see also how Finnish cultural historian jukka sarjala dis-
cusses the limitations of contextualisation in outlining too tightly the pos-
sible worlds of an individual in the past, sarjala 2014. 
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political: ‘The “turn” that they describe involves a new preoccupation 
with individual lives and stories as a way of understanding both con-
temporary societies and the whole process of a social and historical 
change.’39 Women’s and gender historians have contributed to the dis-
cussion about the dynamic relationship between the context and the 
individual(s) with their emphasis on gendered and gendering structures 
and historical processes, as evidenced by the pioneering work of schol-
ars such as Birgitte Possing and susanne Malchau in Denmark, inger 
Elisabeth Haavet in Norway, yvonne Hirdman in sweden, and irma 
sulkunen and anne ollila in Finland.40 The relationship between the 
individual and the context is an underlying theme that this anthology 
seeks to develop further.
as mentioned above, microhistory, like biography, has broadly 
influenced the paradigm changes in historical scholarship during the 
past few decades, especially with respect to the usage of personal docu-
ments such as letters or diaries, which are also vital sources for biog-
raphers. The link between biographical and microhistorical research 
can be seen as mutually enriching, but also as problematic. on the one 
hand, there is an overlap between these two, as for instance Barbara 
Caine points out.41 on the other hand, there are methodological and 
theoretical differences between these two fields of research.42 Microhis-
torians have generally chosen their protagonist because of his/her often 
marginal or exceptional life – criminal activity being one of the popular 
themes. such individuals have been used to mirror their society and its 
hegemonic beliefs; “normal exceptions” is the preferred concept because 
the “abnormal”, unsuitable or punishable behaviour of these protago-
nists discloses what is thought to be normal. These individuals are thus 
not necessarily chosen because of their own merits but are, rather, exp-
lored as representatives of bigger processes or groups. 
Notwithstanding biography’s special interest in the individual life, a 
good historical biography always develops our understanding of histori-
39 Caine 2010, 1.
40 Possing 1992, 2007; Malchau 1998; Haavet 1998; Hirdman 2006, 2012; 
sulkunen 1989, 1995, 1997; ollila 1998.   
41 Caine 2010, 111–116.
42 Lepore 2001; Caine 2010; Magnússon and szijártó 2013.
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cal structures and processes. This is evident for example in the swedish 
historian yvonne Hirdman’s fascinating biography about her mother, 
Den röda grevinnan. En europeisk historia (2012). The starting point for 
this book are the turbulent interwar years in Europe which Hirdman 
wanted to illuminate. in the end, the book became first and foremost 
a biography of her mother, Charlotte Hirdman, who led independent 
and cosmopolitan life in Germany, Moscow and Copenhagen before 
settling in sweden as a housewife and mother of three. The political 
changes in Europe are made visible through the life story of a woman 
who remained a mystery to her own daughter.43
The american historian jill Lepore has illuminated the differences 
between microhistorical and biographical research regarding their rela-
tion to individuals. Whereas microhistory aims at saying something 
about the culture in which an individual is positioned, the focus of a 
biographer is always on the individual, despite the careful contextuali-
zation. in microhistory, the aim is to analyse some mystery or pheno-
mena, whereas in biography a life story has value in its own right. The 
individual is thus more of a tool for the microhistorian, who, as a con-
sequence, does not develop as strong an attachment or ‘fall in love’ with 
her protagonist as biographers usually do – regardless of whether this is 
a bad thing or not.44  
Notwithstanding the differences between them, irma sulkunen’s 
research demonstrates the productive overlap between microhistorical 
and biographical approaches and how this overlap opens up new pos-
sibilities to analyse historical change. in her trilogy (1989, 1995, 1999) 
on three Finnish women, sulkunen uses their individual lives to explore 
large societal and political processes, such as nation building, formation 
of civil society and the modern gender order. in doing so, she conceptu-
alises biography not as a separate field of historical research but rather as 
a method. she actually employs the concept of “person-based history” 
(in Finnish henkilöhistoria) to underline her view of the mutual rela-
tionship between biography and history. in 2009, sulkunen retrospecti-
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of Miina sillanpää, Finland’s perhaps most notable female politician, 
the book traces in particular the changes that took place in the social 
system of gender when paid employment became more common and 
class society more firmly established.’ 45 However, in her book on Mandi 
Granfelt (1995), a school teacher and nationalist activist, sulkunen 
does point out the importance of uniqueness when she stresses that, 
although Mandi could be seen as an example of her times, she neverthe-
less remains ‘undefinably unique’ in character.46
in Tiina Kinnunen’s chapter ‘”Fighting sisters”: a comparative biog-
raphy of Ellen Key (1849–1926) and alexandra Gripenberg (1857–1913) 
in the contested field of European feminisms’, Kinnunen employs com-
parative biographical approach in analysing the ideological controversy 
between two contemporaries, the Finnish Gripenberg and the swe-
dish Key. Combining a biographical with a microhistorical approach, 
Kinnunen’s analysis, influenced by the work of irma sulkunen, sheds 
light on nineteenth- and early twentieth-century feminism as a conte-
sted field, nationally and transnationally. The controversy surrounding 
the two feminists fighting for their ideas – and each other – is analysed 
against the broader context of modernization of gender relations and the 
changing role of religion.
Women’s political agency is also analysed in irene andersson’s chap-
ter ‘Telling stories of gendered place and space: The political agency 
of the swedish Communist Valborg svensson (1903–1983)’. andersson 
shows how the unique life of a unique person, Valborg svensson, turns 
into multiple lives when analysed through sources that are disparate 
yet still interconnected. in the sources available to andersson, svensson 
was mostly depicted by others or the sources were produced for identity 
production in public arenas. From her fragmented sources, andersson 
creates a context and a narrative of gendered and class-related space for 
political agency in pre- and post-second World War sweden.         
45 sulkunen 2009.




Writing a biography is always a relational process and, as such, bio-
graphy seems to be a special genre. Biography hinges on the interaction 
between the narrator and the individuals47 being narrated, though the 
latter might be long deceased. This makes biography a dialogical process 
in which the narrator constantly mirrors her/himself and her/his opin-
ions in relation to the other, and changes her/his opinions not only about 
the person being narrated but also about her/himself. as biographers, 
we must always clarify on what our relationship is to the individual(s) 
we narrate, since this relationship and reflection define what kind of 
biography we write. Thus, writing a biography means always balancing 
between involvement and detachment, as Hermione Lee puts it.48 
Biographers and historians dealing with individual lives have often 
found it difficult to find this balance. some have found a way to address 
the issue by publishing what the literary scholar rachel Morley calls 
‘pre-biographical’ writings, that is, scholarly articles that ponder upon 
the dilemmas and challenges they are facing while studying their pro-
tagonist and writing her/his story.49 although there are several scholars 
at the present writing about the question of who can interpret and rep-
resent a life, and how, or who ‘owns’ the remembrance of an individual, 
we have to keep in mind that there have been writers pondering upon 
these questions also earlier. For example, the Finnish writer, translator 
and biographer Tyyni Tuulio used many of the practices, that historians 
have started to use later on, already in the 1950s and 1960s, when she 
wrote several biographies of women. Her biographies and various essays 
concerning biographical writing were exceptional, since she used many 
47 in this section the focus is on biographies with one protagonist. However, 
it has to be kept in mind that a growing number of biographies are written 
about several protagonists. see e.g. Heini Hakosalo’s chapter in this volume.  
48 Lee 2009. about this relational process, see also e.g. Culley and styler 2011; 
Morley 2012; Leskelä-Kärki 2012, 2015. 
49 Morley 2012, 77–95. indeed, there are several such articles to be found in 
historical and scholarly journals, also by the editors of this volume: see e.g. 
Leskelä-Kärki 2001, 2004; Halldórsdóttir 2010, 2015. also, for instance, 
Kristmundsdóttir 2006; Holmes 2005; Lee 2008.
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of the means historians promote today: self-reflection, highlighting the 
importance of private sources, dialogical relation with the past persons, 
positioning of herself, and playing with literary genres.50 
The British sociologist Liz stanley has addressed relationality widely 
in her works, and she emphasises acknowledging the importance of 
what happens in ‘the spaces between lives lived and lives written’ – a 
process, a relationality that eventually leads to a final outcome: a book, a 
biography, or an article. The process of producing should be, she argues, 
an acknowledged part of the final outcome.51 stanley has discussed the 
unclear borders between autobiographical and biographical writing 
in her classic book The auto/biographical I (1992). in it, she rejects the 
rigid differentiation between biography and autobiography and argues 
for their reciprocity by introducing the concept auto/biography. stanley 
argues that ‘”doing biography” in any of its sub-forms is intimately con-
nected with the biographer’s own autobiography’.52 
in other words, we ourselves, our origins, experience and views are 
reflected, consciously and unconsciously, in our works and we must 
admit this. The historian Kate Brown phrases it aptly when she writes 
that we (or historical and biographical writing) must acknowledge that 
‘nearly all good history writing relies on the experience of the historian, 
the historian’s own biography, to grasp and represent the past’.53 To ack-
nowledge one’s own voice as a biographer and the intimate dialogue 
one creates with the biographée is not common in the Nordic research. 
in the third biography of her trilogy, irma sulkunen, however, dares to 
take this step when she engages in a dialogue with an eighteenth-cen-
tury woman who is said to have started a religious revivalist movement, 
but of whom there are no extant sources.54
in her chapter ‘remembering mother: relations and memory in 
the biographical project on Minna Krohn (1841–1917)’, Maarit Les-
50 see more in Leskelä-Kärki 2013. see also oittinen 2005, 186.
51 stanley 2002. 
52 stanley 1992, 162–163.
53 Brown 2009, 599. see also e.g. Leskelä-Kärki 2006, 78–85, 631–639, where 
she discusses the emotional relation of a researcher towards her subjects and 




kelä-Kärki discusses relationality as an important starting point when 
engaging with the life of another, but also as an ethical issue that rises 
between the biographer and her subject. in her biographical project 
on Finnish nineteenth-century school teacher Minna Krohn, Leskelä-
Kärki questions the idea of a coherent life story and asks how we could 
approach past persons in a way that would allow many voices and cont-
radictions. analysing the different narrated memories of Minna Krohn, 
and implementing the ideas of relational identity theorised by adriana 
Cavarero, she asks how we, as biographers, might make use of the varied 
and often also contradictious material produced on past persons and do 
ethically solid biographical studies.
The multiple interpretations of relationality are a topic we address 
in many of our chapters. it is a wide concept that impinges on only the 
relationship between the biographer and her/his biographée but also the 
awareness of the relationality of (our) identities. several of the chapters 
deal with the protagonist’s close relationships – with children, spouses 
and friends, as well as with larger circles of colleagues and networks. We 
argue that contextualising our protagonist not only entails exploring 
her/him in relation to relevant cultural, political or economic contexts 
but should also include analysis of the social surroundings and the rele-
vant networks and relations.    
The increasing popularity of group biography is an indication of the 
usefulness of this approach, as exemplified for instance by susanne Mal-
chau Dietz’ book Køn, Kald og Kompetencer. Diakonissestiftelsens kvin-
defællesskab og omsorgsuddannelser 1853–1955 (2013)55 and Christina 
Florin’s study on swedish feminists’ campaign for the vote, Kvinnor får 
röst: kön, känslor och politisk kultur i kvinnornas rösträttsrörelse (2006). 
in this volume, Heini Hakosalo points out, that, since the 1980s, most 
group biographies have been written by women about women.56 Most of 
these works focus on the ways gender and social, cultural and political 
structures limit or open up possibilities for their women protagonists.57 
55 For group biography, see e.g. Malchau Dietz 2013 and Caine 2010, 47–61.
56 see Hakosalo 2014. see also e.g. Elqvist-saltzman 1997.  
57 Ware 2010.
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in this anthology, antti Harmainen uses group biographical appro-
ach to historicise certain aspects of masculinity and men’s lives. in her 
chapter ‘Coming together: Early Finnish medical women and the mul-
tiple levels of historical biography’, Heini Hakosalo asks how a biographer 
can combine various aspects of biographical approach when studying 
several individuals. she distinguishes between a set, a group and an 
individual approach and argues that the research question directs which 
of the approaches to employ and how they should be implemented. she 
suggests that group biography is best suited for an analysis of relations 
and their historicity, and for examining influences between individuals. 
she categorises pair biography, such as that used by Kristine Kjærsgaard 
in this volume, as a subcategory of group biography.            
Hakosalo also discusses the multiple interpretations of the concept 
of collective biography. Kaisa Vehkalahti’s chapter ‘Bad girl biographies: 
Child welfare documents as gendered biographies’ takes the idea of col-
lective biography further, as she examines the biographical information 
collected and registered by the social service (child welfare) in Finland 
pertaining to ‘delinquent’ girls. as Vehkalahti demonstrates, this data is 
sensitive but at the same time also fascinating biographical source mate-
rial. However, Vehkalahti does not focus on individual cases but instead 
examines knowledge-production, that is, the ways in which the forms 
and questions are structured, and what kind of biographies are produ-
ced. simultaneously, she shows how these carefully structured (collec-
tive) biographies were used to define, interpret and identify improper 
behaviour.
***
The volume is concluded by an ‘afterword’ that discusses four inter-
related topics from the view point of the future of biography as a cat-
egory of historical research. This chapter completes but also opens up 
new perspectives on the variety of viewpoints and approaches of the 
preceding individual chapters. These four topics are ‘Biography as an 
interdisciplinary endeavor’, ‘relationality and ethics: biographers, pro-
tagonists and readers’, ‘Biography and the transnational turn in history’, 
and ‘Biography as a tool to combine micro and macro’. The twelve chap-
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ters of this volume are aimed at showing the capacity of biography to 
reflect the challenges, both academic and political, of the constantly 
changing world and create tools to capture the interest of future reader 
generations.          
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How does one relate a complex life? 
reflections on a polyphonic portrait of the minister and 
intellectual Bodil Koch (1903–1973)
Birgitte Possing
in this chapter, i will reflect on the analytic keys of my biography on 
the Danish minister and intellectual, Bodil Koch that was published in 
Danish in 2007. Bodil Koch was an extremely high-profile and popular 
politician and minister during the period of the Cold War from 1950–
1968. in spite of her position as a government minister for a period of 
more than fifteen years and her capacity as a provocative polemicist, 
intellectual, feminist and humanist, and in spite of the fact that her 
impact on the domestic and international politics had been immense, 
she had been marginalised in mainstream Danish national history. in 
my biography on her, i wanted to reestablish her visibility by writing 
her back into the national mainstream history. The question was how 
to do it. 
The act of depicting Bodil Koch’s national and international impact 
in her lifetime and reflecting on her significance for posterity was met 
with some paradoxes. The paradoxes leapt out at me from a painting in a 
museum. i happened to come across the Danish portrait painter Kirsten 
Kjær’s oil painting of Koch, entitled Vision In Red, and i was stunned. 
This portrait was an explosive rendition of a woman on guard, a woman 
poised to jump, an ardent gaze with intense, well-defined eyebrows. The 
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painting showed a sitter rendered as a medley of sparkling red, yellow, 
blue and green. a woman with a purpose, slender, head tilted, radia-
ting an appealing volition. The portrait showed a woman in motion, 
a pro-active woman who would surely get things rolling. yet, it was a 
disjointed mosaic, full of holes. The painting exuded a double-edged 
and enigmatic aura of focus and diffusion, of radiance and razor-sharp 
spotlights. in some mysterious way, all this had found its way into the 
ambiguous national, and international, discourse surrounding Bodil 
Koch. inspired by the painting, i decided to write a biography of Koch 
based on her ambiguous aftermath. 
split along two lines
Conventional historiography regarding Bodil Koch had been split along 
two lines. one narrative showed her, the world’s first female Minister 
of Ecclesiastical affairs, Denmark’s third female government minister, 
the academic, the devout Protestant and mother of five children, to 
have been an impulsive, female court jester, telling the truth but not 
being a proper politician. she was characterised as an awkward and 
inept representative for Danish and international politics in mainstream 
national history. The other narrative pointed to her as one of the twen-
tieth century’s foremost political talents, an advocate of modernity and 
humanism, a critic of Cold War mentality, and the feminist who cut 
the mustard as a purposeful man. in this latter narrative, Bodil Koch 
was characterised as the ‘only real man’ in the four governments where 
she held a position as minister, and as one of the most important figures 
in twentieth-century Danish domestic and foreign affairs. she carried 
the status as the social Democratic party’s biggest vote-catcher, having 
an enormous and rarely-matched impact on political life. Her contem-
porary political colleagues across party lines acknowledged her signifi-
cance from an irritated or jubilant perspective according to where they 
stood on the political spectrum. 
Why did she leave this enigmatic and contradictory reputation, 
where one interpretation actually precluded the other? How could 
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Bodil Koch by Kirsten Kjær, painted in May 1958. (Kirsten Kjær Museum, Denmark) 
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public perception of her be so conflicting? i wanted to find an answer 
by repainting her portrait in words. i wanted to analyse her afresh in 
relation to the challenges of her day. That was the task i set for myself, 
starting with the challenge of finding the necessary biographical keys.
The notion of ‘the only real man’ signals traditionally male charac-
teristics, such as purposefulness, firmness and courage, whereas the 
term ‘court jester’ signals traditionally female characteristics, such as 
irrationality, absurdity, amusement and impulsiveness. These incom-
patible characteristics were so inconsistent that they could hardly be 
used to refer to the same person. or had Bodil Koch herself signalled 
an ambiguous nature that substantiated the contradictory reputation? 
if so, was this, in itself, a reason to give her such a transient position 
in historiography, as has been the case? or, on the contrary, was there 
reason to recall a politician that had been an intellectual analyst flag-
ging options for an alternative modus operandi? Koch had been a poli-
tician who challenged the prevailing political mind-set, the iced-over 
ideologies and inflexible political power manoeuvrings, both during the 
German occupation of Denmark in the second World War and during 
the icy Cold War period. 
over and over again, Bodil Koch optimistically argued for the sol-
ving of political conflicts from a humanitarian approach rather than an 
ideological approach. in a television interview at the age of 68, she said 
that from the outset of her political career she had decided ‘to continue 
to be – naive’. intentionally, Koch seemed to have put herself in that 
unusual position – on the one hand, as a responsible government minis-
ter for fifteen years, and on the other hand, as an anti-authoritarian 
intellectual provocateur. 
i, thus, had to ask quite a basic question: Which were her beliefs? 
What was her mission as a politician? Why had this non-political aca-
demic, theologian and housewife gone into politics in the first place? 
What did she envision she would accomplish? What were her values, 
and why did they have such an impact in the public arena? Why did 
she hit the invisible glass ceiling in the power struggle of heavyweight 
politics and not get appointed as a Minister for Foreign affairs, even 
though foreign policy was for her ‘the being and essence of all politics’? 
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What were the issues in her personal political manifesto, and how did 
she manage to get them writ large across the public stage? 
Changing biographical experience
Compared with my former biographical work on the pioneering educa-
tionalist Natalie Zahle (1827–1913), the biography of Bodil Koch was 
intended to be of quite a different nature. While the biography of Zahle, 
Viljens Styrke. Natalie Zahle. En biografi [The strength of Will](1992), 
was directed at understanding the focused life aims of the pioneering 
woman behind the iconic myth and telling the story of her life, times 
and work, the purpose of the Koch biography was to listen to a woman 
with several voices speaking in diverse directions, creating a polyphony 
of visions that did not necessarily add up to a unified whole. Where the 
Zahle biography reconstructed the general public’s image of a national 
icon, the Koch biography intended to challenge and deconstruct this 
same general public’s view of a controversial but valued and much-loved 
politician. Where the Zahle biography aimed at rehumanising histo-
riography and restoring the biography as a worthy, analytical genre in 
the discipline of history, the Koch biography intended to reinstate one 
of Denmark’s leading ladies in national discourse and render her visible 
in a broad, political and intellectual public arena. While the Zahle biog-
raphy was told as a classic life-and-times biography, as familiar from 
the anglo-saxon research tradition, the Koch biography was meant to 
redevelop the narrative conventions of this tradition. of course, these 
different approaches would have consequences for the analytic method 
underlying the biography of Bodil Koch. in the following, i shall reflect 
on this process from the perspective of its contrast to my experience 
with analysis from the classic life-and-times biography. 
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Tracing a deliberate dismissal of letters
unlike my research into Natalie Zahle, who had left a comprehensive 
archive that included more than 3,000 letters, there was hardly a single 
letter to be found that was addressed to or from Bodil Koch. syste-
matically, she and her family had discarded the extensive correspon-
dences she had conducted with many leading figures of her day. They 
were referred to in other sources. one of Koch’s correspondents was 
her husband, Hal Koch. as a professor, folk high school principal and 
debater, he had been a public figure in Denmark both during and after 
the second World War. His archive is preserved in the Danish National 
archives, but contains no letters of import. Bodil Koch herself had kept 
all her speeches, drafts of articles and unpublished lectures from the first 
hesitant steps she took into the public arena in 1938 up until her death 
in january 1972. she did not, however, keep any of her letters. Her 
archives, which were not in any kind of organised order, were stored in 
the home of the youngest of her twin sons, jens Koch, and they had yet 
to be collated in an archive with public access.1 jens Koch invited me 
to visit him at his home so we could sort through the papers together. 
There i realised that he was in the process of throwing out what was left 
of his mother’s collection of letters. ‘Why?’ i asked. ‘What is written 
there is of no concern to anyone else,’ he answered. seeing my disap-
pointment, he cheerfully increased it by giving me a list of names, some 
familiar, some unfamiliar, of living Danes he asked me not to contact 
as part of my research. He told me that there were matters pertaining 
to Bodil and Hal Koch that the family did not wish to see in the public 
domain. 
That statement presented a research challenge. on the one hand, the 
researcher has to investigate all sources exhaustively in order to get as 
close as possible to available facts. on the other hand, when researching 
for a biography, the protagonist has to be treated, for ethical reasons, 
with respect and dignity. as a result, i faced a lack of letters that could 
1 This happened later, at my request. in 2008, following an agreement with 
the family, Bodil Koch’s archive was incorporated in arbejderbevægelsens 
Bibliotek og arkiv (Library and archive of the Danish Labour Movement) 
in Copenhagen.
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have afforded access to questions concerning which issues transpired in 
her, between her and all the people in her multifarious public network, 
and privately between her and her husband. instead, i had a list with 
names of central sources that i was forbidden to contact. i made a deci-
sion that was to have great consequences for the analysis and the Koch 
portrait i was about to draw. i decided to approach her from outside 
instead of empathetically, and to focus on her work, her political visions 
and decisions rather than on her personal-private activities, feelings and 
understandings. With this approach, i met her emotional and private 
life challenges from an outside perspective; none the less, they ended 
up becoming part of the biography, as did a few letters that turned up 
during the work.   
Tracing sources other than letters 
so for sources, i would seek out her tracks in the manuscript archive, 
which unlike her letter archive was an almost complete record of her 
career. i planned to utilise the extensive collection of books and art she 
had left, and to which she had often referred in her speeches, in the 
relevant archives of the ministries for which she had been responsible – 
Ecclesiastical affairs and Culture – and also in minutes of cabinet mee-
tings, which provide insight into the internal debates of any government 
in office. in addition, i would look in the archives of the Ministry of 
Foreign affairs, because Bodil Koch was known, dreaded and respected 
throughout the world for her foreign policy speeches to the internatio-
nal forum. Her public reputation also meant that newspapers and other 
media were a natural source area i would have to trawl. 
once i announced that i was going to write a biography of Bodil 
Koch, my attention was brought to the existence of an archive from 
the women’s and grassroots movement that Koch had instigated during 
the second World War, and which, over the course of a few years, grew 
explosively, thus exercising a major influence on women’s participation 
in the political democracy of the post-war period. The movement was 
known as the ‘People’s Work movement’ (Folkevirke), the disorganised 
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and extensive archive of which had been kept in private hands. This 
archive is now preserved for posterity in the royal Library in Copen-
hagen, and it gave me access to completely new, hitherto unknown 
insights, both concerning the impact of the movement and as regards 
the way in which Bodil Koch made herself a public figure. unlike 
work on the Zahle biography, my biography of Koch took shape over 
a lengthy period of time because of my professional job as a research 
director. in the fifteen years that passed before i returned to research, i 
spent some time familiarizing myself with the source material, reading 
up on Koch’s era and political context and securing interviews with the 
central individuals who had known her, her closest circle and her poli-
tical activities. These interviews constituted a completely different kind 
of source material, thus giving new perspectives on my protagonist. 
Letters, diaries and manuscripts are sources that provide access to the 
protagonist’s own perceptions, longings and ideas, whereas interviews 
as source material allow access to others’ perceptions of, reflections on, 
colours and nuances in the central character. Given that the letters were 
seemingly no longer to be found, these contemporaneous perspectives 
were essential. They yielded insights into Bodil Koch in the context of 
her times in a nuanced and vivid way.  
Tracing methodological approaches
initially, i had envisaged that a radical hermeneutic approach would 
allow me to get close to Koch from the inside outwards. inspired by Toril 
Moi’s The Making of an Intellectual Woman on simone de Beauvoir,2 
the working title The Making of an Intellectual Politician seemed an 
appropriate appellation for my projected biography of Koch. Thus, i 
imagined taking a chronological approach to tell a politically linear 
development story of this remarkable woman. 
However, that analytical handle proved to be an illusory dead-end 
on two grounds. The deeper i read on her, the less coherent her train of 
2 Moi 1994.
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thought became. Her daughter, Dorte Bennedsen, who from the outset 
had not been too keen on the idea of someone writing a book about her 
mother, said to me: ‘you cannot draw a portrait of Bodil Koch and say: 
That is Bodil Koch.’ Gradually, i had to face up to the fact that she was 
right. she had also said, however, that her mother never gave up once 
she had set her mind on something. so likewise, i stubbornly decided 
not to abandon my desire to portray Koch in a biography. 
i would have to choose a completely different approach. Here, 
the interviews paved the way. Through conversations with more than 
twenty of Bodil Koch’s friends, colleagues, acquaintances, critics and 
admirers, her extraordinary calibre was confirmed. it became clear that 
her life should not be seen as a life that followed one continuous direc-
tion. rather, a spectrum of longings, hopes, crises, conflicts and succes-
ses comprised the course of her life; a life running in different directions 
that, in many ways, did not harmonise. ‘The life course did not accom-
modate to itself ’, as she herself stated to express the disharmonies of her 
life. Given that the interviews corroborated what the missing letters had 
told by virtue of their very disappearance – that Bodil and Hal Koch 
wanted to create a circle of emotional ‘untouchableness’ around their life 
together – it became clear to me that the biography should refrain from 
an understanding of her private life and from following a chronological-
linear route of her life. she wanted silence around her daily intimate 
family and social life. 
Thus, i concentrated the analysis on her performance pursuing three 
fundamental questions: why did she have such extraordinary impact as 
a politician, what were the societal needs with which she connected and 
how did she do it? in this process, a new area of source material pro-
vided many keys to comprehension, namely the Danish Broadcasting 
Company’s radio and television tape archive, to which jens Koch drew 
my attention. The film director Boris B. Bertram, with whom i had 
made a film portrait of Koch,3 opened this archive to me. Now, with 
access to interviews and film and audio clips with and about Koch, i 
could compare her manuscripts and draft speeches with the speeches, 
3  store Danskere, om Bodil Koch, Dr2, Danmarks TV1, october 2005 (the 
film portrait has been broadcast several times).
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lectures and interviews she actually gave, and i noted that a signifi-
cant thing happened to Koch in such a performative setting. she turned 
herself into an intellectually provocative, politically anti-authoritarian 
polemicist when she stood on a stage or in front of a microphone and 
a camera. Her exceptional charisma and rhetorical talent was exposed, 
and she got caught up in her own words, left her prepared script and 
entered into a dialogue with her audience, igniting a mutual enthusi-
asm. inflamed by her own ardour, she surmounted the mood of doubt 
into which her thorough preparation for the speech had plunged her. 
seen in this way, there was a clear coherence in her speeches that was 
not to be found in her written preparation.4 That challenge in the source 
material produced some unexpected opportunities for a re-portrayal of 
Bodil Koch. 
Tracing intelligent naïveté as a political challenge 
My objective was to explain and pin down the mystery of Bodil Koch’s 
purpose, her visions, trying to explain why she was simultaneously per-
ceived as provocative, intelligent, impulsive, naïve – and responsible. 
The answer was complex and would be found in a number of places, 
according to whether we see her as a politician, a government minister, a 
humanist, a feminist, a polemicist, a thinker, as a mother or as a wife. in 
my view, however, it would not be found in her childhood or upbring-
ing as the traditional biographical conventions claim. in the twentieth 
century, the psychoanalytic paradigm concerning the development of 
human individuality has dominated the biographical genre. i wanted to 
walk along other lanes.
in 1941, when Bodil Koch was thirty-eight years old, she and Hal 
lost their fifth child, one-year-old daughter Bodil, who died from a rare 
blood disease. The family decided to repress their grief, and they would 
never again talk about the deceased little girl. after this, Koch une-
4 Discovery of the inconsistency in Bodil Koch’s written works led me to 
abandon my projected publication of her collected writings.
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quivocally gave up her role of housewife in the family. Following the 
outbreak of World War ii and Denmark’s occupation by Nazi Germany 
in 1940, Koch appeared angry that the national government had not 
offered more resistance to the occupying force, and she began to engage 
in public debate. in sweden, Elin Wägner’s book Väckerklocka5 had been 
published. it was a wide-ranging historical and matriarchal utopia; one 
long argumentation pushing for women to participate actively in public 
political life. Koch made sure it was translated into Danish with the title 
Ilden Overlever Natten. The book was translated and read throughout 
Europe, and it mobilised many intellectual women to partake in politi-
cal work.6 in Denmark, it formed the theoretical foundation for the 
new women’s movement, Folkevirke, which, spearheaded by Koch, had 
5 Wägner 1941.
6 Leppänen 2005.
Bodil Koch and her husband Hal Koch with two of their kids, Paul and Marianne, 




an overwhelming impact among women generally. in the run of three 
years, ‘Mrs. Professor Hal Koch’ had turned herself into a high-profile 
public intellectual and feminist, carrying her own name, Bodil Koch, 
and paving her way for a career as a politician. 
all in all, these discoveries meant that i took inspiration from Pierre 
Bourdieu’s now classic article on the biographical illusion7 that ques-
tions the concept of coherence in the individual life. This approach sup-
ported my theory about the ambiguous and paradoxical aspect in an 
understanding of Koch and her societal influence. There were a number 
of contradictory lines in her thinking. They spanned and combined 
twentieth-century extreme ideologies in the Hobsbawmian8 sense: 
There were elements of liberalism, socialism, Protestantism, feminism, 
humanism and some conservatism in all her texts and manuscripts. it 
did not prove possible to fashion a meaningful interpretative framework 
for Koch’s rendering of these ideologies, not even by viewing her as 
someone who reconciled dichotomies. The analysis constantly fell free 
from the ideological plait that i was trying to weave as a mode of under-
standing her. Perhaps one should take a more literal look at her and ask: 
What did her subjective vision, ambition and voice express?9 
in a long three-part interview published in 1963, the Danish jour-
nalist Malin Lindgreen caught Koch in a conversation expressing her 
own experience and memoirs as a learning process. reading that, i was 
able to understand that Koch deliberately constructed the myth of her 
political and intellectual being.10 Through her political activities, Koch 
had taken an extremely purposive stand to maintain naïvité as a guiding 
principle to develop the democratic process. she claimed that politicians 
and ministers should make themselves useful to society in a modern 
democracy by repeatedly turning things upside down, by posing fun-
damental, banal and, thereby, naïve questions. Her political incentive 
was not the desire for power. it was a desire to affect public discourse 
and debate. as an ideal, she held the Hannah arendtian view of democ-
7 Bourdieu 1986.   
8 Hobsbawm 1994.
9 in posing these questions, i was inspired by Liljeström 2004 and scott 1992.
10 scott 1992, 27–28.  
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racy in modernity which emphasises democracy as in constant motion, 
changing and growing in an ongoing dynamic process.11 This, in Bodil 
Koch’s opinion, was the most important basic condition of democracy. 
in her public and political work, she decided to focus on four main 
questions: firstly, the question of how to explain the parallel existence of 
religious beliefs and technological insight and knowledge in the twenti-
eth century; secondly, the question of how to develop internationalism 
and foreign politics in national states; thirdly, the question of how to 
install feminism and humanism pragmatically in daily life; and fourthly, 
the still more irrational question of how to use inspiration from modern 
art in culture and politics in the twentieth century. These were the ques-
tions that were fundamental and existential for herself as well as for her 
political impetus and driving force. Publicly, she gave words to existing 
taboos, not providing answers but by constantly raising questions.
seen in that perspective, it was understandable why Bodil Koch was 
able to retain a position as minister for fifteen years in succession and 
under four successive prime ministers, irrespective of her ministerial 
responsibility and the ongoing, harsh criticism from her own govern-
ment members. Her performative endeavour was to make herself into 
an intellectual minister who recreated democracy every day. Thus, she 
was able to embody a different kind of politics. she, herself, called it the 
tracing political naïveté that aimed at challenging the existing politi-
cal ideologies. she succeeded, not in spite of her position as a woman 
pioneer in politics but, on the contrary, by deliberately using her gender 
in the male dominant parliament, to install herself in the role of court 
jester in public debate and on the parliamentary political scene. instead 
of behaving as an excuse for herself, she presented herself as a challenge, 




Bodil Koch and the american Minister of Foreign affairs john Foster Dulles, May 
1958. (Bodil Koch archives, arbejderbevægelsens arkiv og Museum, Denmark)
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Tracing a diet of opposites
This, however, entailed another analytical enigma: How did Bodil 
Koch manage to place herself in and retain this position for a period 
of twenty-five years (she was an elected politician from 1946–1970)? 
Conventionally, we understand the intellectual critic’s role in the state as 
a role independent of power. according to Edward said12, the intellec-
tual critic and the power broker are irreconcilable positions in a modern 
democracy. Without independence, there are no exposures or challenge 
to that power. as a member of a government, however, Koch had been 
a power broker and power administrator. How could she function as an 
agent provocateur in relation to the power that she herself represented? 
Having united this dual position in her fifteen-year service as govern-
ment minister and twenty-five years as a politician during the Cold War, 
Koch should not be seen as someone who surmounted or reinterpreted 
twentieth-century extreme ideologies and developed a systematic new 
political thinking. she was neither an innovative theorist nor a prag-
matic politician. she should rather be understood as the one-off who 
insisted on using her intellectual position in tandem with keeping her 
ministerial responsibility by playing on and with fragments of the exist-
ing ideologies and interpreting them in new ways. 
aware of the consequences – that her superiors would set limits to her 
power and influence – Koch assumed the double position as both intel-
lectual critic of and responsible minister for the same government and 
power. Prior to her period as minister, she had presented herself from the 
podium of parliament as a critical and doubting heart. some years later, 
from the same podium and now a minister, she had insisted that it was 
a duty for ‘every thinking person’ to ‘be anti-authoritarian’. The only 
way Koch could stay in her role as intellectual and anti-authoritarian 
was to become her party’s biggest vote-catcher. and she did. The social 
Democratic Party could not afford to sack her from her post or expel 
her from the party, as others demanded on more than one occasion. on 
the other hand, four social Democrat prime ministers could not afford 
to give her one of the most powerful posts – that of Minister for Foreign 
12 said 2002. 
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affairs – when she kept insisting on her intellectual independence. Her 
deliberate double position as a responsible minister and an independent 
intellectual allowed her to make herself a kind of political-democratic 
valve in the bipolar world created by the Cold War. she loudly and 
clearly stated that it was better to ‘thaw out than to freeze down’, and 
she called for doubt and political self-criticism both in the East and 
in the West. at the same time, she took and administrated power as 
Minister for Ecclesiastical affairs in one of Europe’s most reactionary 
and male-dominated ministries. Moreover, she managed to legitimise 
national church affairs in the atheistic social Democratic Party as well 
as the socialists’ affairs in the national church. as Minister for Cul-
tural affairs, she succeeded in putting ‘fragmented’ advanced art on 
the agenda of people who otherwise loved comprehensible familiar art. 
she undertook a major feminist task in mobilising her female political 
opponents to become active in politics. 
Thus, she lived her political life on a diet of opposites. When she left 
the post of minister in 1968, she told a television interviewer that from 
the beginning of her political career she had had one wish. That wish 
was to ‘retain my naïveté in the original sense of the word, to be myself 
– from the inside’. 
Tracing a polyphonic portrait
The compositional challenge for the Koch portrait was to make the 
reportrayal analysis fit the narrative structure of the book, so that i 
could include all the diverging narratives in one composition. Thus, i 
constructed the biographical portrait as a non-chronological, thematic 
narrative consisting of four principal lines. one line focused on the 
feminist and the democratic humanist, another on the international-
ist and the Cold War critic, a third on the Protestant and ecclesiastical 
politician, and, finally, a fourth on the art critic and cultural politician. i 
included references, a register of sources, a bibliography and an index of 
names as guidance for potential further study by the political, the aca-
demic and the cultural readership. i removed, however, the scaffolding 
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around the biographical house by not explaining my methodological-
theoretical deliberations regarding the process to construct her portrait. 
The book would, thus, be more readily accessible to a general public 
unconcerned with scholarly problems. 
in terms of composition, i framed the plot of the biography by 
beginning and ending with Bodil Koch as interpreted via paintings and 
photographs. i included the illustrations as a central aspect of the many 
narratives, with the size of each picture and placement on the page as an 
indicator of its significance. The illustrations were also the feature of the 
biography that was designed to tie it together chronologically. The pho-
tographs were interspersed throughout the book, following Bodil Koch 
from her childhood days up until a few weeks before her death. The 
illustrations showed life from cradle to grave, whereas the text showed 
that the life of our protagonist took more than one direction, often on a 
collision course, while reminding the reader of Koch’s own saying that 
‘the course of life does not always accommodate itself ’. This statement 
came to underlie the polyphonic, themed book i wrote about her. The 
silence that was struck up between the text, illustrations and picture 
captions was a deliberate part of the composition, intended to cover up 
what i, on ethical or irrational grounds, could not and would not write 
into the manuscript. i included Kirsten Kjær’s two enigmatic 1958 por-
traits of Bodil Koch, one in the introduction and the other in the con-
clusion of the book. The biography was aimed solely at a general public, 
as well as being a challenge for an academic readership. The thematic 
form, the multiple voices, which were manifested in the structure and 
framework of the book, also led me to choose the title Uden Omsvøb. Et 
Portræt af Bodil Koch [To the Point. an incisive Portrait of Bodil Koch]. 
The word ‘biography’ did not feature in the book’s title. 
Tracing an ethical standing 
My position as a biographer in relation to Bodil Koch was based on 
wonder and bafflement rather than on fascination. i was neither driven 
by fascination nor reservation in an identity relation, the dual position 
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i held with Natalie Zahle. Nor did i entertain any wish to legitimise 
Koch’s political project. i was more concerned with rendering visible, 
explaining and understanding her as a controversial one-off in Danish 
political history. one of my aims was to reflect critically on the kind 
of politician she represented. in 1989, the italian historian and biogra-
pher Giovanni Levi pointed out that ambiguities, contradictions and 
biographical polyphony had become ever more central to historians’ 
interest.13 With the Levi-esque desire to capture the ambiguous and 
conflicting aspects of my main character’s life and work, i would assume 
the role of an ‘acute critic’ in relation to Bodil Koch. The former British 
Prime Minister arthur Balfour (1848-1930) is quoted as having said, 
‘biography should be written by an acute enemy’.14 That the biographer 
should play the part of the enemy is a little too strong of an expression 
for my taste, but the image of the detached and acute biographer, who 
impartially and as soberly as possible portrays his or her central char-
acter, defined my position as biographer in relation to Bodil Koch. in 
this respect, my own position with regard to Koch was further inspired 
by ‘the father of historiography’, namely Herodotus, and by the some-
what more modern ryszard Kapuscinski’s inquisitive joy in storytelling 
and taking the observational reporter position in relation to historical 
diversity.15  
This did not mean, however, that the job was without any ethical 
dilemmas. although Uden Omsvøb did not dwell on Bodil Koch’s pri-
vate or intimate relationships, i was faced with several ethical challenges, 
because she had adult children (and grandchildren) and a number of 
close and intimate friends who were still alive when i published the 
book on her. i did not need, as had been the case with Natalie Zahle, 
to keep a personal or secret work diary while researching and creating 
the Koch portrait.  i had no need to record my personal feelings con-
cerning the biography, because my relationship to Bodil Koch was non-
emotional and un-ideological. on the other hand, i was sorely troubled 
when i received her son’s list of people with whom i was not allowed to 
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seek an interview. initially, i decided to comply. When i was later con-
tacted by one of the people on that list, however, my dilemma loomed. 
she had heard that i was working on the book and she wanted to talk 
with me. i kept silent about the fact that her name appeared on the list 
of ‘banned’ interviewees, and agreed to meet with her. Given that she 
had taken the initiative to meet with me, i was not bound by a ‘ban’ that 
i had not even signed. 
once she told me her story, however, i had knowledge of some dra-
matic events and unusual intimate constellations in the Koch family 
universe that had actually had a bearing on their public positions and 
life’s work. When i also, via a number of my interviewed informants, 
sensed that there were strong and crucial circumstances surrounding Hal 
and Bodil Koch that the interviewees were not prepared to divulge, and 
also that the couple’s relationship with their children was emotionally 
un-clarified for all parties, i found myself in an ethical dilemma. should 
i publish my knowledge from her as a ‘forbidden’ interview informant, 
given that it could have a bearing on the understanding of her public 
impact? or should i keep silent about important explanatory mecha-
nisms pertaining to Hal and Bodil Koch’s actions, not involving these 
insights in the biographical analysis? after lengthy deliberation and crit-
ical reflection on my own era’s insistent pressure for exposure of all the 
private and intimate details in the lives of the publicly known, famous 
personalities, i decided to go against the tide. i employed the Danish 
philosopher K.E. Løgstrup’s concept of a ‘zone of the untouchable’16 in 
relation to the inviolable ring that Bodil and Hal Koch had themselves 
established around them and their family. They happily spoke out about 
the practical turmoil of household duties and the ironic tone between 
them and their children, but anything to do with the emotional aspects 
and relations in and around the family were to remain private. This 
would also apply to posterity. Herein lay the explanation for the missing 
Koch correspondence. Deliberately, the family members had burned or 
discarded the letters. only forty-four letters from Bodil to Hal Koch 
had survived, by chance. i found them in a file in the archives of the 
Ministry for Foreign affairs. 
16 Løgstrup 1983. 
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Equipped with knowledge from these forty letters and from the 
aforementioned forbidden interview, i decided to bring the ‘zone of the 
untouchable’ into the discourse to facilitate documentation of a special 
feature of the Koch family – a special feature that could be illuminated 
via quotations from some of the other interviews. i wanted to guide the 
public and coerce the readers into detecting some of the special patterns 
in Bodil Koch and her private life, of which i, as a researcher, was aware, 
and which had made it possible for her to operate as female government 
minister in a period when it was unusual to see a woman who had a 
husband and children taking on powerful positions in politics. i elected, 
however, not to name names nor to pass on the actual dramatic stories 
to which i was now privy. 
By contrasting photographs with quotations from Koch’s very few 
surviving letters, i did, however, try to reveal some of the private explan-
atory mechanisms concerning the relationship between Hal and Bodil 
Koch as structurally explanatory, without telling the actual stories with 
named persons who were still alive at the time. Thus, i chose to solve the 
dilemma by simply identifying the ‘zone of the untouchable’, i.e., cast-
ing some shafts of light across it without conveying the people involved. 
The specific private and intimate circumstance that the Koch family had 
wanted to keep private remained private and inaccessible. However, the 
readers and posterity still received a signal that there were some myster-
ies or a main enigma that could not be revealed in the book, but which 
held crucial points of understanding for Bodil Koch’s thought patterns 
and conduct as a public persona.
Finding paintings and polyphonic portraits  
During my work with the Bodil Koch portraiture, i found another oil 
painting of her made by the painter Kirsten Kjær that had been thor-
oughly hidden in the vaults of the museum. it was called The Closed 
Eyes. in fact, it was Kjær’s first painting of Koch, and it showed her 
as someone other than the extrovert, engaged, pro-active woman who 
would surely get things rolling. The Closed Eyes portrayed Koch in trans-
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Bodil Koch by Kirsten Kjær, painted in May 1958. (Kirsten Kjær Museum, Denmark)
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parent colours with closed eyes, introvert and pale, as a sensitive woman 
in despair. Koch herself did not want the audience to see this part of her 
personality, so she asked the painter to destroy it and paint a new por-
trait. Kjær did the repainting, but she did not destroy the first portrait. 
Today, both paintings are exhibited side by side at the Kjær Museum, 
clearly showing the polyphonic character of Bodil Koch as minister, 
intellectual and humanist.
in retrospect, the geneses of the otherwise methodologically very dif-
ferent Zahle and Koch biographies have four common features in their 
analytic processes. The first was the aim to render visible two historically 
significant woman characters. The second feature was the ambition to 
understand the protagonists in national and international contexts. The 
third was the diversity of sources, and the fourth, the use of interdisci-
plinary analytic approaches. Nonetheless, the analytic processes behind 
the two biographies differed widely, in terms of biographical method-
ology. The Zahle biography forged new routes in Danish academia by 
means of rehumanising historiography, but in an international context, 
it was not theoretically innovative. The Koch biography, on the other 
hand, inscribed itself as a methodological experiment during the so-
called biographical turn in public literature and history.17 The Zahle 
biography elucidated her impact on life-and-times biography. The Koch 
portrait focused on reportraying her in a de- and re-construction pro-
cess. it was inspired by a social constructivist perspective on history, 
starting from new empirical evidence, and ending up explicating her 
impact in a polyphonic portrait with four vertical, in-depth, sectional 
views of the spheres where Bodil Koch had made the deepest imprints in 
history. These views revealed her as the critical internationalist who con-
tested the Cold War mind-set, as the Christian humanist who expanded 
and challenged the broadness of the Danish state church, as the com-
mitted feminist who mobilised women across the board to political-
democratic activity, and as the radical cultural-liberal who prized the 
import of modern art and technology on new political visions.18 in the 
Zahle biography, the extensive surviving collection of correspondence 
17 Hamilton 2008; Klein 2009; Caine 2010.
18 For a survey of biography archetypes, see: Possing 2001; Hamilton 2008. 
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was of crucial significance to the analysis, whereas in the Koch biog-
raphy, new insights came from analyses of manuscripts, interviews, 
printed and electronic media along with photographs and paintings. 
Here, i found new ways of painting my portrait, as challenged by the 
protagonist herself.
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Biography as a way of challenging gender stereotypes: 
reflections on writing about the swedish author and 
feminist Frida stéenhoff (1865–1945)
Christina Carlsson Wetterberg
This chapter is based on my biography of the swedish author and femi-
nist Frida stéenhoff.1 The focus of stéenhoff’s world of ideas was on 
love, sexuality and motherhood. she was well-known in her time for her 
radical plays and social and political writings, but was also much deba-
ted, both by the intellectual male elite and within the women’s move-
ment. she cannot easily be placed into the lines of thought dominant 
at that particular point in time, and was later forgotten. one of the 
ambitions of the book is to study how Frida stéenhoff was created as 
an intellectual and to inscribe her in a literary and political tradition. 
The book has both a narrative and an analytic ambition. The methodo-
logical reflections presented here were not developed before writing the 
book, but are an attempt to retrospectively understand the process and 
some of the results. 
1 Carlsson Wetterberg 2010. 
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Two strong narratives ready to take over
When i presented my book at a seminar, someone commented that it 
must have been difficult to write a book about a woman who had seem-
ingly lived a lucky life and had carved out some space as an author and 
intellectual. i was somewhat confused by the comment, and it made me 
realise how easily biography can be reduced to a narrative about a stable 
subject and a coherent life, and that, when women are at the centre, one 
often expects a story about a victim within a male structure. in fact, it 
was exactly this kind of simple and stereotypical narrative that i had 
struggled against when writing the book.
in retrospect, two major narratives, in research and in society, tried 
to take over my story. in the first, dominant at the time and within 
mainstream research, female authors are devalued and not taken seri-
ously. This could be called the patriarchal narrative; a story that is 
formed by a male life course, where the important relationships are 
those between men and where the important authors are male. in this 
narrative, women’s plays written around 1900 are either categorised as 
“tendency literature” or “indignation literature”, without being attrib-
uted any real artistic value or interpreted as a purely biographical expres-
sion of life and not art.2 This is a narrative that feminist literary research 
has long tried to undermine.3 However, within feminist research, there 
has also been a tendency to get stuck in stereotypes and to force diverse 
experience into predetermined stories. instead of a patriarchal narrative, 
a rigid gender order is placed over the story like a heavy grid, which 
actually means that it reproduces the patriarchal story, albeit in reverse. 
Literary scholar Lisbeth Larsson has pointed to this in her analysis of 
feminist biographies concerning swedish women writers.4 The same 
point is made in The New Biography, edited by jo Burr Margadant, 
2  For a discussion of the concept “indignation literature” in relation to the 
concept “tendency literature” and their possible connection to male and 
female authorship in a swedish context see rydén 1987, 128–133; Gedin, 
2004, 192–214: Englund and Kåreland 2008, 58–62.
3 see for example Nordin-Hennel 1993, 512-527; Williams 1997; Witt-
Brattström 1997, 9–17; Larsson 2008.
4  Larsson 2001, 408.
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where the ambition is to offer ’... a different slant to those depressing 
tales’ that are common within research.5
My ambition is not to deny the existence of gendered structures, but 
to highlight how they are manifested and whether and to what extent 
they affect an individual’s life in a specific historical situation. i argue 
that this is actually an empirical question. Even if all women (and men) 
have to relate to these patterns, their strategies differ depending on who 
they are and how they live their lives. That was my starting point when 
i wrote the book, but the stereotypical gendered narratives, the patriar-
chal as well as the feminist, interfered with the process and made  it more 
difficult to find and shape the story. i was faced with questions like: Did 
women’s plays have any real artistic value? Was the political message of 
greater importance? Was the resistance to women writers very strong?
Depicting a life
in these postmodern times, few believe that it is possible to write a biog-
raphy as a linear narrative, starting from the cradle and ending in the 
grave, with the ambition of finding the ultimate truth about a person’s 
life. on the basis of this, one can either reject the genre as such or limit 
the claims to truth in different ways. The postmodern biographer does 
not claim to depict a real life, but works with texts and stories in which 
the self, the identity, is constantly constructed, deconstructed and 
reconstructed.6 However, even with this point of departure, if the text is 
not completely fragmented, the textual self needs to be interpreted and 
narrated in some way. For example, in her book on simone de Beauvoir, 
Toril Moi leans heavily on psychoanalytic theory – a choice that, in 
itself, expresses a clear view of how a life should be understood.7 in my 
book, i choose a different path, also more comfortable for a historian, 
5  Margadant 2000, 10.
6  see e.g. Caine 2010; Possing 2015.
7  as Caine 2010,  99–100, has pointed out, in the first edition of her book on 
simone de Beauvoir, Toril Moi did not want to call it a biography, but later 
changed her mind. see Moi 1994, 3–4, and the second edition 2008, 2.
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which accepts that identity is both multifaceted and changeable, but 
stresses that the individual life and agency always need to be understood 
from a cultural and historical perspective. i found my inspiration in the 
microhistorical tradition that values  empirical details and focuses on 
how people think and act in their everyday lives.8 
initially, my ambition was to write a theoretically-driven and the-
matic biography, with theories of feminism and gender as linchpins. 
This did not really work. What ultimately gave my writing a boost was a 
total change of approach – to one that was chronological and very close 
to the source. The concept “clues”, associated with the microhistorian 
Carlo Ginzburg, became a kind of methodological key in my research 
process. according to this perspective, the researcher’s task is not to 
establish unequivocal causal relationships, but to arrange her or his clues 
in such a way as to allow for a credible story to emerge.9
Which clues you catch and what kind of story you compose is, of 
course, dependent on previous knowledge, theoretical preferences and 
the research question you want to answer. My ambition was to situate 
my protagonist in her time, to throw light on her development as an 
intellectual, to show how her life, writing and engagement were inter-
twined, and also to acquire more knowledge about the intellectual and 
political context of which she was a part. as my ambition was also to 
challenge the abovementioned delineated narratives – albeit more intui-
tively than consciously – it became important to be open to what the 
source material said and not downplay the contradictions and paradoxes 
that did not fit in.  Thus, by working chronologically and very close 
with the empirical material, i began to see things that i would probably 
have missed if my approach had been different. Working in this way, 
my story began to take shape. The vague picture that i had of Frida 
stéenhoff changed and a more complex picture emerged, of her, of the 
time and of the opportunities and obstacles that faced contemporary 
female intellectuals. Together with some examples, i will now try to 
illustrate how the two narratives were challenged by the empirical data. 
These illustrations appear under three separate headings: controversial 
8 see e.g. Davis 1995; Chartier 1997; Ginzburg 2012.
9 Ginzburg 1989. see also Peltonen 2012, 45–76.
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and conventional, ethics and aesthetics, gender encompassing dialogues 
and new narratives. First, however, a few words about the protagonist 
herself.
a brief background 
Frida stéenhoff made her debut as a dramatist in 1896 with the drama 
Lejonets unge [The Lion Cub] which she wrote under the pseudonym 
Harold Gote. at that time, both the problem-oriented drama and 
women writers had fallen into disrepute, which meant that it was not 
the most favourable time for a woman to publish a socio-critical drama. 
a new literary generation had now made an entrance; one that was criti-
cal of realism and that favoured emotion and fantasy. The role of author 
also became more masculine. Male authors were now ‘the masters of 
the field’, as one researcher put it.10 as indicated above, literature from 
the 1880s – which included women authors, was problem-oriented and 
focused on one’s private life – was often dismissed as “indignation lit-
erature”. 
When Frida stéenhoff published her first drama, she was 30 and 
had been married for eight years. at that time, Frida and her husband, 
Gotthilf stéenhoff, who was a doctor, lived in sundsvall, a sawmill town 
in the northern part of sweden. Frida had been born in stockholm 
and was the daughter of the famous clergyman and writer Bernhard 
Wadström, who eventually became very upset with his free-thinking 
daughter. Lejonets unge questioned both religious dogma and institu-
tionalised marriage and suggested that only a relation that was based on 
love was morally defensible, whether legalised through marriage or not. 
This was the message in Frida stéenhoff’s first drama, which also con-
tained a vague hint about birth control. When the drama was played out 
on stage, it caused great indignation and debate among the bourgeois 
establishment in sundsvall. This was also the case wherever the drama 




the author very much, but rather spurred her on. she was young and 
modern, and fully convinced that her ideas had a future. Frida stéen-
hoff wrote several dramas in rapid succession and also began to engage 
in public debate, both in the pulpit and in her writings. she wrote and 
talked about prostitution, birth control, suffrage, marriage, war and 
peace, and constantly engendered debate, especially when living in 
sundsvall, which she did until 1908. By 1918, eight plays, three novels 
and numerous social pamphlets, essays, articles and critical reviews in 
newspapers and magazines had been published. 
Frida stéenhoff was internationally oriented. she had broad interests 
and read a lot, often with her husband, and was keen to keep up with 
socio-critical fiction and specialist literature. Feminism, liberal theol-
ogy and modern science, especially the theory of evolution, were all 
subjects that interested her. she was alone in calling herself feminist, 
a concept that even today is controversial in swedish debate.11 she was 
an extremely controversial figure; not only for conservatives but also for 
the women’s movement as a whole, which was generally more moderate 
and pragmatic. The militant methods used by the suffragettes in Eng-
land were dismissed, as well as the movements in France and Germany, 
which focused on issues related to love, sexuality and marriage.12 
Frida stéenhoff’s thoughts can be placed in the latter tradition, 
together with those expressed by, for example, Katti anker Møller in 
Norway, rosa Mayreder, Helene stöcker and Grete Meisel-Hess in Ger-
many and Caroline rémy in France.13 Frida stéenhoff remained politi-
cally independent, but like many radical intellectuals of her time, she 
tried to unite thoughts about individual freedom with ideas about social 
responsibility and welfare.
11 stéenhoff 1903.
12 With regard to the early swedish women’s movement, see for example 
Björkenlid 1982; Levin 1994; Manns 1997; rönnbäck 2004.
13 Melander 1990; allen 1991; Blom 1994; roberts 2002. 
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Controversial and conventional
For me, Frida stéenhoff was a courageous and controversial woman, 
who challenged her time in its most contentious issues. she was an out-
sider. This perception of her also initially guided my questions and what 
i picked up from my sources. i was looking for evidence of her having 
faced resistance, and i was happy when i found formulations in letters 
like: ‘i have to force myself a way’ and ‘i have come in embarrassing 
conflict with my family’, and could use them as headings. i gradually 
realised, however, that my perception of her did not fit, and that some-
thing was wrong. yes, she was criticised, but she also received much more 
support than i had expected, even from those who did not share her 
ideas. Moreover, it became clear that despite her controversial thoughts, 
she had, in many respects, lived a rather conventional life. she may have 
been an outsider in some respects, but not in others. The conceptual 
pair controversial/conventional emerged as an interesting paradox in her 
life that i was forced to reflect on. in this way, my understanding of my 
protagonist was deepened, and became more complex.
Photographs of Frida stéenhoff show a beautiful and feminine 
woman. This was also noted by those who wrote about her. Her critics 
could not understand how this seemingly conventional woman could 
champion such outrageous ideas about sexuality and other controver-
sial topics. she was ‘a living antithesis’, as one sympathetic author put 
it.14 This paradox of conventional and controversial could be interpreted 
in accordance with joan riviere, in her classical essay ‘Womanliness 
as a Masquerade’ from 1929, as a female strategy to be accepted in a 
male world.15 Historian Mary Louise roberts has applied this perspec-
tive in an interesting analysis of a group of French women journalists 
and actresses in fin-de-siècle France. at the same time as these women 
broke with the prevailing gender conventions, by acting in public and 
demanding women’s rights, they used and played out their feminin-
ity. as journalist and former actress Marguerite Durand put it, when 
responding to critics within the women’s movement: ‘Feminism owes 
14 Krey-Lange, Idun 19 December 1935.
15 riviere (1929) 2008, 25–33.
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a great deal to my blonde hair.’ 16 roberts’ purpose is not biographical, 
though. she is interested in how femininity is shaped and how it can 
operate subversively, albeit unconsciously. Theoretically, the analysis is 
inspired by judith Butler, whose ideas about cross-border and subversion 
were, in turn, inspired by riviere.17
It may be fruitful to consider Frida stéenhoff and her authorship 
from a similar perspective. as a feminist, she was, of course, well aware 
of the prevailing gender conventions. i also discovered situations where 
she acted strategically in riviere’s sense. When it was suggested that 
an article about her should be illustrated with a photograph of her 
together with her  daughter and cat, she wrote that: ‘Their critical eyes 
could dwell on the child and the pet and be more lenient.’18 Thus, the 
apparent paradox between controversial and conventional is repealed, 
because emphasizing conventional femininity becomes a way of gain-
ing acceptance for a controversial message. Margadant writes, in the 
abovementioned anthology, that, ‘often the unconventional is a collage 
of familial notions merged in unfamiliar ways’, thereby analytically 
destabilizing gender categories and relating them to an empirical his-
torical context.19 it is likely that the kind of strategic thinking expressed 
by Marguerite Durand and Frida stéenhoff is largely unconscious, but 
is, nevertheless, within the boundaries of a particular cultural context. 
To illustrate the importance of situating the analysis historically and 
culturally, it may be interesting to compare the image of my protago-
nist against that of Marguerite Durand provided by roberts. The latter 
seemed almost unthinkable in the swedish context of that time. Frida 
stéenhoff extended borders in many ways, in her life and in her writing, 
but she was also rooted in a very swedish and Lutheran culture. she 
soon became absolutist, but did not have the appearance of a ‘demi-
mondaine’, as did Marguerite Durand. When Frida stéenhoff and her 
husband visited Paris in the late nineteenth century, she wrote to her 
16 roberts 2002, 49.
17 Butler 1993. 
18 Letter from Ellen Key to Frida stéenhoff 18 september 1897, from Frida 
stéenhoff to Ellen Key 21 september 1897, in Carlsson Wetterberg 2010, 
107–109.
19 Margadant 2000, 2.
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father that she was happy that their swedish hosts were not influenced 
by ‘the self-indulgence and frivolity that rule here. Therefore he has no 
contact with the swedish artists either, who have acquired a crude tone 
and arbitrariness in manners and ways of living’.20 
My ambition has been to understand how Frida stéenhoff was cre-
ated as an intellectual and feminist. indeed, it was this combination 
of controversial and conventional that gave me a key to understanding 
why she could continue to write radical dramas and social pamphlets 
and not withdraw when her critics assailed her. However, to say that she 
lived conventionally is not completely accurate. Certainly, as a married 
bourgeois woman she was not financially dependent on her writing, but 
she lived with a man who was very unconventional for the time in that 
he gave his wife’s writing and social engagement his full support. Even 
though she earned some money from her writing, she also realised that 
she was privileged at not having to write ‘for bread’.21 Had she chosen 
a different path in life, such as studying at university and following an 
academic career, she would probably have been able to support herself, 
although the limits for what she would have been able to say in public, 
especially concerning love and sexuality, would have been much tighter. 
an irreproachable reputation was of paramount importance for a 
woman to be taken seriously when entering the male-dominated public 
sphere.22 in this respect, there was no doubt about Frida stéenhoff, even 
if her  dramas were considered morally reprehensible. Both her appear-
ance and her life functioned as a shield.
20 Letter from Frida stéenhoff to Bernard Wadström 1 May 1890, in Carlsson 
Wetterberg 2010, 72.
21 Letter from Frida stéenhoff to Ellen Key 12 october 1901, in Carlsson 
Wetterberg 2010, 137.
22 see for example ohlander 1987, 1; rönnholm 1999; Hammar 2002, 116–
164; Markusson Winkvist 2003; Carls 2004.
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Ethics and aesthetics 
as already indicated, there has been a tendency to place the late nine-
teenth-century female drama into the category of ‘tendency literature’, 
both then as well as in later research. This view was reproduced again 
a couple of years ago, when some of these swedish plays were rediscov-
ered and staged.23 This was also the case when one of Frida stéenhoff’s 
plays was reviewed under headlines such as ‘a feminist pamphlet’, or ‘a 
political statement full of humour’24 – formulations that are more appli-
cable to politics than art. This means that these female plays are once 
again defined as ‘women’s literature’ or ‘programme literature’, albeit in 
a more positive light, instead of being seen as part of a general literature 
in dialogue with its time. 
When i started to work on the book i was interested in Frida stéen-
hoff as a feminist who was engaged in the public debate, and not her 
plays. as a historian, i hesitated about approaching her literary works. 
However, it became increasingly apparent that it was artistic writing 
that was closest to her heart. When i realised this, i began to read her 
plays and their reviews and tried, through research, to get an overview 
of the literary climate of the time. i also found interesting texts, where 
Frida stéenhoff herself reflected on the nature of art and the role of art 
in society.
i tried to approach the contemporary evaluations of Frida stéenhoff’s 
literary production with as few preconceptions as possible. it is true that 
she often received the kind of critique initially outlined in this arti-
cle, especially for being too programmatic and, thereby, putting ethics 
rather than aesthetics at the centre. i also found, however, that many 
reviewers gave amazingly positive evaluations of Frida stéenhoff as a 
playwright, taking her writing seriously and not focusing on it in terms 
of gender stereotypes. What was surprising for me, given that research 
often gives the impression that most women writers were seldom con-
sidered to have written what was considered good literature, was that 
23 During 2008 and 2009 plays written at the turn of the last century, both 
by Frida stéenhoff and other women dramatists, were enacted on different 
stages in sweden.
24 Carlsson Wetterberg 2008.
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the picture was much more multifaceted than i had anticipated. some 
critics were delighted with both the message and the artistic value, while 
others were totally ruthless in their negativity of both aspects. another 
group rated the artistic value highly, but rejected the ideas behind it. For 
some, it was the other way around. a play could be highly valued for 
its ideological content, but be dismissed on artistic grounds. This study 
of the reception of Frida stéenhoff’s plays shows a much more compli-
cated picture of the response to female authors than is usually assumed, 
thus contesting a simple analysis of women writers being positioned as 
victims in a male order. some studies indicate this, but on the whole, 
very little research has been conducted, at least in sweden, on literary 
criticism from a gender perspective.25 
in terms of the importance of theoretical and methodological 
choices, i saw a more multifaceted picture emerging as a result of the 
conscious choice to try to work in as unprejudiced a way as possible and 
to be open to what the source material had to say. Positive criticism was 
discovered, which complicated the image of how women’s writing had 
been treated. 
The question of the relationship between ethics and aesthetics 
– between idea and art – is one that has engaged many philosophers 
throughout the ages and is just as relevant today.26 at the turn of the 
nineteenth century, with the emergence of realism and naturalism in 
modern literature, this issue sparked a particularly intense debate. in 
the Nordic countries, Danish critic and scholar Georg Brandes urged 
writers to ‘put problems under debate’. This was also a central issue for 
Frida stéenhoff, although she constantly defended herself against being 
defined as simply ‘a program writer’. as she wrote to a friend and col-
league in 1901: ‘… it must be art not preaching’.27 For her, literature 
included ethics and aesthetics. in her book entitled Teatern och livet 
[Theatre and life], published in 1910, she indirectly addressed her critics 
25 arping 2013, 50–63. For studies showing a more complicated picture see for 
example Williams 2012.
26 For an interesting current contribution see Winterson 1996.




by writing that the author should depict true people from real life, their 
aspirations and dilemmas, without compromising artistic values.28 
in this book, stéenhoff defends artistic values and addresses uni-
versal questions about modern theatre, but does not address gender or 
feminism. With a more narrow gender approach, and with a focus on 
Frida stéenhoff as a female writer in a male world, this book and the 
articles she wrote on this theme would probably not have been particu-
larly interesting. What is also worth noting about the methodological 
questions addressed in this chapter is that neither this book nor the 
related articles stimulated debate or attracted special attention in the 
contemporary debate. This can be seen as an expression of a patriarchal 
order, where women lacked authority in these kinds of universal issues. 
it also shows that women were in dialogue with their time, and took 
themselves seriously as intellectuals. 
 a gender encompassing dialogue and new narrative
When i began to work with the biography, the women’s movement 
and the feminist tradition of ideas were reasonable starting points. The 
problem was, though, that the empirical material did not conform to 
the categories and concepts developed within feminist historiography 
and theory, such as equality and difference, domination and subordi-
nation. These concepts, which i had already questioned as being too 
generalizing, did not fit in to my biographical narrative, either in terms 
of Frida stéenhoff’s life, as touched upon above, or her writing. 29 she 
had a space, albeit limited, and at the same time as her texts addressed 
gender, they also dealt with things that had previously been hidden in 
a feminist context. By widening the scope, other contexts and other 
stories gradually emerged.
28 stéenhoff 1910, 16.
29 Concerning the concepts of “equality” and “difference”, see Carlsson Wet-
terberg 1998, 21–43 and 2004, 135–160. 
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That a dialogue existed on feminism, particularly among women, 
is well-established within research. Was there, however, a dialogue on 
other topics, among women and between men and women? This is a 
question that is rarely asked or explored in research. in the biographies 
of male authors, women often feature as wives, sisters or lovers, but not 
as intellectual partners.30 similarly, in women’s biographies, the empha-
sis is often on women’s networks and issues. However, what my study 
shows, as others also sometimes do even if it is not addressed theoreti-
cally, is that there was a more general dialogue among both men and 
women about a lot of currently debated issues in society, which is worthy 
of our attention. 
interestingly, a couple of recently published swedish anthologies 
address the question of gender encompassing networks and friend-
ships.31 The importance of considering the broader patterns of thought 
in society when approaching feminism and female intellectuals has also 
been emphasised in a recent book on the different positions of swedish 
female authors in literary debates around 1900. in this study, the view 
of man is at the centre, not the differing views about the relationship 
between men and women or their respective natures. instead, the key 
parameters are the dimensions science/religion and individualism/col-
lectivism; an approach that makes the similarities between Ellen Key, 
swedish feminist author and literary critic, and Frida stéenhoff more 
important than their differing views on the nature of women.32 i am not 
entirely comfortable with the analysis of Frida stéenhoff’s thinking as 
being extremely elitist and individualistic, but nevertheless, i welcome 
this new approach, which makes the analysis broader and more con-
crete.
The main point that i would like to make here is that the type of 
biographical approach i have chosen also results in a more complex pat-
tern than is usually expected in research, both in terms of who speaks 
to whom and about what. after her literary debut, Frida stéenhoff 
established contact with the radical cultural elite of the time through 
30 see for example Caine 2010, Williams 2012. 
31 Holmquist 2011; Berg, Florin and Wisselgren 2011. 
32 stenberg  2009.
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correspondence and travel. she successively built up a supportive net-
work of fellow writers and free thinkers and participated in societies 
and clubs consisting of both men and women. This was a time when 
ideological and political boundaries were still not clearly chiselled, and 
when the relationship between culture and politics was close. Like many 
radical writers and intellectuals, Frida stéenhoff found herself in a kind 
of independent left position in the borderland between liberalism and 
socialism. it was apparently in this type of context, where both men 
and women participated and where there was an acceptance of differ-
ent opinions, that she felt most at home and where her ideas had some 
support. Within these loose networks, fundamental social and cultural 
issues were debated, such as art and politics, peace and war, national-
ism versus internationalism, individualism versus collectivism, and also 
ideas about love, marriage and morals. Feminism was included in these 
debates, even if it was not always obvious.
Frida stéenhoff often lamented that male intellectuals did not under-
stand the feminist stance, but, nevertheless, held onto a hope that one 
day they would. as she formulated it in the publication Feminismens 
moral [The ethics of feminism], feminism ‘is no longer a battle between 
the sexes. Nor between classes. it is a battle between souls’. 33 it is obvi-
ous that some men supported the claims for gender equality posed by 
the women’s movement, and that some also supported the more radical 
version of feminism advocated by Frida stéenhoff. By taking this issue 
seriously, and by widening the analysis beyond a strictly feminist con-
text, a more complex intellectual landscape is revealed. For a little while 
in the early 1900s, a dialogue that included both men and women chal-
lenged the narrative of modernity that began to be established at that 
point in time. Feminism was part of this dialogue, as were issues relat-
ing to love and sexuality, the horrors of war and the limits of individual-
ism. This can also be regarded as a counter-narrative, in that it included 
topics that would otherwise have been marginalised.
33 stéenhoff 1903, 6.
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Challenging hegemonic narratives 
To summarise, one could say that my biographical entry shows that 
male and female stereotypes are rarely encountered in real life. This does 
not mean that gender structures limiting individual action did not exist. 
The two strong stories that i initially outlined – simply referred to as the 
a postcard for women’s suffrage. Frida stéen-
hoff signed her photo with the following 
motto: ‘Could the state be built on a safer 
ground than on a continuously growing need 




patriarchal and the feminist – were constantly questioned by the empiri-
cal data in my study:
1. Frida stéenhoff was not an “outsider” in any simple sense. 
2. The response to her literary works was multifaceted and included 
praise as well as criticism. 
3. My protagonist did not identify herself or allow herself to be identi-
fied as just a woman or a feminist, but as an intellectual of the time.
4. some intellectual conversations crossed gender borders.
5. New themes and stories emerged.
To borrow the words of Hayden White, my story is neither a success 
story nor a tragedy. it is not a simple story about a victim or a heroine. 
The portrait is more composed. referring back to the comment directed 
to me – that it must have been difficult to write this book because my 
protagonist seems to have lived a happy life – i would say that the most 
difficult thing has been to go beyond the simplistic narratives of mas-
culinity and femininity, which are not open to an analysis of women’s 
latitude to speak and act. 
addressing gender without reinforcing gender stereotypes was and 
still is a difficult task. My way of doing it has been to work chronologi-
cally, close to the sources and, as much as possible, without prejudice. 
This has enabled me to see things that i would probably not other-
wise have seen, such as the dialogue across gender boundaries and the 
challenging discussion about the relationship between art, politics and 
morality. By working in the way i did, i gained a deeper understand-
ing of the relationship between Frida stéenhoff’s life and work and the 
period in which she lived.
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a biography of her own:1 
The historical narrative and sigríður Pálsdóttir  
(1809–1871)
Erla Hulda Halldórsdóttir
on the 25th of last month, in her 62nd year, the notable widow and 
housewife sigríður Pálsdóttir (the daughter of the county magistrate 
Páll Guðmundsson of Krossavík) died at Breiðabólstaður in Fljótshlíð, 
born at Hallfreðarstaðir in Hróarstunga on 17 May 1809. Her first 
husband was the notable priest Þorsteinn Helgason at reykholt, and 
her second marriage was to sigurður Gíslason Thorarensen, who was 
a priest at Hraungerði. she was his second wife. Later, there will be a 
more detailed biography in this paper.2
The announcement of the death of sigríður Pálsdóttir, published in 
the newspaper Þjóðólfur in april 1871, is fascinating. an entire life is 
packed into one paragraph, framed by birth and death – a microbiog-
raphy. it is full of facts, yet there is nothing about sigríður’s3 life beyond 
1 it goes without saying that this is a reference to Virginia Woolf ’s A Room of 
Her Own.
2 [without a title], Þjóðólfur 28 april 1871, 102–103. 
3 Hereafter i will refer to sigríður Pálsdóttir by her first name, as is custo-
mary in iceland. The same applies to other names. Where necessary both 
first name and surname are used, for instance when distinguishing between 
sigríður and her grandmother, sigríður Ørum.  
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the names of three men that shaped it in one way or another, namely 
her two late husbands and her long dead father. There is no surprise in 
this, as women were defined by their marital status and family relations. 
still, sigríður was, according to the announcement, a ‘notable’ woman.4 
What that means is not explained and the more detailed biographical 
note5, which would have justified her notability, never emerged.6 
a longer, yet imperfect, version of her life could be as follows: sigríður 
Pálsdóttir was born in eastern iceland in 1809. Her father was a county 
magistrate7 who died in 1815 leaving behind a widow and five young 
children, the eldest only nine years old, the youngest, twelve weeks. 
sigríður was the second eldest. in 1817, her older brother Páll Pálsson 
(b. 1806) was sent away to be fostered and educated by a friend of the 
family in southern iceland. This marked the beginning of a systematic 
correspondence between Páll and his family and friends. among the 
correspondents were his mother, grandmother and siblings.8 sigríður’s 
first letter to her brother was written in December 1817 and the last in 
February 1871, a total of 250 letters in all.
in 1829, sigríður left her childhood home and travelled across the 
country to work as a housemaid in reykjavík. she fell in love with Þor-
steinn Helgason, a young intellectual who had just returned to iceland 
from Copenhagen after years of studying. They married in 1833. after 
having suffered from mental illness, however, he drowned tragically in 
4 ‘Merkiskona’ is translated as ‘notable’, but it can also be used to mean a 
distinguished or remarkable woman. 
5  The word used in the announcement is ‘æfiatriði’. it could be translated as 
‘facts of life’, or a short biography. 
6 The possibility of writing a biographical text or obituary about sigríður is 
mentioned in a letter skúli Gíslason, her son-in-law, wrote to her surviving 
brother, Páll Pálsson. obituaries of this kind were frequently published in 
the newspapers. see National and university Library of iceland, Depart-
ment of Manuscripts (hereafter NULI), Lbs 2412 a 4to skúli Gíslason to 
Páll Pálsson, 11 apríl 1871.
7  in icelandic: sýslumaður.
8  Páll Pálsson’s archive is preserved at the Department of Manuscripts at the 
National and university Library, reykjavík, Lbs 2409–2415 4to. sigríður’s 
letters are in folder Lbs 2413a 4to. on the family and their correspondence 
see Halldórsdóttir 2015a.
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1839. sigríður married again in 1845, was widowed for the second time 
in 1865, and died in 1871 at almost 62 years of age. she had six daugh-
ters, three of whom died in infancy. 
There are gaps in sigríður’s writing and the number of letters written 
each year varies. The correspondence, nevertheless, covers almost her 
entire life. i have been exploring sigríður’s life and letters, concentrating 
on the complex and dynamic world of correspondence and family net-
works, and i am currently writing her biography.
This chapter focuses on opposing views on historical biography 
in relation to the eligibility of female subjects, while using sigríður 
Pálsdóttir’s life and letters as my case study. i argue that although femi-
nist historians and biographers are increasingly interested in and are, 
indeed, calling for more biographies and biographical research about 
ordinary lives, these lives are still not accepted as valid subjects unless as 
collective biographies or as a microhistorical study. one of the reasons 
for this, i argue, is biography’s inherent resistance to accepting the ordi-
nary as a suitable subject, and biography’s lack of framework for such 
life stories. as a consequence, i refuse to write about sigríður as a rep-
resentative of other women and argue, instead, that she is worthy of a 
biography of her own. 
ordinary but notable woman
Writing the biography has proved more challenging than i anticipated, 
not because of the selecting and shaping required to interpret a life - 
doing historical biography, just as history, is about selection, shaping 
and interpreting.9 Writing sigríður’s life has been challenging because 
there is a limited space for the telling of an ordinary life, as hers, as an 
historical biography. There is a claim for worthiness, for exceptionality 
when writing a biography, in particular if it is about a woman’s life. 
Furthermore, there is a strong need to link her to the grand narratives 
of history as a representative of a social group or of an era, instead of 
9 see e.g. Lee 2009.
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being a historical agent in her own right. sigríður Pálsdóttir does not, 
however, fit nicely into available categories.
sigríður’s letters reflect a determined woman who wanted to be an 
agent of her life and who made the most of her prospects. The letters are, 
nonetheless, ordinary in the sense that they reflect daily life and prac-
tical issues. sigríður had good handwriting and her letters were intelli-
gently styled, often sharp. However, if measured by the features usually 
praised in women’s letters, which is their poetic writing and reflections 
on literature and society, sigríður does not fulfil the criteria.10 They are, 
in fact, more like the writings of the ordinary people historian Martyn 
Lyons describes as being ‘laconic rather than reflective, pragmatic rather 
than introverted’.11
Therefore, sigríður may have been notable in the eyes of those who 
knew and loved her, but she is not exceptional in a historical context and 
she is not one of the notoriously few women that have earned their place 
in the grand narratives of icelandic history. sigríður, in fact, did nothing 
during her lifetime that has, to date, made women worthy of biography. 
she did, however, leave a story behind. although it is not an excep-
tional story, her letters portray a lifespan that seems somehow extra-
ordinary and reflect the continuity and change of a life from 1817 to 
1871. as the italian philosopher adriana Cavarero eloquently reminds 
us, the ‘fact remains that not only the exceptional leave behind a story’. 
as Cavarero argues, each individual is unique and no two life stories 
can be the same:
[--] any woman, who is the biography’s protagonist, shows herself to be 
unique and unrepeatable. Her life-story, before bearing witness to the 
historical typology of a class or a condition of women, puts into words, 
above all, the uniqueness of her personal identity.12 
in other words, an individual, first and foremost, represents herself and 
not the lives of others. 
10 E.g. Dowd and Eckerle 2007; Earle 1999; Kenyon 2003; Caine 1994, 250.  
11 Lyons 2014, 249.
12 Cavarero 2000, 70–71.
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still, notwithstanding new approaches and theorising, the field of 
biography is still hierarchical in nature and permeated by claims of 
worthiness and representativity that can hinder its development.13 as 
a consequence, the historian, the biographer, who has chosen an ‘ordi-
nary’ woman’s life to study, begins to doubt the worthiness of her prota-
gonist, and starts seeking justifications for doing that research instead of 
concentrating on the evidence left behind and the story revealed. 
There is, for instance, biographer Paula Backscheider, who argues 
that ‘the primary purpose of the genre of biography [is] … to give a 
vivid picture of an interesting person whose life matters’.14 This is a valid 
perspective, but it leaves us with the question of how to define ‘inter-
esting’ and what kind of a life ‘matters’. What does it take for a life to 
matter and who determines that?
Furthermore, historian susan Ware claims that historians enga-
ging in biography usually choose their subject in relation to ‘his or her 
position in a larger historical moment or paradigm shift, because they 
want to tell a wider story than that of one individual life’. Hence, Ware 
argues, ‘the challenge is to use the individual as a window on a wider 
vista’.15 The individual as a window to the past is a standard reasoning 
for studying and writing about those who would otherwise not be consi-
dered worthy. Therefore, the protagonist not only acts as a prism to look 
through, but also as a representative of a particular group, era, class, and 
sex.16 
While agreeing that the individual can be used as a window to the 
past, i believe there is a certain discrepancy in this perception. if worthi-
ness is measured by representativity, or how much (and to what extent) a 
life can be used to illuminate historical process, then the individual, and 
her story, are of no importance in themselves. 
13 For views on biography see e.g. Caine 2010; Hamilton 2009; Ware 2010; 
aHr roundtable. Historians and Biography 2009. 
14 Backscheider 1999, xviii. 
15 Ware 2010, 422–424.
16 Caine 2010, e.g. 1–2, 23–27; Hamilton 2009, 8–9; Possing 2005; Ware 




Historical biographies of women are an old genre, but it was the 
emergence of academic women’s history and the new women’s move-
ment in the early 1970s that sparked the rise of historical biographies 
of women.17 However, just as the discipline of history was structured 
around men’s lives and achievements so was the historical biography, 
i.e., birth, upbringing and education, career or achievements, death. 
There was little or no room for a private life. This frame of narration 
did not suit most women’s lives and it was, as Barbara Caine argues, 
‘almost impossible for women to “qualify” as suitable subjects for biog-
raphy’. Hence, feminist historians wrote about exceptional women or 
those whose contribution to society counted as significant, the so-called 
‘women worthies’. such life stories could be moulded into the traditio-
nal male biographical form.18 
Female biographers and autobiographers found it difficult to find 
and establish a legitimate voice for women outside of the traditional 
(masculine) definitions of worthiness, as Carolyn Heilbrun argues in 
Writing a Woman’s Life in 1988.19 Even when working on worthy (male) 
subjects, women’s voices as biographers were not thought to be ‘magiste-
rial’ enough for writing ‘great’ biographies, as Paula Backscheider expe-
rienced.20 
in an inspiring article on biography and feminist history in 1994, 
Barbara Caine argued that biography was, in fact, ‘antithetical to some 
of the basic aims and approaches of women’s history’. Caine stated that 
the principal aim of women’s history was to retrieve, explore and explain 
the lives of ordinary women. Therefore, stories of exceptional women, 
‘women worthies’, did not illuminate everyday lives. The paradox is, 
Caine continues, that biography is also ‘the avenue that seems most 
helpful for those seeking to understand the actual historical experi-
17 Caine 2010, e.g. 44–46; Heilburn 1988; Ware 2010; Margadant 2000.
18 Caine 2010, 106. also on women’s biographies Ware 2010; Backscheider 
1999; Caine 1994; alpern 1992; Heilburn 1988.
19 Heilburn 1988, 11–31, 40.
20 Backscheider 1999, 18–22.
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ence of women in all their complexity’.21 Caine, working on Victorian 
feminists, cautions against trying to mould the different experiences of 
women and their varied lives into the same trajectories. Women’s lives, 
she argues, must be ‘understood and explored from within the context 
of feminist history rather than to be written as heroic accounts of great 
and unusual women’.22 Hence, feminist historians must step beyond the 
framework of remarkable or heroic life stories. 
However, twenty years on, accounts of exceptional women, femi-
nists or not, and their heroic acts, continue to haunt feminist historical 
biography. Grounding her argument on extensive reading of historical 
biographies, Paula Backscheider argued in 1999 that historians were 
struggling with relating women as historical agents to ‘the larger picture 
of historical change’.23 i believe this is still the case. Even though femi-
nist biographers and historians stress the importance of exploring and 
writing the lives of ordinary women, instead of those who count as sig-
nificant, ordinary women seldom become biographical subjects because 
of their own individual lives, but rather as representatives or symbols for 
some particular group of women.
This perspective is epitomised in the editorial note of the Journal of 
Women’s History, in a special issue on ‘individual lives’ in 2012. The edi-
tors write straightforwardly that when receiving ‘submissions of biog-
raphical account’ they often ‘reject these outright’. Their reasoning is 
that: 
[--] biographical work that treats individual life stories as if they were 
historically significant all by themselves – work that stares at its sub-
ject rather than ‘see[ing] through’ it, to use the historian alice Kessler-
21 Caine 1994, 250.
22 Caine 1994, 259.
23 Backscheider 1999, 151. as Backscheider herself states the books she takes 
under consideration are mostly biographies that have been shortlisted or 
won prizes. Her choice results ‘in some neglect of academic biographies’, 
xix. However, her book includes a chapter about feminist biographies and 




Harris’s apt phrase – does not sufficiently advance the scholarly goals 
of the Journal.24 
The individual stories told in the special issue of the Journal of Women’s 
History did however fulfil the prerequisites of the editors and ‘set their 
subjects in the context of major historical themes and transformations 
that include revolution, capitalism and imperialism, politics and resis-
tance, and the work of self-representation’.25 
as already stated, i do agree that individual lives can be used to illu-
minate processes and change in society, but i fundamentally disagree 
with the view indicated in the quote above. if the worthiness of an indi-
vidual from the past, in my case the life of an ordinary woman, is em- 
bedded in her representativity, there is only one legitimate way to ex-
plore her life and to write her biography, and that is to weave her life into 
the grand narratives of history, to make her a window to gaze through. 
one way is, for instance, to explore how she experienced the conflict 
between private and public life, which has been one of the main pre-
mises of feminist biography. susan Ware defines feminist biography as 
follows:
The key [to feminist biography] is a focus on gender as a primary 
influence on women’s lives. Feminist biography posits that traditional 
narrative arcs that trace a male model of success or achievement do not 
necessarily apply to female subjects. Women’s public lives rarely unfol-
ded in straightforward ways; they were often complicated by struggles 
to obtain education, find productive work, or to escape the expectations 
of traditional female roles and other distractions like marriage or mot-
herhood. More than anything else, the hallmark of feminist biography 
is close attention to the connections between subjects’ personal and 
professional lives.26
24 Quataert and Wheeler 2012, 3. The reference to Kessler-Harris is in aHr’s 
roundtable on biography in 2009. see Kessler-Harris 2009, 626.
25 Quataert and Wheeler 2012, 12. 
26 Ware 2010, 417.
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This, among other things, Ware argues, distinguishes feminist biog-
raphy ‘from a biography of a female subject that does not employ femi-
nist analysis’.27 Gender is a basic concept in my research on sigríður’s life 
and letters. she was restricted by gendered notions on the role of men 
and women in society, and i will reflect on the boundaries of public and 
private in her life. sigríður and her female contemporaries did not have 
equal educational opportunities to men and they did not participate 
(officially) in public affairs. While sigríður lived, there were almost no 
prospects for women in the rural society of iceland other than to marry 
or to work as housemaids.28 
However, just as the traditional male narrative of biography does not 
suit most women’s lives, the emphasis of feminist biography on public 
and private, on obstacles that needed to be overcome, i.e., the idea that 
women were consciously fighting or criticising their status in society, 
does not fit all women either. Historical narratives and experiences vary 
and they are situated in time and space and need to be translated or 
adapted to their local/regional context. My point is that being a young 
woman, a housewife and a widow in rural nineteenth-century iceland 
was different from the urbanised lives of learned women in industria-
lised and urbanised countries of Europe. Trying to frame sigríður’s life 
into the same narratives or theorisation as for nineteenth-century femi-
nists, literate women or women travellers, in other words pioneers or 
thinkers, would be wrong.29  
27 Ware 2010, 417.
28 Halldórsdóttir 2011; Halldórsdóttir 2008, 44–62
29 see for instance the Danish-icelandic Benedicte arnesen-Kall in her two 
volume account of her travel/visit to iceland in 1867: arnesen-Kall 1867, 
1871. Furthermore, i discuss the discrepancies of local/national history 




Biographies of women in iceland
Biography is a popular genre in iceland and has been for a long time. 
This includes historical biographies, autobiographies and various 
types of memoir books. it has been argued that until the late twen-
tieth century and early twenty-first century, these were characterised 
by the glorification of the protagonist, even being hagiographic in style, 
and analytically limited. This applies to historical biographies written 
by professional historians and amateur historians alike.30 These have 
mainly been biographies of men. 
Historical biographies on individual women did not emerge until 
the 1980s.31 it is, however, interesting that in the 1940s and the early 
1950s several of the most successful female writers and autobiographers 
addressed the lives of their foremothers and other forgotten women 
of the past in their own memoirs and/or autobiographies. Thus, they 
wrote biographies within their own autobiographies, as often is the 
case with autobiographical writing.32 Guðbjörg jónsdóttir, for instance, 
asked provocatively in 1943 who could tell ‘whether these old forgotten 
women did not have a history as remarkable and entertaining as some 
men, whom so much is written about, mostly because they were rich’.33 
This was an obvious reaction to the emerging publication of books on 
remarkable men during this era, a publication that went hand in hand 
with the construction of the nation state and independence of iceland 
(from Denmark) in 1944.34 
30 on this see: Halldórsdóttir 2013, 80–115. Furthermore, several academics 
answered the question ‘What is Biography’ in the historical journal Saga in 
2011: ‘Hvað er ævisaga?’, Saga 49:2 (2011). also sigurður Gylfi Magnússon’s 
two volume on life writing (autobiography, memoirs, biography): Magnús-
son 2004, 2005. 
31 The publication of women’s autobiograhies (as books) started in the 1920s 
and other types of memoirs and interview books soon followed and have 
continued ever since. The historical biography, dealing with a dead person, 
her life, deeds and historical context, is another matter.
32 Guðmundsdóttir 2003, 184.
33 jónsdóttir 1943, 34.
34 Halldórsdóttir 2013. 
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Furthermore, two interesting collective biographies about ‘heroines’ 
were published by female writers around 1950. Both authors wanted 
to highlight women’s lives in nineteenth and early twentieth century 
iceland. in 1948, Guðrún Björnsdóttir published Íslenskar kvenhetjur 
[icelandic Heroines], a collection of short biographies on women who 
Björnsdóttir considered worthy of being called heroines, not because of 
heroic acts but because of their life’s work. she believed that ‘women 
were still not appreciated in public position or work, it is not enough 
that they do as well as men, – they must be outstanding’.35 When Merkar 
konur [remarkable Women] by Elínborg Lárusdóttir was published in 
1954, the women’s rights activist and writer aðalbjörg sigurðardóttir 
wrote in a review that it was ‘invigorating’ to have a book containing 
biographies of women who had lived varied lives. in particular because 
‘most books of this kind are about men, their work and achievements, 
women being completely additional’.36 The lives of women in iceland 
continued to be gathered into collective biographies for years to come.37 
i believe this demonstrates how constrained historians and writers 
in iceland were by ideas of worthiness – and gender. Women, and their 
lives, were seen as perfect protagonists for collective biographies that 
portrayed certain periods of time or processes, or the ideals of femini-
nity and female piety and compassion. They were not, however, suitable 
for a biography of their own. as Backscheider argues, ‘men are supposed 
to be individuals and women are supposed to be women’. Women are, 
35 Björnsdóttir 1948, 145
36 sigurðardóttir 1954, 28.
37 it should be reiterated that i am referring to historical biographies or bio-
graphical writing, not autobiographies or memoirs that were either written 
by the protagonist herself or a writer. of collective biographies published 
i wish to mention the series My Mother (Móðir mín) that started in 1949, 
dedicated to loving and compassionate mothers. a year later the series 
My Father (Faðir minn) started and continued into My Father, the priest; 
My Father, the farmer etc. For women’s lives it was My Mother, the hou-
sewife. These books were published and edited by men. also Guðrún P. 
Helgadóttir’s collective biographies on female poets and writers in the earlier 
ages: Skáldkonur fyrri alda I–II, 1961–1963. and Björg Einarsdóttir’s three 
volume, Úr ævi og starfi íslenskra kvenna I–III, 1984–1986 (The life and work 
of icelandic Women), consisting of 49 biographical chapters on 19th and 
20th century women pioneers – “women worthies”. 
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she continues, defined differently and ‘to be worthy subjects of biog-
raphies, [women] must marry into, fall into, or fashion a worthwhile 
role in life’.38 
Now, in the 2010s, historical biographies about icelandic women 
who had ‘a worthwhile role in life’ are still a small minority within 
the genre of biography. in 1988, the actress Bríet Héðinsdóttir publis-
hed the biography of her grandmother, Bríet Bjarnhéðinsdóttir (1856–
1940), the forerunner of women’s rights in iceland. strangely this was 
(and is) the only full-length biography written about this grand woman 
of icelandic history. The book is neither typical biography nor academic 
in the traditional sense, but it is the first historical full-length biography 
of a woman in iceland.39 
However, the turning point for feminist and indeed histori-
cal biography came in 2001 when the anthropologist sigríður Dúna 
Kristmundsdóttir published her biography of Björg C. Þorláksson 
(1871–1934), the first icelandic woman to hold a PhD (sorbonne 1926). 
Kristmundsdóttir grounded her research on feminist theories and ide-
ologies, but also made use of her own discipline, anthropology, in parti-
cular ”participant observation”, where the observer becomes part of the 
society she is exploring.40 Furthermore, Kristmundsdóttir acknowledged 
the sensitive relationship (even identification) between the biographer 
and her subject, a relationship that affects the research, interpretation 
and narration even though the subject is long dead.41 in other respects, 
Kristmundsdóttir’s narrative followed traditional chronological order. 
The connecting theme was how the protagonist, as a woman, reacted to 
the restrictions of society, how she managed to overcome those restric-
tions – and the reaction of society. The biography of Björg C. Þorláksson 
thus fits with the emphasis of feminist biography as discussed by Bar-
bara Caine and explained by susan Ware above.42 
38 Backscheider 1999, 141–144.
39 Héðinsdóttir 1988. as a grandchild Héðinsdóttir takes a personal stance 
and reflects on her grandmother’s life and deeds in a different way than a 
historian would allow herself to do.
40 Kristmundsdóttir  2001; Kristmundsdóttir 2006.
41 Compare to Lepore 2001, 129–144.
42 Caine 2010, 105–111; Ware 2010.
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Most of the historical biographies of women that have followed in 
iceland are either about women who lived exceptional lives, and/or were 
pioneers, or those who were linked (as wives or daughters) to well-known 
men in icelandic history. as such, the landscape of feminist biographies 
in iceland does not offer any frames of narration for the life of sigríður 
Pálsdóttir. 
Legitimate ways of writing an ordinary life
it is not offered by international feminist biography either. in fact, there 
seems to be three main trajectories or acceptable ways of writing a biog-
raphy of an ordinary woman.
First, there are those who are defined as ordinary, but who were, 
nevertheless, active within the women’s movement, in philanthropy 
and politics, or as forgotten artists or writers. They may not have been 
in the forefront, but their activity in the public sphere (or the semi-
public) makes their life meaningful and connects them to the accepted 
historical narrative. The biography of Björg C. Þorláksson, and indeed 
the majority of the very few icelandic historical biographies on women, 
would fall within this category. she was a pioneer and a well-known 
name among her contemporaries and later among women’s historians, 
although less so generally.43 ‘There is no denying that Björg was a remar-
kable woman who deserved a biography, such were her achievements’, 
an icelandic (male) historian wrote about this biography.44 i have myself 
used words such as ‘remarkable’ and ’deserve’ when speaking and wri-
ting about women, probably because these words validate the individual 
as a research topic. it is, however, this kind of validation that i am ques-
tioning now. Who is ‘remarkable’ and who ‘deserves’? 
Second, there are women who broke the rules of society, lived excep-
tional or marginal lives and are, as such, interesting as research topics.45 
43 Kristmundsdóttir 2001.
44 Magnússon 2004, 98. 




The exceptional ones have frequently been the subjects of microhisto-
rical studies. However, as Caine argues, microhistorians rarely define 
their work as biographical but rather as ‘histories’, mainly because they 
use the life of an individual to illuminate the structures and processes 
of society. Thus, the protagonist is not necessarily in the forefront.46 
Needless to say, not only exceptional people are the subjects of micro-
history but also individuals who left traces of their lives, such as diaries, 
letters, memoirs etc. Detailed study of these traces sheds light on agency 
and social structures – and individual lives.47 sigríður Pálsdóttir has, 
for instance, been the subject of microhistorical study where her life as 
a priest’s widow (twice) was explored and used to reflect on the status 
and rights of priests’ widows in nineteenth-century iceland.48 My work 
is influenced by microhistory and its theorisation, but i do not find the 
frame of narration, or its emphasis, suitable for the life story i want to 
write.
The third trajectory is represented by ordinary women whose lives 
merge together with those of other women and become collective 
biography.49 several lives can be used to construct one narrative that 
illuminates the lives of women during a certain era, or of a particular 
social group, as family, friends etc. it can also consist of separate biog-
raphical chapters that together form a coherent and collective picture 
of social changes, for instance, the construction of, and resistance to, 
gender roles through generations and different experiences in time and 
space. as Caine points out, collective biography does indeed serve ‘to 
remove the “exceptional” framework from the study of women’s lives’.50 
sigríður Pálsdóttir’s life, woven together with the lives of her mother, 
grandmother, sister, daughters and nieces, who all left evidence behind, 
would be almost perfect for such work. it would be the history of social 
change and the status and role of women from the late eighteenth cen-
46 Caine 2010, 24, 112–113. also Lepore 2001; Magnússon and szijártó 2013.
47 see e.g. recent study into the life of an eighteenth-century icelandic female 
farm labourer: Hallgrímsdóttir 2013a; Hallgrímsdóttir 2013b, 209–214.
48 Helgadóttir 1998, 89–111.
49 Caine 2010, 65. 
50 Caine 1994, 252. 
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tury until the turn of the twentieth century. That would not, however, 
be sigríður’s life story. 
This said, sigríður’s story cannot be told or written in isolation, as 
if she lived her life without interaction with other people. Furthermore, 
using only her letters, her own words in her biography would mean an 
incoherent, and even incomprehensible narrative, because there are gaps 
and silences in her correspondence. after all, what do 250 letters dis-
persed over 54 years really tell us about a life? Virginia Woolf famously 
asked, when writing the biography of her friend roger Fry: ‘How can 
one make a life out of six cardboard boxes full of tailor’s bills, love letters 
and old picture postcards?’51 This is the challenge of every biographer 
and historian – how to interpret and represent a life that was lived. 
When working on a life such as sigríður’s, i find it vital not to lose sight 
of her personal life within the big stories. 
New histories
Notwithstanding my feminist perspective and my willingness to write 
the life of an ordinary woman, i have struggled with the need to justify 
my choice; as if sigríður Pálsdóttir’s life and the evidence she left behind 
is not enough.
These reflections were partly evoked by some of the criticism that the 
biography Þóra biskups (2010), by historian sigrún Pálsdóttir, received 
in 2010.52 a criticism that i argue is rooted in old-fashioned notions of 
biography. The protagonist, Þóra Pétursdóttir, was born into a wealthy 
family in 1847 and belonged to the small elite of icelandic officials. 
she received an excellent education by icelandic standards and travel-
led abroad. she met officials and nobility in England and Denmark, 
including King Christian iX. she took part in philanthropic work (a 
founding member of the first philanthropic society in reykjavík), estab-
lished a drawing school and published (along with her cousin) a book on 
51 Citation from Caine 2010, 90.
52 Pálsdóttir 2010. 
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embroidery. Þóra married the natural scientist Þorvaldur Thoroddsen 
and finally settled in Copenhagen. she and her husband left behind a 
vast collection of correspondence, diaries and other sources. 
The biography focuses on how Þóra expressed herself in her letters 
and diary – a connecting theme is her search for a suitable husband. alt-
hough praised, the biography was also criticised (mainly by male critics) 
for not discussing fully enough Þóra’s well-documented part in women’s 
philanthropy, not appreciating her as an artist (painter) and not discus-
sing thoroughly some of the wealthy men in the family. This is exactly 
the frame of narration the biographer sigrún Pálsdóttir wanted to avoid: 
the grand narratives of history in general, and of women’s and gender 
history, where women such as Þóra are legitimate subjects of research 
because of their philanthropic and pioneering work.53 Writing about 
nineteenth-century women has generally been justified by emphasising 
their work in the semi-public (or women’s rights) realm or even because 
of their relation to great men. 
There are, however, many ways to write a life. it is ‘an artificial 
construct’, as Hermione Lee argues, and we cannot write everything we 
know but have to shape and select what to use and how.54 and, as Cava-
rero argued, and as cited in the beginning, no two lives are the same. 
Therefore, what narrative is best suited to sigríður Pálsdóttir’s life? 
The answer is to follow the letters, let them, in all their simplicity and 
ordinariness, direct the way, that is, as far as their fragmented narration 
allows.  From my standpoint, sigríður’s letters are fascinating documen-
tation of a life as it passes by55, and enable me to explore her life ‘as 
it happened not as it turned out’.56 ‘as it happened’ has been used to 
explore and unfold social change or a ‘process of social becoming’57, to 
53 Pálsdóttir 2001, 251–259; Pálsdóttir 2012, 113–128. 
54 Lee 2009, 122.
55 Halldórsdóttir  2014. 
56 Mark and atmore, quoted by stanley 2013, 59.
57 stanley 2013, 59. on ‘life as it happened’ see also: Whites Writing Whiteness 
(2014), ‘Getting a handle on south african family archive collections’, 
Whites Writing Whiteness http://www.whiteswritingwhiteness.ed.ac.uk/
project-overview/getting-a-handle/, in particular paragraph 4. read 28.8. 
2014.
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understand how ideologies or social structures developed. i believe this 
is also a suitable approach for exploring and writing the life of sigríður. 
after all, i am interested in the ‘ordinariness’ of her letters and her life 
as it went by, not in what she ‘achieved’.58  
The framework of the ‘new history from below’ is also helpful for 
lives such as sigríður’s. just as the historical biography tended to repre-
sent ordinary lives, in particular those of women, as collective history 
and experience, the ‘old’ history from below generally studied ordinary 
people and represented it as a group, en masse. in recent years, there 
has been a turn to the ‘new’ history from below where ordinary people, 
their lives and everyday practices, are explored on an individual level, for 
instance by using letters and correspondences. Historian Martyn Lyons 
argues in his book on the writing culture of ordinary people in Europe 
that ‘the new history from below values the study of the individual expe-
rience rather than of collective activism’.59 it is from this perspective i 
wish to view sigríður’s life and experiences. 
Furthermore, american biographer Carl rollyson has criticised the 
claim for historical representativity in biographies because ‘what makes 
biography, at its core, important is that the story of that individual’s life 
is of intrinsic, not merely historical, interest’. in his view, it is the ‘person 
in his or her personhood’ that should be the focal point of the biogra-
pher. rollyson argues that ‘writing a biography by strict criteria of what 
is important in an historical sense is dehumanizing’.60 
i find sigríður Pálsdóttir important ‘all by herself ’, and by represen-
ting her and her ordinary life and writings, i endeavour for her biog-
raphy to break up the hegemonic and gendered ideas of the history of 
iceland and biographical writing. she is represented as an individual 
and not as a representative or symbol of a particular group of women or 
of women in general. in that way, the grand narratives of history (both 
in general and women’s history) will not take her life over. it will be 
contextualised, but still the narrative centres around her letters and her 
ordinary life and work. it will be a biography of her own.
58 on the ordinariness of letter writing see e.g. Lyons 2014, 14, 248. 
59 Lyons 2014; Lyons 2013, 14–29.
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Group biography as an approach to studying manhood 
and religion in late nineteenth-century Finland
antti Harmainen
The interest in the biographical approach that has recently inspired 
many historians has also managed to intensify the theoretical discus-
sion on collective biographies. There has been a demand for this kind 
of opening: researchers who have worked on the field of collective biog-
raphical approaches have pointed out that these viewpoints have often 
remained somewhat latent in methodological terms. Collective biog-
raphical procedures are constantly used in historiographical studies, but 
the literature that would explicate these procedures and clarify on their 
theoretical basis is still quite narrow.1 Key theorists in the field, such 
as British historian Katharine Keats-rohan, have noted that the small 
body of literature has enabled loose demarcations between different 
biographical concepts on a scale that can bewilder the unaccustomed 
reader. australian historian Barbara Caine has made parallel remarks. 
according to Caine, one of the most prominent problems in contem-
porary collective biography is the variability of the field. The concept of 
collective biography has been functioning as an umbrella term for many 
approaches that have only a vague common denominator in theoretical 
sense. Collective biography has been used to refer to biographical dictio-
1 Caine 2010, 47–48; Hakosalo 2014, 45–61; Possing 2014, 62–68.   
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naries as well as to a multitude of historiographical studies dealing with 
networks, groups or intellectual collectives.2
in this chapter, my intention is to scrutinise the spectrum of collec-
tive biographies by focusing on the concept of group biography. since its 
emergence in the 1970s, this approach has gained an increasing amount 
of coverage in the field of historiographical studies.3 The chapter will 
focus on theoretical definitions and trajectories behind the group biog-
raphical view and link them to the current discussion, taking into consi-
deration the status of biographical and group biographical approaches as 
tools for historians. i will elaborate on the theoretical framework mainly 
in relation to categories of gender and religion. My stance towards the 
category of gender is mainly based on a foundation of the concept of 
manhood, which in recent gender historical discourse has referred to a 
constructive way of analysing male identities and their historically laye-
red constitution.4 in the sections that consider the relationship between 
religion and group biographical studies, my aim is to sketch out a theo-
retical solution that would support critical reading on the masculine 
and clerical image of Western religiousness – a concept that has received 
plenty of critique in the fields of contemporary religious studies, femi-
nist theology and the history of religion.5
The practical examples in this chapter are related to my ongoing 
work on my doctoral thesis, which will focus on esoteric movements and 
ideas in Finland at the turn of the twentieth century and their reception 
in the network of educated-class Finnish men. My work is connected to 
the wider field of academic study that has gained recognition during the 
last decade. Historians, as well as researchers from religious studies and 
social sciences, have stressed the cultural significance of the tradition 
of so-called Western esotericism. This concept has been operating as a 
constitutive term for a mass of ideas and phenomena ranging from Neo-
Platonist philosophy to renaissance Paracelsianism and further on – as 
in my case – to modern spiritualist movement and modern Theosophy 
2 Caine 2010, 47. see also Keats-rohan 2007, 139–140.        
3 Caine 2010, 61–62.
4 see ahlbäck 2010, 28–44. 
5 see utriainen et al. 2014, 1.  
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at the turn of the twentieth century.6 My purpose here is also to ponder 
the possibilities of group biography as an optional methodological solu-
tion in studying the complex interaction between modern Western eso-
tericism and modern religiousness. By using my thesis composition as a 
demonstrative case, i will reflect on how the concept of esotericism and 
also the wider field of fin de siècle religion can be comprehended when 
seen through the theoretical lens of group biography.       
Theoretical background and contemporary applications
The emergence of group biography has often been defined in a close-knit 
relationship with the process of establishing feminist theory. according 
to Barbara Caine, group biography was originally seen as a means of 
creating a critical view of the profound cultural composition that linked 
female subjectivity with domestic and private spheres. This kind of 
biased setting also characterised the wider field of biographical studies. 
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, women were accepted 
as biographical protagonists mostly under a gendered set of conditions: 
the ones who were taken into the biographical canon were represented 
as model examples of ‘feminine qualities’ whose attachment to domes-
tic life often marginalised their public work and aspirations. The con-
nection between femininity and domesticity had an impact also in the 
concrete process of creating biographies. For example in comparison 
with academic historiography, biographical study was defined as having 
inferior scientific value, and therefore it was seen as a suitable field for 
female authors. Caine states that most of the early group biographies in 
the 1970s were actively moulding this gendered bias as their key motif. 
Group biographies were still mostly written by women and focused on 
women and domesticity, but the basic reading model had by this time 
radically changed due to the influence of ascendant feminist theory as 
well as the linguistic turn in the late 1960s. an important parallel was 
the emergence of the so-called new histories that were also turning the 
6 as for general presentation, see Hanegraaff and Pijnenburg 2009.
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historiographical focus on the self-reflecting and self-conducting indi-
vidual.7
The theoretical turning point of the late 1960s and early 1970s enab-
led the regularization of the long-term process which had produced the 
first biographical attempts to shed light on the female subjects in a con-
text that transcended the domestic and private spheres. The rise of group 
biography – as part of the wider theoretical turn – produced a multitude 
of studies in the 1970s and 1980s in which female protagonists were 
interpreted through their agency. Their aspirations and cultural expres-
sions were then critically analysed as means to adapt to the surrounding 
social environment and to negotiate individual space and new ways of 
acting among confining structures. Caine has proposed that this deve-
lopment is one of the key trajectories behind contemporary biographical 
study and its interest in individuals that operate in one set or another of 
biased circumstances. Caine states that these ‘new biographical subjects’ 
of twenty-first century historiography have had considerably varying 
backgrounds; from female individuals, the target range has expanded to 
cover – in Caine ś words – ‘political or social dissidents, petty criminals, 
humble workers, slaves and many others who had little impact in the 
world around them’. in this multitude of subjects, an integrative theo-
retical factor has been a sensitivity towards the particular and personal 
– often tensioned – comprehensions on surrounding reality.8
The idea of new biographical subject brings together several theore-
tical trajectories in a productive way. in my case, this particular frame-
work has been helpful in organizing the complex relationship between 
the individual and surrounding contexts as well as operationalizing the 
analytical categories that are relevant in my study. in a sense, i have 
interpreted the concept of the new biographical subject as a basic unit 
for contemporary group biographical analysis. By expanding the focus 
from individual agency to cover groups or networks, it becomes possible 
to observe the structural dynamics of the past societies while also main-
taining the idea of individual lives that stirred different categories and 
7 Caine 2010, 54–56, 61–65, 105–116.
8 Caine 2010, 61–65, 111–116; Florin 2014, 28–29.  
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levels of private and public into relational and organic reality.9 i have 
utilised this dynamic, especially in my attempts to put the category of 
religion into play. For me, one of the most compelling features in the 
group biographical approach is the resonance it creates with the recent 
theoretical discussion in religious studies and the history of religion. 
Group biography seems to be particularly compatible with the ideas 
presented in the field of gender-sensitive religious study. The recent theo- 
retical discussion has emphasised the importance of re-evaluating the 
‘master narrative’ of Western religious life – a picture of religion that is 
based on elite and often masculine premises such as church leaders and 
official religious doctrines.10 Group biographical theory has helped me 
in building a similar critical composition in my own studies. The appro-
ach has encouraged me to create a synthesis between individual agency 
and the concept of religion: it has led me to assume that, despite the fact 
that public religious life in late nineteenth-century Finland was in many 
ways culturally biased, contemporary male individuals also lived and 
negotiated religion in private in a way that could transcend the limits 
of public policies. This kind of angle can produce fresh interpretations 
of male religiousness and supplement – and even challenge – the estab-
lished conception, which has emphasised the polarity between govern-
mental Christianity and modern secularism empowered by science and 
technology.       
one of the most obvious features in group biography is its aim to 
produce qualitative analysis on different types of groups and their inter-
nal relations.11 although this kind of conclusion may sound self-evident, 
it contains heuristic potential which can be applied to the concepts of 
gender and masculinity. recent biographical research has brought forth 
the idea of the relational or networked individual. This concept has been 
seen as a critical option in autonomous subjectivity, which has operated 
as an ideal constitution of Western individualism in uncountable biog-
raphical writings, especially in the ones that concentrate on prominent 
male characters. according to Finnish historian Maarit Leskelä-Kärki, 
the challenging idea of the collectively produced relational subject is 
9  see roberts 2002, 18–19; Englund and Kåreland 2008, 220–227. 
10 utriainen et al. 2014, 1–2.
11 Hakosalo 2014, 53–57. 
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linked to the feminist identity theory of the 1980s, which had presented 
a concept of distinct processes that shaped feminine and masculine iden-
tities. one starting point of the theory was the assumption of relational 
femininity, which was seen to be constructed in interactive relationships 
between individuals. Masculine identity was in turn interpreted as a 
product of separations and exclusions. in its early stages, the theory was 
criticised as being essentialist and prone to support the bipolar gender 
order, but after reinterpretations made in the 1990s, it has been used 
to create positions that also emphasise the relational character of man-
hood.12 in my methodological apparatus, the idea of group biography 
is often operating as a critical stance towards the idea of exclusive mas-
culinity. i have treated the approach as a concrete way to deploy male 
protagonists as well as the concept of manhood within the contexts of 
relationality and cultural synthesis. in next sections, i will elaborate on 
the idea of group biography and its use as a tool to reveal how male 
individuals could also negotiate their identity collectively and by using 
concepts that blurred the outlines of divided gender order of the late 
nineteenth century.                             
Group biography, gender and manhood
Perhaps one of the most discussed topics in gender historical study has 
been the establishment of critical vantage points for re-defining the so-
called national canons. Dutch historian Maria Grever states that his-
torical culture in Western countries has evoked the fear of plurality in 
its tendency to maintain the icons of national histories. in this process, 
one of the most fundamental images has been the one of ‘great men’, 
often accompanied by a series of ‘classical ideas’ that canonised male 
individuals have carried.13 The traditional conception of male genius 
has been supported by biographical works that have represented their 
protagonists as autonomous individuals performing exceptional deeds 
12 Leskelä-Kärki 2014, 317–318.
13 Grever 2009, 45–47.
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that – according to Finnish theologian olavi Kares in his biography on 
Martin Luther (published in 1945) – ‘cannot be weighed with a scale set 
for common men’.14    
in the context of national canons, group biography’s deconstructive 
potential can be seen in its tendency to avoid the artificial and often 
pedestalizing isolation of target individuals. a critical position can be 
created by exposing the ideal of the exceptional individual or ‘genius’ 
to a cross-light shed by the surrounding social networks. Barbara Caine 
has listed several recent studies that have utilised this kind of approach 
to produce an analytical image of recognised men and also to contest 
the ideals of Western manhood by inspecting the social and cultural 
layers behind their representations. The group biographical approach 
has been used to scrutinise a variety of collectives – siblings, families, 
ideological or political networks and scientific clubs – and to specifically 
illustrate how personal relationships and backgrounds have sometimes 
had a significant effect on public masculine identities and policies.15
Group biographical interpretations on the ideal of the autonomous 
male individual can produce a dynamic reading model in relation to the 
established study of manhood and masculinities. australian sociologist 
raewyn Connell states that the image of self-controlling, rational man-
hood has come to serve as a Western cultural archetype that has had a 
strong influence in common discourses as well as in academic study.16 
Connell ś concept of hegemonic masculinity has been a reflection point 
for a multitude of gender-oriented researchers, but recently a tendency 
to produce compromising interpretations of the concept of hegemonic 
or essentialist masculinity has also intensified. The study has shifted its 
focus to emphasise the manifold character of manhood, the variety of 
its social and cultural constructions, and affiliations between manhood, 
gender and other categories that constitute social reality.17 This kind of 
focus can be partly drawn as a parallel with group biographical theory. 
From the perspective of gender analysis, group biography can guide a 
14 Kares 1945, 76–82.
15 Caine 2010, 63–65. 
16 Connell 2005, passim. 
17 ahlbäck 2010, 28–44; aalto 2012, 25–29.  
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researcher to study male individuals in a framework that dismantles 
the concept of masculinity as a pre-determined cultural hegemony. The 
approach can reveal parts of the process in which male subjects simul-
taneously reproduce and re-shape the definitions of manhood by using 
both the public and private spheres of their lives and by constantly blen-
ding categories such as gender, religion and nationality.
in my ongoing research, i am attempting to process the above-men-
tioned theoretical framework to match my research composition, which 
revolves around several male writers whose period of activity ranged 
from the 1880s to the 1910s. one preliminary observation about late 
nineteenth-century gender dynamics has been that some of the target 
persons, who were well-known proponents of rebellious fin de siècle 
individualism in public, also maintained a private discussion that could 
markedly contradict their public voice or identity. The discussion was 
usually held within a circle of their closest relatives and friends, and 
some fragments of it were recorded in sketchbooks, diaries and cor-
respondence. This kind of source material may bring fresh nuances to 
the picture of late nineteenth-century Finnish intelligentsia, which has 
often become associated with a gendered assumption of sexual libera-
lism. Especially the group of young male artists has been seen as an 
emblem of the ‘new’ male identity that rejected the traditional authori-
ties and pioneered modern, distinct masculinity by emphasizing indi-
vidual force and endeavour as main attributes of the modern intellect, 
emotionality and sexuality.18
However, optional ways to organise a gender identity also existed. a 
good example of a relational stance towards manhood is the process in 
which johan Henrik (j. H.) Erkko (1849–1906), one of Finland’s most 
renowned writers in the 1880s, tried to adapt new concepts in gender 
and sexuality. Erkko’s private discussion with his closest colleagues gives 
plenty of evidence to suggest that he did not necessarily want to exclude 
from his perceptions all the elements that were considered to be femi-
nine. it even seems that the gendered concept of femininity contained 
features that were crucial, in Erkko’s view, in creating a morally sustai-
nable modern manhood. in his mid-1880s sketchbooks, Erkko expe-
18 For instance, Nieminen 1951, 19–31. see also Mosse 1985, 48–65. 
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rimented with the idealised concept of femininity: he saw the concept 
as a chance to filter out some of the negative features that were seen to 
burden the masculine side of the polarised system. if men could adopt 
feminine features such as empathy, self-sacrifice and temperance as part 
of their identity, they might be able to break the contemporary con-
cept of biological determination that was believed to dictate the urge to 
indulge in sexual conquest, aggression and many other negative features 
of masculinity.19
19 Harmainen 2014a, 20–24. 




The group biographical setup also enables a scale of comparison that 
indicates that Erkko was not alone with his experiments. The synthesis 
between masculine and feminine features raised collective enthusiasm 
in his network of colleague writers, especially in the latter half of the 
1880s. Erkko’s thinking was strikingly similar to that of a female collea-
gue, Minna Canth (1844–1897), who was the most celebrated female 
author of her time in Finnish literature. Canth saw a parallel concept of 
idealised femininity as a means to refine manhood by supplementing it 
with ‘gentle emotionality, strict temperance and religion’.20 an ideologi-
cal interaction between the two authors also at least partially motivated 
Erkko to create his own connection between religion and gender. it is 
notable that, during this process, Erkko was relatively critical towards 
the fashionable scientific theories that promoted liberal opinions on 
male sexuality. He was familiar with renowned writers such as austrian 
physician Max Nordau (1849–1923) but could not fully accept their 
social Darwinist views on gender relations. Erkko decided to seek more 
solidarity and a more spiritual solution by taking concepts of Christian 
theology from modern religious authorities such as Edouard Laboulaye 
and Eduard von Hartmann and combining them with the ideas pre-
sented in the field of modern esotericism. The general motive for Erkko 
was that, by processing the feminine and the religious, he was simulta-
neously building a position that could serve as an optimal constitution 
for modern manhood.21         
Group biography and the many-sided concept of  
fin de siécle religion
one of the essential groups that i intend to analyse in my research 
will be centred around  j. H. Erkko and his younger brothers Eero 
Erkko (1860–1927) and Elias Erkko (1863–1888), all of whom became 
20 Minna Canthin kirjeet [Minna Canth’s letters] 1973, 87.  
21 Harmainen 2014a, 27–28. Considering the connections between modern 
religiousness and gender, see owen 2004, 85–115; Markkola 2006, 223–
237; Kinnunen 2014, 70–75.   
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somewhat well-known in the cultural milieu of late nineteenth-century 
Finland. j. H. Erkko had achieved recognition not only through his 
books, but also from his public criticism of the state church and other 
institutions he held responsible for generating an atmosphere of con-
servatism in Finnish society. Eero Erkko was the editor-in-chief of Päi-
välehti, a newspaper that became one of the leading organs of Finnish 
political radicalism at the turn of the twentieth century. The youngest 
brother, Elias, was also a budding author and an art critic seen as a rising 
talent among the Finnish intelligentsia. The network of the Erkko brot-
hers also included Elias’s fiancée, actress Hilda asp (1862–1891), and 
her brother Gustaf asp (1866–1852), who made a career as an architect.
The group of Erkko and asp siblings has often become connected 
to two intertwining phenomena that labeled the Finnish cultural life 
in the late nineteenth century. j. H. Erkko, Elias Erkko and Hilda asp 
are sometimes considered members of one epicentre of literary realism 
in Finland. seen from this perspective, j. H. Erkko’s role was to act as 
a renowned public spearhead, while Elias and Hilda were operating as 
atelier critics and a kind of ideological éminence grise. Besides the literal 
realism, the group was ideologically held together by the Fennoman 
movement, a political and cultural current that had advocated Finnish 
language and identity since the early nineteenth century. in the latter 
half of the nineteenth century, this movement started to intensify its 
emphasis on nationalistic ideas and brought concepts such as ‘the Fin-
nish people’ and ‘Finnish history’ into regular public use. The very same 
context became a key motive for the Erkko-asp group: also Eero Erkko 
and Kustaa asp were engaged in it and its ideals. When the ideological 
consensus of the movement shattered in the last decades of the nine-
teenth century, the Erkko and asp siblings adapted the ideas promo-
ted particularly by the younger Fennoman generation, who adapted the 
idea of serving ‘the Finnish people’ with social, political and cultural 
radicalism as their epitome.22 Many interpretations have described this 
mission to be partly built on anti-religious ideas and a secular world 
view brought on by the development of contemporary science.23 The 
22 on the Fennoman movement, see Liikanen 1995, 279–321.
23 see Nieminen 1951, 19–31, 118–131; Maijala 2014, 312–315.
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dynamics between the Erkko and asp siblings may, however, suggest 
that sometimes the character of religious reformism was something far 
more complex than plain secularism.
an example of group biography in action can be outlined by focu-
sing on the above-mentioned network in the mid-1880s. During that 
time, radical religious stances started to become public to a degree basi-
cally unprecedented in a Finnish context. Newspapers, journals and fic-
Elias Erkko and Hilda asp. (Päivälehden arkisto, Helsinki) 
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tion began promoting ideas critical of the Lutheran state church and its 
doctrines.24 This revisionist tide did not go unnoticed by the Erkko brot-
hers and their inner circle: j. H. Erkko had written enthusiastic articles 
about Darwinism as far back as 1881 and continued to explicate his 
religious mistrust in poetry anthologies. on the basis of Erkko’s news-
paper articles and other public writing, it would be logical to conclude 
that the poet was actively disconnecting himself from religiousness and 
looking for new directions in the field of scientific knowledge. However, 
Erkko’s public conceptions can, again, be contrasted with his private 
writings. additionally, this picture can be extended to his network of 
family members and compared with their writings. in Erkko’s case, this 
creates a kind of double image: religious critique exhibited in public 
accompanied by religious deliberation taking place within the network. 
Private discussions with his younger brother considering ‘the right com-
prehension of God and Christ’25 and many other religious concepts 
paint an alternative picture that compromises the image of Erkko as an 
anti-religious poet that prevailed in the public sphere. Based on this, it 
becomes possible to claim that his intention was not to abandon religion 
as such, but to negotiate new religious terms that he could accept as his 
ideological cornerstone in his contemporary circumstances.
The next natural step for a researcher working in the biographical 
field would be to ask whether there was anything in the lives of the 
target individuals that would support the essential role of religion as a 
shared motif. By tracing back the Erkko and asp family histories, it is 
relatively easy to determine how prevalent a phenomenon religion was 
within both families. The Erkko and asp siblings had their religious 
roots in Finnish pietism, which apparently served as a unifying element 
in the background of the group’s interactions. it also becomes obvious 
that, in the climate of late nineteenth-century religious criticism, there 
was a great deal of personal variance between the conceptions of each of 
the group members. For example, both j. H. and Elias Erkko were fas-
cinated by Maria asp – the mother of asp siblings – and the contemp-
lative Pietist faith she represented. yet they were just as eager to read 
24 juva 1960, 9–27.
25 Hilda & Elias 1984, 24.
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contemporary intellectual authorities such as Eduard von Hartmann 
and Frederick Farrar – and Charles Darwin.26 
an interesting addition to the religious ensemble of the 1880s was 
the field of modern Western esotericism, which also caught the atten-
tion of the Erkko and asp siblings. j. H. Erkko became familiar with 
modern spiritualist movement and modern Theosophical ideas while 
traveling in Germany and austria in 1884–1885. according to historian 
Corinna Treitel, esoteric and occult movements and ideas were at that 
time going through a boom in major German and austrian cities: local 
newspapers were filled with heated debate considering mediums, spiri-
tualist phenomena and their scientific authenticity, and several esoteric 
societies were launching their public activities.27 
Erkko’s sketchbook notes from his traveling years are supporting 
Treitel’s argumentation. The austro-German scene of esotericism 
clearly left traces in Erkko’s writing and thinking in the 1880 ś. Perhaps 
the most notable thing in this ideological connection is that esoteric 
concepts intertwined thoroughly with the intellectual search that Erkko 
was doing in the field of gender and sexuality. Between 1884 and 1887 
he became fascinated with concepts of reincarnation and karma, which 
were at the time adapted from Buddhism and Hinduism by both Theo-
sophical and spiritualist movements and re-interpreted through the 
languages of Western esotericism and contemporary science. Erkko was 
using both concepts to create himself a certain kind of ’buffered’ sexual 
identity:28 karma and reincarnation provided the means to stretch the 
borders of Evangelical Lutheran sexual morale, which treated sexual 
relationships – especially those that happened outside the marital insti-
tution – as a sin. Erkko had been anxious by this traditional perception 
in the 1880’s, until he managed to elaborate new views by using esote-
ric concepts. reincarnation and karma were able to transform ideas of 
sexuality to a mentally more tolerable state. Partly through this synt-
hetic composition, Erkko gained fresh ideological tools to confront the 
male sexuality and sexual acts – not as an irreversible and fatal sin but 
26 Hilda & Elias 1984, 23–29, 61–62.
27 Treitel 2004, 29–82.
28 More precise definition of ’buffered identity’, see Taylor 2007, 37–42.
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as temporary, controllable and atonable breaks in the cosmic rotation of 
individual striving and spiritual development.29             
another visible influence of Western esoteric currents appeared in the 
correspondence of Erkko and asp siblings in 1888, when Elias Erkko 
died due to tuberculosis. after the bereavement, j. H. Erkko and Hilda 
asp sought consolation by immersing themselves to the spiritualist and 
Theosophical ideas. in this sense, the key function in both movements 
was to combine scientific and religious concepts and reveal the hidden 
truths of the universe that were also thought to dictate the borderline 
between the living and the dead. Especially the correspondence between 
Hilda asp and j. H. Erkko reveals an interesting religious ambiguity: 
both correspondents were highly suspicious, to some extent even expli-
citly angry and bitter towards Christian faith, theology and perceptions 
of god and heaven, but yet found it consoling to describe the late Elias 
Erkko as an anthropomorphic, individual ‘soul’, which according to 
their hopes continued its personal existence in the afterlife. They con-
tacted several European mediums, hoping to receive some clear evidence 
about this spiritual existence. Hence, spiritualist ideology was functio-
ning as a religious catalyst that knitted empirically oriented views and 
more traditional Christian concepts together in an intellectually sustai-
nable, ‘modern’, way without losing the emotionally consoling religious 
edge. it is descriptive that experiments with spiritualist mediums raised 
mixed feelings in many members of the family circle, but nevertheless 
no one had any serious doubts about accepting the overall idea of after-
life, an individualistic spiritual continuum, which in their perspective 
was the ultimate common denominator between Evangelical Lutheran 
Christianity and the late nineteenth-century esotericism manifested by 
the spiritualist and Theosophical movements.30
This snapshot of the Erkko and asp siblings and their religious 
conceptions seems to be compatible with several definitions brought 
forward in group biographical theory. on the one hand, it emphasises 
the heuristic potential of the private sphere and private writing. Corres-
29 Thematics in this section is presented completely in Harmainen 2014a. Pa-
rallel analysis considering male sexuality and esoteric conceptions see owen 
2004, 186–221; Djurdjevic 2014, 35–73. 
30 Harmainen 2014b, 391–392.
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pondence and other personal text sources can offer new insights into 
the established picture of secular modern manhood. For the Erkko-asp 
network, religious knowledge very clearly played a role in the collective 
process of creating concepts that the group considered to be ‘modern’. 
in addition, this constellation can provide deconstructive angles to reli-
gion and gender as fixed categories. By comparing the different religious 
views inside the group it becomes possible to perceive in a concrete way, 
how diversely the idea of religion could reveal itself to group members. 
religion was not simply synonymous with Christianity; rather, it was a 
set of options that ranged from one particular branch of Finnish pietism 
to liberal Lutheran theology and, further, to modern esoteric move-
ments that were clearly able to integrate with many cultural phenomena 
of the late nineteenth century.31 on the other hand, the group dynamics 
also reveal the flipside of religious revisionism, emphasising the fact that 
all of the group members had a close-knit relationship with their own 
religious past, which sometimes seemed to function almost like a rigid 
family tradition that refused to give in to the modern subject’s aspira-
tions. it steered their views in a way that even transcended their level 
of intellectual reflection and made them end up with very similar inter-
pretations of apparently distinct themes. This was many times the case 
with their reading of contemporary esotericism: the group was prone to 
emphasise concepts that resonated with their own religious background.
Conclusions 
american historian jeanne Boydston presented a fascinating methodo-
logical challenge in her article from 2008 entitled ‘Gender as a Question 
of Historical analysis’. in her conclusions Boydston called for a gender 
history that would allow ‘riffing’ and, even more provocatively, would 
recognise ‘the process of riffing as the very heart of the field’.32 Boydston 
31 More thoroughly on this thematic, see owen 2004, 238–259; stuckrad 
2010, passim.; Hanegraaff 2012, 252–277; asprem 2014, 413–531.
32 Boydston 2008, 579.
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used one of the arch concepts of popular music to lure her colleagues 
into making heuristic crossings between gender and other categories of 
analysis. What concerned Boydston was that the use of clinical catego-
ries and concepts seemed to work against their original purpose, which 
– according to Boydston – was to produce an ‘ever more nuanced his-
tory of power and resistance’ that would bring suppressed and invisible 
past lives into the contemporary spotlight. However, Boydston stated 
that, without strict criticism, categories of analysis could disturb the 
pictures of past lives and societies by reading them through mechanisms 
that were not necessarily relevant in the particular culture being stu-
died. Boydston’s challenge was about finding the means to reach the 
‘relational dynamic’ of cultural processes that simultaneously produce 
and maintain constructions such as ‘men’ and ‘women’.33
swedish historian Christina Florin describes the possibilities of 
group biography in a way that can provide at least partial answers to 
Boydston’s challenge. according to Florin, the most productive yield of 
the group biographical approach is the ability to transilluminate con-
ceptual dichotomies and categories. Biographical analysis can illustrate 
the fragility of analytical abstractions by bringing forth the historical 
person equipped with social relations, aspirations, emotions, health, 
education and occupation, and scrutinising the process that binds the 
individual to the structural framework.34 Florin has also emphasised 
the heuristic potential of mapping the private lives of past individuals. 
Private sources can reveal how closely connected personal emotions and 
public statements can be. in the heat of building modern culture at 
the turn of the twentieth century, it was often unclear what the actual 
distance was between personal solidarity and political tactics or family 
relations and occupational networking, or how the ideologically char-
ged distinctions between emotions and reason, nature and culture, and 
masculinity and femininity should be explicated in everyday practice.35
in the context of my research process, group biographical theory has 
become organised as a viewpoint that, on the one hand, never ceases to 
33 Boydston 2008, 558–559.
34 Florin 2014, 28–31. 
35 Florin 2014, 31–43.
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surprise me with its practicality, yet which, on the other hand, has intro-
duced me to one delicately crafted theoretical framework after another. 
These acquaintances have been important tools in defining both my 
research questions and the approach that would be productive as well as 
apply only to the target individuals and their culture. one of the basic 
insights was that group biography can be useful in placing men – even 
educated and established men – inside the cultural processes that jeanne 
Boydston described as relational dynamics in her article. The approach 
allowed me to treat the ‘exceptional’ characters also as unexceptional 
factors in a pervasive historical framework that generated possibilities 
and restrictions for everyone, whether they were ‘prominent’ or not. in 
turn, this kind of setup has enabled me to proceed with more critical 
questions considering the construction of concepts and categories such 
as masculinity, rationalism and secularism that were and still are signi-
ficant units in a public discussion that defines what is included in the 
concept of ‘modern Western culture’ and what is left out.      
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Love and emotions in the diplomatic world:  
The relationship between Bodil Begtrup’s public and 
private lives, 1937–1956
Kristine Kjærsgaard
The Danish women’s activist and diplomat Bodil Begtrup (1903–1987) 
is a well-known figure in the study of women’s rights in the early days 
of the united Nations. she chaired the uN Commission on the status 
of Women (CsW); she also participated in meetings of the uN Com-
mission on Human rights, chaired by Eleanor roosevelt, called to dis-
cuss draft texts of the universal Declaration on Human rights, which 
was adopted in December 1948.1 in 1949, she became Denmark’s first 
female ambassador when she was politically appointed as envoy, and 
from 1955 as ambassador, to iceland, a post she held until 1956.2 From 
1956–1959, she was Head of Division in the Danish Ministry of Foreign 
affairs and permanent representative to the Council of Europe. she was 
Denmark’s ambassador to switzerland from 1959–1968 and to Portugal 
in 1968–73, after which she formally retired.3
1 Morsink 1991, 229–256.
2 The second female Danish ambassador was Nonny Wright; she was a career 
diplomat and appointed ambassador to Ghana in 1967. Lind olsen, electro-
nic source.
3 Lind olsen on Bodil Begtrup, electronic source.
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accounts of her role at the uN, along with her official curriculum 
vitae, leave the impression of a life story full of success. However, if her 
public life is juxtaposed with her private life, and also with her own per-
ception of her public life in the world of diplomacy, a different picture 
emerges. Begtrup experienced several personal challenges. Firstly, she 
was divorced from her first husband and lost her ten-year-old daughter, 
who had been born with a heart disease and died from an infection. 
secondly, she fell in love with the Danish career diplomat Laurits Bolt 
Bolt-jørgensen (1882–1967). Bolt-jørgensen was twenty-one years older 
than Begtrup, employed in the Danish Foreign service from 1921–1949 
and already married. it took eleven years and a difficult divorce case 
before Bolt-jørgensen and Begtrup could eventually marry in 1948.4
Thirdly, Begtrup’s appointment as envoy to iceland was a political 
decision. she believed that her work with various national and inter-
national organisations had qualified her for the position; and yet her 
appointment was looked upon with profound scepticism within the 
Ministry, where the staff never really considered her an equal.5 
The contrast between Begtrup’s officially successful public life and 
the challenges she faced both in her private life and public life raise 
the question of the degree and ways in which her public and private 
lives were interconnected. recent biographical scholarship has argued 
for the inclusion of the private life of the protagonist.6 Danish historian 
Birgitte Possing and swedish historian yvonne Hirdman are examples 
of Nordic biographers arguing for the inclusion of the private sphere. in 
her doctoral thesis on the Danish educational pioneer Natalie Zahle, 
Possing argues for the importance of tracing the ‘mental structure’ of 
the historical protagonist – the personal, private and social aspirations, 
the human driving forces – as being relevant to particular public con-
duct (as one explanatory factor among several).7 in her biography of 
swedish diplomat and politician alva Myrdal, Hirdman argues that use 
of the correspondence between alva Myrdal and her husband, Gunnar 
4 Bolt-jørgensen 1957. a short account of Bolt-jørgensen’s career is found in 
Lidegaard 1996, 665–666.
5 Begtrup 1986, 80–81.
6 see, for example, Magaray 2008, 1–26; Bosch 2009, 13–37.
7 Possing 1997, 441; Possing 1992.
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Myrdal, ‘does not mean that it [the book, KK] is about nothing but 
love and “everyday life”. rather, i have used the letters to provide a 
framework for the matters that preoccupied alva’s passionate mind’.8 
However, whereas Possing and Hirdman argue convincingly for inclu-
sion of the private sphere, they also seem to perceive the private sphere as 
a framework for the public sphere, focusing less on the dual relationship 
of the two spheres. i will investigate the private and the public sphere as 
two potentially interdependent spheres, as a two-way relationship with 
an inherent scope for reciprocal influence. 
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the interconnection bet-
ween Begtrup’s public and private lives in terms of the way in which 
her private experiences affected her public life and the way in which 
her public life, her work experiences, affected her nature as a private 
individual. Furthermore, the purpose is to track what may be termed 
Begtrup’s ‘mental structure’, that is her personal spontaneities and moti-
vations, and see how these shaped respectively her private and public 
life. inspired by the literature on the intertwining of the public-private 
lives of partners and spouses, the chapter will also pay attention to the 
impact of Begtrup’s relationship with Bolt-jørgensen and the impact 
of his life on her privately and publicly.9 Finally, it will reflect upon 
whether the potential private-public interconnection is gender neutral, 
and whether the private-public lives of women as well as men may be 
interconnected. To give an answer to this, the chapter will also include 
a brief discussion of the degree to which Bolt-jørgensen’s public life was 
affected by his private life. The chapter forms part of a larger biographi-
cal project on Begtrup, analysing her international career trajectory in 
a transnational and historical-sociological perspective with an emphasis 
on the networks and personal contacts Begtrup engaged in. My discus-
sion reflects on how the private level is relevant and can be dealt with in 
biographical studies from a historical-sociological perspective.
The chapter will apply Possing’s concept and definition of a “mental 
structure” with the purpose of identifying the emotional level of 
8 Hirdman 2008, 6. 




Begtrup’s private sphere, the potential emotional driving forces behind 
her public as well as private conduct. By emotional driving forces and 
mental structure, i do not mean to establish a psychological portrait of 
Begtrup, as i believe this endeavour would be out of the reach of his-
tory as an academic discipline. rather, i intend to draw on sociology, 
to establish Begtrup’s apparent emotional approach to her public and 
private life and what i, with reference to Possing, call her mental struc-
ture. i base the study on Begtrup’s correspondence with Bolt-jørgensen 
and her diaries. i am conscious ‘to step carefully and not to thread on’ 
Begtrup’s life10 as i try to establish her mental structure and use it to 
characterise and explain her private and public agency without revealing 
potentially sensitive details of her personal life. i find it possible to estab-
lish an overall picture based on her private sources without presenting 
such potentially sensitive details.
To make an analytical distinction between the private and the public 
spheres, and also to allocate specific forms of conduct to each of these 
spheres, the chapter draws on  sociologist Erving Goffman’s distinction 
between our “all-too-human selves” and our “socialised selves”, which 
he also calls the “spontaneous self” and the “socialised self”. There is, 
according to Goffman, a tension between the two selves stemming from 
a difference between what an individual may spontaneously wish to do 
and what people may expect her/him to do. individuals are met with the 
explicit demand or implicit expectation to live up to social expectations 
in order to maintain a stable self-image, in other words, people perform 
for their social audiences. Thus, Goffman maintains, the self is a pro-
duct of the interaction between actor and audience, and is vulnerable to 
disruption during the performance. Goffman assumes that when indi-
viduals interact they wish to present a particular – idealised – sense of 
self that will be accepted by others. This sense of self will be performed 
on a “front stage” while facts and performance suppressed on the “front 
stage” will appear on a “backstage”.11 
10 see discussion in Possing on the challenges of stepping into the private life 
of one’s protagonist. Possing 2014, 218–251.
11 Goffman 1959, 109–140. For an introduction to Goffman see ritzer 1992, 
355–359. 
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Goffman’s distinctions between the “spontaneous self” and the 
“socialised self”, as well as his notions of a “front stage” and a “back-
stage”, will be used in the analysis of the interrelation between Begtrup’s 
professional and private lives; as analytical tools, the categories will 
separate the two lives while investigating the ways in which the two 
spheres were interconnected. in particular, the chapter will look at the 
degree and ways in which Begtrup performed a socialised self on the 
front stage, the concerns and spontaneities she left backstage and, not 
least, the extent to which she might or might not have assigned various 
thoughts and actions to these separate stages. it should be noted that the 
‘front and backstages’ are used as distinct notions which can be separa-
ted analytically while the chapter will remain open as regards the degree 
to which Begtrup actually kept them separate in practice. 
The development of their relationship will be followed chronologi-
cally over a twenty-year period, starting with their meeting in Geneva in 
1937, which provides a suitable platform for analysing the private-public 
nature of a relationship during which Begtrup’s public life was played 
out in the League of Nations, the uN and as Danish ambassador to 
iceland.
Meeting in Geneva, 1937
Begtrup and Bolt-jørgensen met at the League of Nations in Geneva in 
1937 and soon developed an intimate relationship. Begtrup left Geneva 
before Bolt-jørgensen, and he wrote her letters summarizing their expe-
rience. He was pleased that their age difference had not prevented her 
from becoming intimately involved with him. He had found a photo-
graph of her taken during the League’s General assembly, at a moment 
when they, he believed, ‘were not concentrating and forgot to pay atten-
tion to the negotiations’. He was frustrated that she did not write to 
him when she stopped over in Basel on her way back to Denmark. The 
fact that he was now writing to her was, he stated, ‘against the protocol 
and an unforgivable weakness’. He would soon return to Copenhagen 
and bury himself in work and preparation for his new appointment in 
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Moscow, but he would find it difficult not to look in the direction of 
her area of the city, which was not that far from the Ministry of Foreign 
affairs.12 He was seemingly focused on the protocol, on the norms with 
which he was expected to comply, anxious to know if she shared his 
feelings: feelings which he would try to suppress by submerging himself 
in work. Due to the fact that he was married, their relationship had 
to be kept secret – backstage. They, nonetheless, managed to maintain 
their relationship to the extent possible in a long-distance liaison largely 
shaped, as we will see below, by Bolt-jørgensen’s private and public lives 
– his marriage and his status within the Ministry of Foreign affairs.
Backstage emotions, 1937–1948
on the emotional level, from 1937 until they could marry in 1948, 
the relationship between Begtrup and Bolt-jørgensen was marked by 
longing and frustration, but also by joy and confidence. Their mutual 
experience of ‘happiness, pain, expectations and happiness again’ had 
saved her ‘from a general state of disillusion’ and given her ‘the faith that 
this strange phantom we all pursue really does exist’. However, ‘having 
seen just a glimpse of a phoenix rising from the ashes makes any comp-
romise so unbearable and all the practical advice from my surroundings 
to make a decision so evil’.13 she was ‘always longing to receive [his] 
letters which made [her] happy and troubled at one and the same time’. 
she praised his ability to allow her to be tender and to show him that 
she cared for him. she did ‘not have to be something [she was] not, or be 
afraid that [he would] despise me’.14 in 1942, she celebrated her birthday 
without him and was ‘the loneliest person in the world’.15 she wrote how 
12 Laurits Bolt Bolt-jørgensen (hereafter LBB-j) to Bodil Begtrup (hereafter 
BB), undated; 30 september 1937; 1 october 1937; 2 october 1937, Begt-
rup private papers (hereafter BB), box 1, file 1.a. (all quotes from source 
material are translated by KK).
13 BB to LBj, 1942 (undated), BB, box 2, file 2.a. 
14 BB to LBj, 1942 (undated), BB, box 2, file 2.a
15 BB to LBj, 14 November, 1942, BB, box 2, file 2.a. 
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she longed to see him and to touch him.16 ‘i have to see you, to be with 
you; there are thousands of things that only my hands can tell you’, 
she wrote one sunday evening – sundays were worst, as that is the day 
couples are usually together.17 
at the same time, they disagreed on various norms and practices. 
according to Bolt-jørgensen, she should be more virtuous and econo-
mical. she did not agree with these standards. she was only virtuous 
because she loved him, and only economical to the extent that her 
financial situation forced her to be so, she insisted. she also preferred to 
keep their finances separate; she did not want to mix love and money.18 
Begtrup’s position on separate finances suggests a progressive view of the 
wife in relation to the husband. it seems, however, that she was driven 
more by their actual financial circumstances than by principled views 
on the relationship between husband and wife. she also informed him 
that she had told his lawyer to make sure it was clearly stated in the 
divorce contract that should Bolt-jørgensen re-marry, his new wife (i.e. 
her) would not have to pay any maintenance to his previous wife.19
Her ideas about the ideal everyday life and the relationship between 
wife and husband were quite traditional. she missed having an ‘ordinary 
relationship’ in which she, ‘just like other wives’, was able to ‘send [him] 
parcels’ and ‘see [him] a couple of times each week’.20 The private level 
was not merely important to her; it was even – perhaps because it was 
largely missing in her daily life – a driving force: ‘a women needs to 
have a person to work for, a child or a husband, otherwise everything 
will dry out.’21 However, since proof of adultery on his part would, by 
law, preclude divorce, they were forced to keep their emotions on the 
backstage.
16 BB to LBj, undated, December 1942 or january 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
17 BB to LBj, 20 aug, 1944, BB, box 2, file 2.a. 
18 LBj to BB, 16 january 1943, BB, box 1, file 1.a.; LBj to BB, 26 january 1943, 
BB, box 2, file 2.a. (No year is mentioned, but it seems to be a response to his 
letter dated 16 january 1943. The letter is placed in continuation of several 
letters dated in the january, one of them dated 1943.)
19 BB to LBj, 6 september 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
20 BB to LBj, undated, presumably september 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
21 BB to LBj, 7 December 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a. 
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Begtrup was especially concerned about missing the possibility of 
having a child. The loss of her daughter in 1941 and a profound desire 
to have another child would seem to have been a major driving force 
and a key factor in explaining why she was so eager to see a resolution of 
Bolt-jørgensen’s divorce proceedings. They were both getting older and, 
in terms of having a baby, their age represented a race against time. in 
December 1943, she complained that: 
[--] we circle around like animals confined in a cage waiting to be 
slaughtered, and i am not doing the only thing that is worth doing: 
awaiting the birth of a child. This insane person [Bolt-jørgensen’s wife] 
is preventing me from having what i really want in life, what makes 
me joyful each day, each month, and when, in two years’ time, we 
eventually have each other all hope will be gone. We may have a couple 
of years together abroad, and then we will be hopelessly old when we 
return. [--] if only i was expecting a child now, during this period when 
i am alone, there would be a meaning in life.22
after spending time with friends who had children, her letters would 
often include remarks about how sweet they were and how she longed to 
have a child of her own. she was disconsolate when she visited a friend 
whose children had been friends with her daughter anne: ‘it is almost 
unbearable to be with them. They were anne’s friends and it broke my 
heart to see them. Why did i have to lose her? she truly was the only 
dream of this poor woman, my lovely little girl. on Tuesday, it is two 
years since she died.’23 she may appear to be a career woman on the 
front stage, but her mental structure contained a profound desire to live 
an ordinary life too, and one which she interpreted in quite traditional 
terms.
22 BB to LBj, 7 December, presumably 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
23 BB to LBj, 11 august 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a. references to events such 
as the death of her daughter are helpful in establishing when the undated 
letters where written.
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Bolt-jørgensen’s divorce case
Bolt-jørgensen filed for divorce, citing an unhappy marriage, and he 
had to establish evidence that the marital relationship had irretrievably 
broken down. This was a difficult task because not only had the marri-
age lasted for many years, but his wife cited his adultery.24
until 1946, his wife refused to agree to a divorce. stationed in 
Budapest, Bolt-jørgensen granted Begtrup the authority to deal with 
the case and ensure that the divorce lawyer worked efficiently.25 Largely 
because of the necessity to avoid evidence of adultery, Bolt-jørgensen’s 
relationship with Begtrup had to be kept unofficial – which both found 
difficult. Furthermore, their liaison met with criticism, and they were 
called to account in their respective professional settings. ‘i cannot do 
it anymore’, she wrote to him in january 1943. Her family, however, 
was ‘cordially interested and was looking forward to meeting him’.26 
The backstage aspect of her intimate relationship was clearly a source of 
frustration. Her family was an important element in her ability to cope 
with her frustrations.
another source of frustration was Bolt-jørgensen’s divorce lawyer; 
Begtrup considered him slow and weak. she hated, she added in a 
letter, weak men because of the power they sometimes wielded and the 
harm they could do with it.27 Furthermore, she complained that Bolt-
jørgensen’s weakness made her weak too, and she was upset by his weak-
ness and lost respect for him. she could not understand how he could 
take any advice from ‘a weak-looking man’. ‘i would never have done so’, 
she wrote.28 she blamed Bolt-jørgensen for not fighting hard enough to 
speed up the divorce proceedings.29
24 BB to LBj, january 1943 (undated), BB, box 2, file 2.a. 
25 LBj to BB, Budapest, 22 april, 1941, BB, box 1, file 1.a. 
26 BB to LBj, 26 january (no year is mentioned, but the letter is placed in con-
tinuation of several letters dated in the january, one of them dated 1943), 
BB, box 2, file 2.a.
27 BB to LBj, 26 january 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
28 BB to LBj, 26 january 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
29 BB to LBj, 26 january 1943 (no year is mentioned, but the letter is placed in 
continuation of several letters dated in the january, one of them dated 1943), 
BB, box 2, file 2.a. 
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Eventually, in 1946, Bolt-jørgensen’s wife agreed to a divorce. The 
divorce settlement was a clear disadvantage economically to Begtrup 
and Bolt-jørgensen, as Begtrup admitted, but she had agreed to it on 
behalf of Bolt-jørgensen in order to prevent the case dragging on any 
further.30 Eagerness and attempts at efficiency was part of Begtrup’s 
‘mental structure’, here pertaining to a situation relevant to her private 
life, but as we will see, this ‘mental structure’ was also her approach to 
issues in her public career. 
an agreement of terms was followed by eighteen months of separa-
tion before the actual divorce came into effect, after which Begtrup and 
Bolt-jørgensen were free to marry. a number of judicial matters also had 
to be settled before they could eventually marry in May 1948, including 
permission from the Ministry of justice in order to avoid official objec-
tions. 31
Divorce and public career – Bolt-jørgensen
Bolt-jørgensen’s divorce case was deeply affected by his official position 
and by diverging views in the Danish Foreign service over policy during 
the wartime German occupation of Denmark, 1940–1945. From april 
1940, the Danish ambassador to the united states, Henrik Kauffmann, 
had tried to rally opposition within the Ministry of Foreign affairs to 
the government policy of co-operation with the occupying power. on 
10 april 1940, he sent a circular telegram to his colleagues in the free 
world declaring that he could only be committed to working for a ‘free 
and independent Denmark’, and he encouraged his colleagues to follow 
his stance. While initially only a few diplomats voiced their agreement 
with Kauffmann’s line, Denmark’s signing of the anti-Comintern Pact 
in November 1941 led to broader support. The Ministry of Foreign 
affairs responded by demanding that Danish ambassadors worldwide 
affirm their loyalty to the Ministry and the official Danish policy. seve-
ral of the diplomats who broke with Copenhagen were dismissed with-
30 BB to LBj, 10 september, probably 1944, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
31 LBj to BB, 17 November, no year, but seemingly 1947, BB, box 2, file 1.d.
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out pensions. Bolt-jørgensen remained loyal to the Ministry of Foreign 
affairs. Following Nazi Germany’s attack on the soviet union in june 
1941, the Danish Ministry of Foreign affairs broke off diplomatic rela-
tions with the soviet union and called its ambassador back to Copen-
hagen. Bolt-jørgensen had initially sought to reach an agreement with 
the soviet union and to remain in his post without breaking with the 
Danish government by declaring his representation of a free and inde-
pendent Denmark. above all, however, the internment of soviet diplo-
mats in Copenhagen made it untenable for Bolt-jørgensen to stay in the 
soviet union. Kauffmann reproached Bolt-jørgensen for not taking the 
opportunity to declare his independence from Copenhagen and remain 
in Moscow to demonstrate that Denmark had no part in the German 
attack on the soviet union. Due to his loyalty to the Ministry, and 
his departure from Moscow in 1941, Bolt-jørgensen was among those 
Danish diplomats criticised by dissenting voices in the Ministry and 
by the press, both during and after the war, for leaning towards Nazi 
Germany and for the fact that, until 1944, Denmark had no diplomatic 
representation in the soviet union.32
after the august revolt in 1943, Bolt-jørgensen emphasised his 
loyalty to the departmental policy. Begtrup was highly critical, ‘para-
lyzed’, writing that Bolt-jørgensen had missed a chance to be silent and 
just take cognizance of the matter. she had to defend his declaration of 
confidence in the Head of the Ministry, svenningsen, everywhere she 
went. The balance of power in the Ministry of Foreign affairs seemed 
ambiguous, and there was a serious risk that Bolt-jørgensen would be 
among the discredited staff on the ‘losing side’.33
His damaged status at the Ministry had several repercussions on 
his divorce case. Firstly, Bolt-jørgensen risked being without financial 
resources; this contributed to his wife’s disinclination to a divorce. as 
she had told an employee in the Ministry, she would agree to a divorce 
if she was awarded substantial maintenance. However, for some years 
32 Lidegaard 1997, 56; Lidegaard 2004, 461, 611–612; Fischer and sven-
ningsen 1970, ch. 4.
33 BB to LBj, 9 september 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.; BB to LBj, undated, but 




it was not certain that Bolt-jørgensen was in a position to meet her 
financial demands.34 secondly, Begtrup was troubled by his situation 
and its impact on their relationship. in april 1945, she told him, 
apparently in a state of frustration, that she did not want to see him until 
the war was over and his situation at the Ministry of Foreign affairs 
had been resolved. He responded with understanding, since he did not 
know if he risked being dismissed from the Ministry and, thus, being 
put into a financially insecure situation. He thought of resigning and, 
with his background in the commercial sector, seeking another job to 
supplement his pension.35 However, even though his situation remained 
unclear, Begtrup soon contacted him again and they reconciled.36
Thirdly, a group of diplomats and politicians and their wives, and 
the wives of some very prominent politicians – including the wife of 
former Foreign Minister P. Munch and of Prime and Foreign Minis-
ter Erik scavenius – criticised Bolt-jørgensen for committing adultery. 
They claimed to have written proof that Bolt-jørgensen had promised 
never to leave his wife, and also proof that he had left Begtrup’s house 
at 8 o’clock one morning. We know the latter to be untrue, Begtrup 
emphasised to Bolt-jørgensen, and went on to tell him that he had to 
give former Foreign Minister P. Munch an explanation – ‘for your sake 
and for mine’.37
The relationship between Begtrup and Bolt-jørgensen was forced to 
the front stage by the very fact that the divorce case took place and was 
deemed unacceptable in many quarters. People in Foreign Ministry cir-
cles helped put Bolt-jørgensen’s divorce case and his relationship with 
Bodil Begtrup onto the front stage. The diplomats, politicians and their 
wives formed a group of social agents who were a factor in shaping the 
boundaries of Begtrup’s and Bolt-jørgensen’s relationship and, hence, in 
dissolving the distinction between the private and the public spheres. 
34 BB to LBj, 6 september 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.; BB to LBj, Monday, 20, 
letter no. 6, undated, but probably september 1943.
35 LBj to BB, 13 april 1945, BB, box 1, file 1.b.
36 LBj to BB, 17 september 1945, BB, box 1, file 1.b.
37 BB to LBj, undated, but september 1943 to judge from location in the file 
and content of the letter, BB, box 2, file 2.a.; Monday, 20, letter no. 6, unda-
ted, but probably september 1943, same file.
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Fourthly, the divorce negotiations scheduled for september 1943 were 
postponed when Bolt-jørgensen had to stay in Budapest because of the 
changed situation in Denmark caused by the august 1943 revolt, which 
made taking leave impossible.38 it would seem that Bolt-jørgensen’s 
standpoint on Danish government policy during the occupation ren-
dered him a discredited figure in the opinion of key diplomats, and his 
adultery reinforced this negative perception; this all hindered settlement 
of his divorce proceedings and thus complicated his relationship with 
Begtrup.
Begtrup in the uN: activism and Bolt-jørgensen as her advisor
Begtrup was a member of the Danish delegation to the uN in the role 
of DKN representative. The scandinavian countries had an established 
procedure; their Women’s Councils each sent representatives to their 
national League of Nations delegation, and then to the uN. Begtrup’s 
approach to the work of the uN was quite similar to the characteristics 
of the ‘mental structure’ manifested in her private life. she was energe-
tically engaged in the delegation work, concentrated on ‘doing a good 
job’, was very eager to arrange meetings and to network, and was ext-
remely focused on gaining results. Members of the Danish delegation 
told her that she was the most successful of them all when it came to 
making contacts and getting relevant background information. Furt-
hermore, she took advantage of her membership in the delegation to 
address various influential people and clarify Bolt-jørgensen’s stand-
point during the wartime German occupation of Denmark, and, thus, 
his future prospects in the Ministry of Foreign affairs.39
Bolt-jørgensen undertook the role of Begtrup’s advisor in her uN 
work. in November 1946, she presented the Third Committee of the 
General assembly with the Danish delegation’s proposal that uN 
38 BB to LBj, 11 august 1943; 6 september 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
39 BB to LBj, 20 january 1946, archive of Danish Ministry of Foreign affairs 




member nations should be obligated to grant women the same political 
rights as men – the resolution was adopted unanimously. according 
to Bolt-jørgensen, it had been daring of her to present the resolution 
before the CsW had been given the chance to meet and review it: ‘you 
might have discussed it with me first. i am quite knowledgeable in 
such matters. Things went well this time, so congratulations.’40 He also 
advised her on how to respond to journalists – to be short and precise.41 
Begtrup’s private life and her public life were clearly interconnected, 
with her husband functioning as her advisor on uN issues. 
Begtrup in iceland: disagreement on norms with Danish 
Ministry of Foreign affairs and with her husband
Begtrup’s route into the formal diplomatic world is the chief indicator 
of a conspicuous interconnection between her private and her public 
life. she was appointed Danish envoy to reykjavik (1949–1956, from 
1955 as ambassador).42 Bolt-jørgensen had originally been offered the 
post. However, as he had been due to retire in three years’ time, he had 
not wanted to restrict his wife’s career prospects by taking her to reyk-
javik, he claimed, and had suggested that Begtrup should be appointed 
instead. The Foreign Minister and the Prime Minister supported the 
idea, and the Minister of Foreign affairs informed the Foreign Policy 
Committee of the Danish parliament that ‘even if it is not the custom’ 
Begtrup had been offered the post of envoy to iceland.43
When stationed in iceland, Bolt-jørgensen continued to undertake 
the role of Begtrup’s diplomatic advisor. Begtrup worked on several 
fronts to improve dealings between iceland and Denmark – similar to 
the ”mental structure” exhibited at the private level, she was focused 
and eager, often impatiently so, to create results, make a difference, in 
40 LBj to BB, Monday 18 November 1946, BB, box 2, file 1.d.
41 LBj to BB, 26 November 1946, 12 january 1948, BB, box 2, file 1.d.
42 Begtrup 1986, 104–105.
43 ibid., 80–81; Minutes of the meetings held by the Foreign Policy Commit-
tee, 17 November 1948, aDMFa, 3 E 92.
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her own words to ‘do good’ – namely in the manner that she considered 
appropriate. 
one of the major controversies was iceland’s request that the icelan-
dic manuscripts collected by Árni Magnússon (1663–1730), and left to 
the university of Copenhagen, should be returned to iceland.44 Begtrup 
approached the issue, according to the social Democratic party leader 
Hans Hedtoft, ‘with an almost old Norse fanaticism and doggedness’, 
and the president of the Manuscript Commission warned her against 
appearing to be the icelandic envoy to Denmark rather than the Danish 
envoy to iceland.45 Bolt-jørgensen reminded her that her task was not to 
work in the interests of iceland. He was certain that, in this respect, she 
would have ‘an inner struggle. However, you have to remember that you 
are first and foremost the Danish envoy to iceland, and in that capacity 
you are expected to foster goodwill, but never by surrendering what you 
are meant to maintain or protect’.46
in january 1956, Begtrup’s reaction when told that she was to be 
called home to Copenhagen again testifies to a mental structure of eager-
ness and focus on what she saw as ‘doing good’. With reference to her 
popularity in iceland, she thought that she had contributed positively to 
an improvement in relations between Denmark and iceland.47 she had 
emotional reservations about returning to work in Copenhagen; she dis-
liked the highly competitive culture in the Ministry of Foreign affairs, 
where she was sure she would be one of the ‘hounded’ – a position that 
required ‘steady nerves’.48
Begtrup was not enthusiastic about the Ministry policy of rotating 
posts. Bolt-jørgensen explained to her that she ‘should not think in 
44 Davíðsdóttir 1999, 81, 87; Hálfdanarson 2008, 81, 87; Begtrup, Kvinde i et 
verdenssamfund, 120–123.
45 Begtrup to Hedtoft, 22 august 1951; Hedtoft to Begtrup, 29 august 
1951; Begtrup to Hedtoft, 6 january 1952, Hans Hedtoft’s private papers 
(HH), box 25; Diary, 24 November 1958, 7 january 1959, BB, box 28; s. 
Davíðsdóttir 1999, 85.
46 LBj to BB, 29 November 1949 (presumably), BB, box 2, file 1.c. 
47 Translation of articles in icelandic newspapers, May 1956, aDMFa, 1946–
1972; 3 G Bodil Begtrup file, box 1, aDMFa. 
48 Dairy 1955–1956, 8, 10, 25 january 1956, 14 February 1956, undated, but 
between 9 and 14 February 1956, undated March 1956, BB, box 28. 
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Portrait by Karl Larsen of Bodil Begtrup and her husband Lauritz Bolt-jørgensen. 
(year unknown, privately owned.)
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terms of having been a success’ in iceland. an envoy was not supposed 
to be popular, but respected, and certainly not so popular that it might 
cause problems for the successor. according to Begtrup, this procedure 
was ‘nonsense’ and, as she confessed to her diary, ‘they knew that Den-
mark could have no better representative in iceland. Copenhagen just 
followed conventional practice’.49
in contrast to Begtrup, Bolt-jørgensen was a career diplomat embo-
dying traditional Foreign Ministry norms. Begtrup was sceptical of 
foreign ministries as such. When the swedish economist, Gunnar 
Myrdal, was appointed financial counsellor for the swedish diplomatic 
mission to the united states, Begtrup remarked that ‘for once a ministry 
of foreign affairs, and a swedish one at that, has had an original idea’.50 
Begtrup may be characterised as a fiery soul who approached her public 
duties with a mental structure similar to the one with which she appro-
ached her private dealings. Her spontaneous nature shaped her private 
as well as her public life. she refused to be ‘socialised’ into the conven-
tional practices of the Ministry of Foreign affairs, and she insisted on 
her right to pursue her own basic approach to diplomatic matters rather 
than to refer her spontaneities to a backstage.
Conclusion
so is it all just about love and emotions, as Hirdman also asked? The 
answer is – as was Hirdman’s conclusion – a resounding no. Begtrup’s 
and Bolt-jørgensen’s private and public lives were relentlessly inter-
twined. in fact, the case study demonstrates that it is very difficult 
to distinguish, other than analytically, between the two protagonists’ 
public and private lives. Their careers, i.e. their public lives, were deeply 
affected by their private lives. and their private lives were correspon-
dingly deeply affected by their careers. Bolt-jørgensen’s private life con-
49 Diary 1955–1956, undated, but between 9 and 14 February 1956, undated 
March 1956, BB, box 28. 
50 BB to LBj, 29 july 1943, BB, box 2, file 2.a.
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tained, arguably, two levels: firstly, one concerning his first wife and 
their divorce, and, secondly, his relationship with Bodil Begtrup. Both 
levels were affected by his public life, i.e. his status in the Danish Foreign 
service. This is an important point, as it shows that conflict between the 
public and the private spheres is applicable to men as well as to women. 
The case study thus suggests that the private dimension should be inclu-
ded in biographic studies of men and women alike.
Begtrup’s “mental structure”, i.e. her personal spontaneities and 
motivations, consisted of a spontaneous eagerness, a good degree of 
impatience, and an aspiration to ‘do good’, notably according to the 
way in which she was convinced herself of how to do so. This mental 
structure shaped both her private life with Bolt-jørgensen and her public 
life in Danish diplomacy. Whereas Goffman’s notions of “front stage” 
and “backstage” may serve as analytical tools to separate private and 
public selves, in the case of Begtrup and Bolt-jørgensen they could not 
be separated in real life, but remained relentlessly interconnected. Begt-
rup maintained a front stage as a career women while, at the same time, 
keeping the sorrow of the loss of her daughter and her relationship for 
several years with Bolt-jørgensen on the backstage. However, even if 
Begtrup appeared as a career woman, she did, in fact, little to present 
an idealised self on the front stage. she did not push her personal spon-
taneities and perceptions of how to approach private or public matter 
to the backstage. rather, both her approach to her personal life with 
Bolt-jørgensen, including his divorce case, and her public life in the 
diplomatic world was soon shaped by her personal perception of how 
to approach matters. Even if her approach would conflict with both her 
husband and the Danish Foreign service, she maintained it on the front 
stage. 
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 ‘Fighting sisters’:  
a comparative biography of Ellen Key (1849–1926) and 
alexandra Gripenberg (1857–1913) in the contested 
field of European feminisms   
Tiina Kinnunen
Feminist controversies as an object of historical analysis
in 1903, a play entitled Yksitoista naista [Portraits, or Eleven Women] 
was presented in the foyer of the Finnish National Theatre in Helsin-
ki.1 The play was written by alexandra Gripenberg, a leading figure in 
Suomen naisyhdistys [Finnish Women’s association] and also an interna-
tionally well-known feminist activist. it was humoristic in style, but the 
content of the play was serious. it reflected on the debate on women’s 
rights, an issue that involved men and women in different countries 
and across borders. The driving force behind the play was Gripenberg’s 
need to respond to the swedish author Ellen Key, a vocal critic of the 
middle class women’s movement since the late 1880s. This issue erupted 
1  originally, the text was written in swedish. an excerpt in Finnish has been 




in full force in sweden and Finland in 1896 when Key’s Missbrukad 
kvinnokraft [Misuse of Women’s Power] was published.    
in the play, the setting is a picture gallery at midnight where a 
number of famous women step out of their portraits to discuss their 
views on women’s rights and the future of femininity. in her play, Gri-
penberg has the characters, who were real historical persons that had 
never met each other in real life and were already dead in 1903, voice a 
number of views from the Nordic debates of the 1890s and early 1900s 
that provided a critique of Key and were in line with Gripenberg’s own 
views. To give weight to her own views as well as those of her contem-
poraries, Gripenberg used the authority of history and notable feminist 
pioneers and other women worthies. For example, Fredrika runeberg, 
the wife of a famous Finnish poet and an author herself, would never 
have been able to disavow Key’s views, as they had not yet been pre-
sented during her lifetime (she died in 1879). although Elizabeth Cady 
stanton, a pioneer of the american women’s movement, was a contem-
porary of Key, English translations of Key’s books were not available in 
her lifetime. Gripenberg makes stanton ask Fredrika Bremer, a trailbla-
zer of women’s rights in sweden in the mid-nineteenth century, what 
she thought of Key. Bremer responds: ‘Ellen Key can thank the women’s 
movement for her freedom, education, income and status in society, and 
yet she swears eternal hatred for feminist women – women like you, 
Mrs. stanton, and me.’2
The play left no doubt as to which view its author espoused. Gripen-
berg used stanton’s and Bremer’s names to make sharp criticisms of Key. 
For her, Key’s views posed a serious threat to women’s emancipation 
and human progress in general. relations between Key and the Finnish 
Women’s association had still been warm in the late 1880s when Key 
visited Finland for the first time and spoke as an invited guest of the 
association. But by 1899, the time of her second visit, the situation 
had changed. at the time, Gripenberg wrote indignantly to her swe-
dish confidante Ellen Fries about how Key was using every opportunity 
to polemicise against the women’s movement.3 Key, in turn, criticised 
2 see e.g. Kinnunen 2009, 181–183.   
3 Gripenberg to Fries 10 December 1899, a.G. Coll. sKs.  
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Gripenberg by name in her book Barnets århundrade (Century of the 
Child), published in 1900, as a result of Gripenberg’s opposition to spe-
cial protection for women workers. Key herself strongly supported every 
effort to protect all women, whom she viewed as potential mothers. Due 
to the numerous translations of the book, this criticism not only came 
to the attention of the Nordic audience but also spread more broadly. 
Gripenberg’s determination to prevent Key’s ideas from spreading across 
borders resulted in attempts to build a united front against Key in the 
Nordic countries, and more broadly in Europe. For example, in 1900, 
she urged her swedish confidante anna Hierta-retzius to participate 
in a Paris women’s rights conference because she wanted to keep a tight 
grip on who was representing scandinavia at feminist gatherings.4
For the most part, few historical studies on feminism have paid atten-
tion to the dispute between Key and Gripenberg. i argue, however, that 
an analysis of the controversy from various perspectives can illuminate 
4 Gripenberg to Hierta-retzius 12 May 1900, a.G. Coll. Helsinki City 
archives.  
Portrait of Ellen Key by Hanna Pauli (1864–1940). (Wikimedia Commons)
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the complex history of feminism as a social phenomenon and ideology. 
For instance, the play ‘Portraits, or Eleven Women’ provides material 
for an analysis of how history writing was instrumentalised in feminist 
circles.5 another alternative is provided by a biographical approach. This 
chapter examines the use of biography in studying the history of femi-
nism, and, in particular, how the controversy between Key and Gripen-
berg can be approached in this respect. When a portrayal includes two 
protagonists, the biographer is forced to find an alternative to the tradi-
tional biography with its focus on one person. accordingly, this chapter 
discusses the usefulness of comparative biography as a special case of 
biography, a concept which is adopted from john Milton Cooper jr.6 
The controversy between Key and Gripenberg alludes to the fact that 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century feminism was a contested field, 
one in which class, religion, and ethnicity, among others, intersected 
and influenced individual conceptions of emancipation. in that sense, 
it is useful to speak of feminisms, in the plural. in addition, the contro-
versy opens up a perspective to map the transnational agency of indi-
vidual feminists as well as transfers and circulations of feminist ideas 
across national borders.7
The early stages of research on the history of feminism discerned 
differences between feminists who highlighted gender difference in 
contrast to feminists who underlined gender similarity, but soon it was 
realised that it was not possible to draw a clear dividing line between dif-
ferent groups of feminists based on this argument. a large number of so-
called first wave feminists called for equality between women and men 
specifically on the basis of gender difference. in this discourse, woman-
hood was often defined in terms of motherhood and motherliness.8 Gri-
penberg and Key both belonged to this group. Notwithstanding this 
similarity, they became adversaries. Both saw herself as an advocate of 
women’s genuine interests and the other as an enemy.9 Gripenberg con-
5 see e.g. Kinnunen 2009, 183–201. 
6 Milton Cooper jr. 2004. see also ribberink 2012.       
7 Concerning the transnational aspect of feminism, see e.g. janz and schön-
pflug (eds.) 2014.  
8 on the complexity of feminist politics and ideology, see e.g. offen 2000.     
9 in a letter to Fries (23 august 1897, a.G. Coll., sKs) Gripenberg defined Key 
as an enemy and thus to be counteracted.     
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demned Key because, according to her, Key represented backwardness 
and thus a threat to human progress. Key, in turn, thought that the 
women’s movement in scandinavia and the English-speaking world 
(Gripenberg included) was unwittingly narrowing gender difference, 
which she considered detrimental to the progress of human culture.
With these apparently contradictory arguments and politics, the 
case of Key and Gripenberg exemplifies the complex history of femi-
nisms and is, thus, highly interesting. as a result, i have launched a 
research project that approaches this bipartite history through a compa-
rative biographical method. The working title of the project is ‘Fighting 
sisters’. The dispute, in itself, has not garnered much attention in the 
biographies of these two women and nor has a comparative approach 
in general been applied in these books. although in her biography of 
Gripenberg, Aleksandra Gripenberg. Kirjailija, taistelija, ihminen (1959), 
Tyyni Tuulio does examine Gripenberg’s antagonistic attitude towards 
Key after the appearance of Missbrukad kvinnokraft, Tuulio does not 
examine the controversy from Key’s perspective. Tuulio’s biography is, 
at present, the only description of Gripenberg’s entire life. Ellen Key, in 
Baroness alexandra Gripenberg. atelier apollo, 
Helsinki, ca. 1890. (Wikimedia Commons)
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turn, has been the object of several biographical works. The most recent 
and comprehensive is Ellen Key. En europeisk intellektuell (2012), written 
by ronny ambjörsson. Gripenberg does not figure in this biography at 
all.     
Nevertheless, my approach is similar to ambjörnsson’s in that we 
both see our protagonists as prisms10 through which different issues can 
be thematised; in my case, they concern intellectual and ideological dif-
ferences within feminism as well as the networks that were formed as a 
result of the contoversy. Prism biography is defined by Birgitte Possing 
as a form that uses individuals as windows to depict and analyse the 
historical processes with which they are involved.11 initially, my start-
ing point in the present project was firmly within the history of politics 
and ideas. However, after familiarising myself with the writings of Key 
and Gripenberg and their mutual relationship, my original interest has 
broadened. i have also begun to appreciate my protagonists as female 
personalities with unique life experiences – not only as embodiments of 
certain ideas and ideals – and particularly as emancipated, intellectual 
women at a time when new spaces were opening up for women in the 
public sphere. 
The working title of my research, ‘Fighting sisters’, reflects the two-
fold scope of my interests. My study will include an analysis of the dis-
pute about the right path of feminism, and, in doing so, focus on Key 
and Gripenberg as adversaries. in addition, i will examine how their 
respective life experiences and circumstances influenced their particular 
feminisms, how they lived as modern women in different contexts, and 
how they, as international feminist intellectuals, promoted – fought for 
– their vision of a new womanhood in a new society. in this respect, 
there are interesting similarities between the two protagonists, and the 
notion of fighting will convey a different meaning.           
in such a study, one of the key problems to be solved is that of struc-
ture. one must decide how to create a structure that, firstly, allows a 
narrative of two lives in parallel as well as, secondly, an analysis of the 
intellectual antagonism between the protagonists while also intertwi-
10 ambjörnsson 2012, 12.  
11 Possing 2015, 104–105. 
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ning the two aspects in an elegant way. in the following, i will test whet-
her the notion of ‘fighting sisters’ could serve such a purpose. The section 
entitled ‘The parallel lives of Ellen Key and alexandra Gripenberg’ fol-
lows their lives in parallel and highlights their respective work for a 
re-thinking of gender relations and other related reforms, whereas the 
section entitled ‘The controversy over true feminism’ introduces anot-
her angle and goes into the dispute between them. Both angles employ 
comparison as a method. as an introduction, i will discuss briefly the 
relation between microhistory and biography and the concept of com-
parative biography as far as they are relevant to the methodological basis 
of my work.     
a comparative microhistorical method and biographical writing
My project is inspired, for instance, by the Finnish historian irma 
sulkunen’s ideas about combining the biographical approach and 
microhistory. as mentioned in the introduction of the present volume, 
sulkunen has published a trilogy in which she depicts and analyses the 
lives of three Finnish women with the aim of deciphering the societal 
and political processes that formed Finnish society from the end of the 
eighteenth to the middle of the twentieth century. reflecting on her 
book on Miina sillanpää (1989), in which the focus is on the public 
life of sillanpää, who was appointed Minister of social affairs in 1926, 
sulkunen explains as follows: ‘Through the activities of Miina sillan-
pää, perhaps Finland’s most notable female politician, the book traces, 
in particular, the changes that took place in the social system of gender 
when paid employment became more common and class society more 
firmly established.’12 in her biography on Mandi Granfelt (1995), an 
activist for Finnish cultural nationalism and a schoolteacher as well, the 
focus is on the experiences, thoughts, and emotional life of the protago-
nist, and in so doing, the book examines the internal paradoxes of the 
12 sulkunen 2009a, 66. 
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‘natural’ calling of women as mothers, educators and homemakers that 
was introduced as modern femininity. 
according to my interpretation, sulkunen’s approach to biography 
is methodologically quite similar to that of historians like alice Kess-
ler-Harris. in 2009, Kessler-Harris explained her view of biographical 
research as follows: ‘For years i resisted the notion that an individual 
life could speak to the larger historical processes i was interested in exp-
loring.… i think now that i was wrong – perhaps not about the way 
many biographies are written, but about what a historian can bring to 
biography.’13 as indicated in the introduction of this volume, the dis-
cussion in recent years about how to differentiate between microhistory 
and biographical writing has yielded no definitive conclusion apart from 
the view that there is a reciprocity between the two. This is also reflected 
in my own study: my stated goal is to shed light on the complexity of 
European feminisms as an intellectual, political and social phenomenon 
in the pre-First World War years by putting focus on two individuals 
and their lives. This approach, as discussed thoroughly in this volume 
by Erla Hulda Halldórsdóttir, is based on an understanding of micro-
history as a way to see individual cases as windows into wider issues or, 
in other words, as crystallizations of larger phenomena.
When studying two people who lived contemporaneously, compari-
son becomes a natural angle as it can help divulge differences and simi-
larities between the persons as well as their relationship. john Milton 
Cooper jr. has defined comparative biography as an approach in which 
the subjects under study are followed throughout their lives and their 
stories are told keeping in mind the other. according to him, only relati-
vely few individuals in history can be entirely compared. Cooper makes 
it a condition of comparison that the individuals are at least partly con-
temporary and have dealt with each other.14 Gripenberg and Key fulfill 
this requirement. although they did not necessarily meet, they did take 
a position on each other’s ideas in their public speeches, published wri-
tings and private correspondence, and networks were built or at least 
strengthened based on their mutual antagonism, particularly across the 
13 Kessler-Harris 2009, 625–630.  
14 Cooper jr. 2004, 95, 99.  
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Gulf of Bothnia. in their published writings, the women sometimes 
directly named each other and sometimes referred to each other without 
providing a name. Gripenberg especially practiced the latter, which i 
interpret as an effort to invalidate her opponent. 
Correspondence reveals that Gripenberg expended much energy 
combatting Key as a person, or as a personification of a set of ideas, 
whereas for Key, Gripenberg’s ideas were part of a larger discourse and 
Gripenberg, as a person, was of lesser significance. However, one must 
be careful of overinterpreting the source material. in the case of Gripen-
berg and Key, one has to be wary of the impression that Gripenberg’s 
life would have been drained by the dispute with Key. The dispute also 
reveals certain, less flattering features of Gripenberg’s personality, but 
an analysis of her other relationships no doubt reveals other aspects of 
her character. 
The parallel lives of Ellen Key and alexandra Gripenberg – 
pioneering women as fighters for feminist ideas       
a comparative perspective guides one to examine differences and simi-
larities between the subjects in one’s research. as the focus of my study 
is on the feminist lives and thoughts of my protagonists, as well as on 
a comparison of them in relation to each other and within relevant 
contexts, it is not necessary for me to bring all the details of their life 
stages or aspects of their activities to the attention of the reader. only 
the details relevant to my analysis need be included. This, of course, 
applies to every research work, biographical or not, but in a study of 
two persons, one has to be very careful of burdening the reader with 
unnecessary details. it is critical to consider what is a sufficient enough 
description to ensure that the reader remains involved in the plot. on 
the other hand, i, as the interpreter of Key’s and Gripenberg’s feminist 
lives, feel that i must ‘know’ both of them as accurately as possible, as 
it is difficult to know in advance what is relevant. This ‘knowing’ requi-
res extensive work on source materials in at least two countries and in 
several languages.    
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Below, i will present a brief summary of how Key and Gripenberg 
both engaged in societal matters.15 although their feminisms were on a 
collision course, many similarities in their lives are apparent, and these 
mainly can be explained by their backgrounds. Both came from a soci-
ally privileged class: alexandra’s father belonged to the nobility as did 
Ellen’s mother. Due to their gender and in spite of their upper-class 
status, neither received a formal education but took their studies mostly 
in private. as was customary at the time, the education of upper-class 
girls focused on the study of languages. as a result, both women had 
very good language skills, which furthered their international activities. 
Both insisted on the right to proper education and professional training 
for girls and women, and for coeducation as well. Key went even furt-
her and called for common schools for children from different social 
backgrounds. 
Key and Gripenberg were pioneers in many respects. as writers 
and lecturers, they were prominent public figures, and Gripenberg was 
also a party politician. Key, too, was familiar with party politics, as she 
worked as her father’s assistant, who was an MP. in line with her father, 
Key took a liberal position on issues, and from the 1880s onwards, she 
became known as a champion for freedom of speech. Deprived of her 
father at an early age, Gripenberg’s political awakening occured under 
the guidance of her sisters and within the framework of the nationalist 
Fennoman movement and related feminism. inspired by the nationa-
list ideology, the swedish-speaking Gripenberg also tried to embrace 
the Finnish language. in particular, she channeled her public activities 
into the Finnish Women’s association, which was part of the Fennoman 
movement. For Gripenberg, national and women’s emancipation were 
intertwined issues. National context as a factor is significant here: natio-
nal emancipation, including language issues, was not a main political 
concern in sweden, so it was not among Key’s primary interests. Howe-
ver, during Norway’s struggle for independence, she actively supported 
the Norwegians, which provoked a great deal of irritation among swe-
dish middle-class, nationally-oriented feminists. Concerning the situ-
ation in Finland, Key expressed her support for the Finns’ struggles 
15 This summary is mainly based on Tuulio (1959) and ambjörnsson (2012).      
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against russification, which was launched in the 1890s and posed a 
threat to the autonomous status of Finland in the russian Empire. in 
regard to the language issue in Finland, she sympathised with bilingua-
lism. Her networks with Finns were mainly restricted to the swedish-
speaking intellectuals and related circles.         
after the Finnish parliamentary reform of 1906, which included 
the introduction of the universal vote and eligibility, Gripenberg was 
among the first nineteen female members elected to Parliament. in her 
few years in Parliament, she served as a representative of the conserva-
tive Finnish Party. in line with other women MPs, she worked, in par-
ticular, to improve women’s and children’s living conditions. However, 
this field was also a contested one and Gripenberg was very critical of 
socialism, the socialist women’s agenda included, as she associated the 
socialists’ efforts with anti-Christianity, sexual radicalism and restric-
tions on women’s work. Key, in turn, took a more favourable view of 
socialism, but did not join the ranks of the party or any other party. 
she saw education as a key in lifting up the lower class, and accordingly, 
lectured on a large variety of topics for working class audiences. Key 
was also not active in the organised women’s movement, although in her 
writings she argued for women’s rights and supported intellectual, legal 
and political equality. in regard to women’s work, she strongly favored 
special protection for women workers. as pointed out, Gripenberg dis-
agreed with her on this matter, as she saw gender-specific legislation as 
a restriction of women’s rights. Key’s sympathy for the labor movement 
increased her support among socialist women in sweden as well as in 
Finland. Gripenberg regarded urban working class women as a political 
lost cause and, instead, looked to the large agrarian population as the 
ideal group to be educated to citizenship.            
To support herself, Key had to work as a teacher from the beginning 
of the 1880s to the end of the 1890s. after this, she could devote herself 
to writing and lecturing. Her books and articles argued for a thorough 
reform of gender and class relations, and she also became known as 
an advocate of religious radicalism. Due to her practical experience as 
a teacher, but also as a result of her strong belief in human progress 
through education, she dedicated much of her work to pedagogical 
issues. Barnets Århundrade, in which she outlined a radical reform of 
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education and the status of children, became an international bestsel-
ler. Gripenberg, being economically independent, was able to devote 
herself to association activities and writing. she edited the feminist 
journal Koti ja Yhteiskunta [Home and society], which she described 
to Maria Cederskiöld, a swedish journalist and one of her confidan-
tes, as a journal with a strict feminist agenda. Generally, this referred 
to working in Christian spirit for women’s emancipation and opposing 
Ellen Key’s brand of radicalism. according to Gripenberg, Key’s ideas 
relegated  women to ‘sexhood’, whereas the goal of emancipation was 
‘humanhood’.16 Besides her journal, the three-volume work Reformar-
betet till förbättrandet av kvinnans ställning [reformwork for the imp-
rovement of women’s status, 1896–1903], which outlined the history of 
women and women’s rights in the Western world, can be considered her 
main contribution to feminist publishing.    
Both Key and Gripenberg were internationally active; as such, they 
can be seen to exemplify the overlap between the national and transna-
tional in pre-First World War feminisms and other reform movements. 
Gripenberg, ‘one of the great international women-networkers of the 
period’17, participated mainly within the framework of the Internatio-
nal Council of Women (iCW)18, while Key had a reputation throughout 
Europe as a public lecturer and writer19. Her books were also read over-
seas, for example, in the united states and japan. The public activities 
of both women was made possible not only by their privileged back-
grounds, which provided them with cultural and economic resources, 
but also by the fact that as unmarried women they were not bound by 
obligations associated with family life.   
Gripenberg died of illness already in 1913. as she died before the 
outbreak of the First World War, we can only speculate as to how she 
would have reacted to the war. in sweden, Key adopted an active stance 
in favour of pacifism.20 The outbreak of violence was a hard blow to her 
16 Gripenberg to Cederskiöld 20 september 1900, a.G. Coll.: Helsinki City 
archives; Gripenberg 1905.  
17 Zimmermann 2009, 161.
18 see e.g. Kinnunen 2016.    
19 on Key’s popularity in the German Empire, see e.g. Kinnunen 2000.
20 see e.g. Ellen Key, War, Peace and Future (1916). 
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optimistic belief in the linear progress of history and she never wholly 
recovered from the tragedy. However, in her wartime writings, she deve-
loped solutions to put an end to the fighting as well as visions of post-
war society. When she died in 1926, she was widely commemorated as 
a visionary reformist.     
The controversy over true feminism – alexandra Gripenberg and 
Ellen Key on a collision course
in addition to the parallel lives of Key and Gripenberg presented in 
the previous section, the narrative of ‘fighting sisters’ also alludes to the 
aspect of controversy. Key and Gripenberg fought for their respective 
visions, but they also fought each other, or to be more precise, each 
other’s ideas. in order to analyse this aspect of their story, i will employ 
an episodic structure based on moments or events in which the lives of 
my protagonists intersected – if not on a face-to-face level, at least on 
a discoursive level when their ideas collided. These moments or events 
open ‘windows’ into the discord and, thus, provide material for a com-
parative analysis. some of the moments or events can also be used to 
shed light on the networks that the controversy created or strengthened. 
Making these moments and events understandable to the reader requi-
res detailed contextualisation. This represents a hermeneutic circle of 
interpretation: a single event requires a broad understanding of Key’s 
and Gripenberg’s lives and thinking, and in turn, individual events 
refine and deepen this understanding.     
in the following, i will clarify how this might work in practice. i have 
chosen Helsinki in November and December of 1899 as the ‘scene’ to 
be closely contextualised and interpreted. The discussion of 1899 is pre-
ceded by an analysis of the years 1888 and 1896 from the viewpoint of 
the controversy. in 1888, when both Finnish and swedish middle-class 
feminists still considered her to be ‘one of us’, Key visited Helsinki as a 
guest of the Finnish Women’s association. as Gripenberg was travelling 
in England and the united states, the paths of my protagonists did not 
cross here. The lecture Key gave on married women’s property rights was 
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published somewhat later and Gripenberg herself recommended it as 
useful reading in women’s reading circles. The visit to England and the 
us was of great importance to Gripenberg’s development as a feminist. 
in particular, it strengthened her conviction that feminism and Christi-
anity could (and should) be combined. according to my interpretation, 
this emphasis on Christianity as a cornerstone of women’s emancipation 
is vital to understanding why Gripenberg so vigorously fought the ideas 
that Key began to spread in 1896.21 
in 1896, Gripenberg travelled to stockholm and was invited to give 
a speech at a gathering against Key.22 Key’s alienation from organised 
middle-class feminism was a gradual process, but, ultimately, she fell 
into disgrace as a result of her provocative ideas in Missbrukad kvin-
nokraft (1896). The debate on the book was closely followed by Gri-
penberg and her circles in Finland. in 1898, Key’s book Tankebilder 
[images of thoughts] was published and provided a new provocation 
with her bold vision of new womanhood and criticism of conventional 
sexual morals. This book, too, was known and debated in Finland at the 
time that Key came to Helsinki in 1899.       
in 1899, Ellen Key travelled to Helsinki to celebrate her 50th birthday 
with Finnish friends. Key, who was known as a skilled speaker, also gave 
a series of lectures, mostly on historical themes. The lectures more than 
pleased the large audiences, and the press would refer to a ‘presenta-
tion of wit the equal of which has not been seen in our city in years.’23 
However, not everyone agreed with the praise offered by the press; 
alexandra Gripenberg complained to Ellen Fries, one of her swedish 
confidantes, that Key’s lectures included a message against the women’s 
movement. Fries was sympathetic: ‘i would think that you had enough 
with Bobrikof in Finland without getting Ellen Key into the bargain.’24 
Gripenberg’s reference to Key’s lectures indicates that she was present at 
the lectures. However, she did not attend the dinner arranged in Key’s 
21 see e.g. Kinnunen 2014b, 61–79.     
22 Gripenberg 15.8.1896. 
23 ‘Neiti Ellen Keyn kolmas luento’, in Päivälehti 3.12.1899.
24 Gripenberg to Fries 10 December 1899; Fries to Gripenberg in Dec. 1899 
(cite), a.G. Coll., sKs. Bobrikof, a representative of the russian Tsar, was 
here used as a metaphor for the russification policies. 
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honor, which she expected would result in public disapproval: ‘some of 
us who refuse to join will be called narrow-minded and spiteful.’25  
Gripenberg’s analysis of the lectures was accurate; they continued 
Key’s criticism of the organised women’s movement that she had first 
summarised in Missbrukad kvinnokraft. For example, her view that ‘the 
civilised women of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had such a 
great influence on their contemporaries that they did not attempt to 
imitate men, but further developed their own feminine natures’26 repea-
ted the theme that she presented in her polemical work. By saying this, 
Key wanted to encourage nineteenth-century feminists not to under-
value the importance of women’s unique contribution to human prog-
ress, namely intuition, emotions, and motherliness. This was a strong 
historico-political argument. in contrast, Gripenberg was of the opinion 
that, above all, history evidenced the inequality experienced by women; 
they had never had any genuine influence and it was contrary to the 
aims of the women’s movement to claim otherwise.27 
Key’s ideas were controversial among feminists, but she did not rep-
resent reaction in the sense that she would have objected to demands for 
women’s political, legal, economic and social emancipation. However, 
Key was concerned about the impact of emancipation in terms of what 
she saw as true femininity, and in her Helsinki lecture, she repeated her 
warning that the politics of the middle-class women’s movement put 
gender difference in jeopardy. Gripenberg did not accept this argument, 
and to her, Key was only providing ammunition that opponents could 
use in preventing women’s emancipation. instead of serving the goal of 
true equality, she interpreted the message of Key’s lecture as a celebra-
tion of uneducated women.   
in one of her lectures in Helsinki, Key brought up older women’s 
right to love.28 This reflects her positive and open attitude towards 
women’s sexuality, which was rather atypical in the era. Her sexual 
radicalism also included criticism of marriage as an institution, and 
25 Gripenberg to Fries 11 December 1899, a.G. Coll., sKs.
26 ‘Neiti Ellen Keyn esitelmää…’, in Päivälehti 30.11.1899.
27 see e.g. Gripenberg 1905, 5. on feminist uses of history, see e.g. Grever 
1997, 364–374.  
28 ‘Ellen Keys andra föredrag’, in Hufvudstadsbladet 1.12.1899.
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she argued that marriage should be based solely and entirely on (hete-
rosexual) love. right of divorce, common-law marriage and the equal 
status of children born out of wedlock were among the practical issues 
that she saw as crucial for her vision of reformed marriage and family 
life.29 These ideas were presented in her 1898 book Tankebilder and were 
further developed in subsequent publications. in public, Gripenberg 
rejected even the slightest reference to sexual radicalism, and advocated 
strict moral standards for both genders, but within her private circles she 
might even joke about Key’s ideas. Even as late as 1906, in a letter to her 
Finnish confidante ida yrjö-Koskinen, she considered the possibility of 
experiencing a ‘grand passion’ at her advanced age. Her use of the con-
cept, which stems directly from Key’s lecture in Helsinki, reveals – in 
addition to her sense of humor – how present Key and her provocative 
visions were in the thoughts of her contemporaries.30      
From Gripenberg’s perspective, Key’s sexual radicalism should be 
rejected because it threatened women’s true emancipation ‘from sex-
hood to womanhood’ and, as such, the progress of the human ‘race’ 
as a whole. Key’s radical position on sexuality also sparked widespread 
international condemnation. on the other hand, her ideas resonated 
among some transnational reformers, feminists included. in Finland, 
annie Furuhjelm was one of the few middle-class feminists who whole-
heartedly supported Key’s ideas. she was an editor of the journal Nutid 
[Present Time], which, under her editorship, challenged the agenda of 
Gripenberg and her circle in feminist politics. For Furuhjelm, Key’s lec-
tures in Helsinki represented ‘an intellectual highlight’, as she stated 
in her journal. also her correspondence with Key gives evidence of her 
positive attitude toward a radical re-interpretation of concepts linked to 
love and sexuality.31     
in addition to protective legislation, issues of family, love and sexu-
ality were at the core of the controversy between Key and Gripenberg. 
in this situation, Ellen Fries, to whom Gripenberg unburdened herself 
in regard to Key’s 1899 visit, was one of her most important swedish 
29 see e.g. Lindén 2002. 
30 Gripenberg to yrjö-Koskinen 16 February 1906, a.G. Coll., sKs.
31 Furuhjelm 1900; Furuhjelm to Key, L 41:59, Kungliga Bibliotek.  
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confidantes, along with anna Hierta-retzius and Maria Cederskiöld. 
Fries also provided Gripenberg with some of the counterarguments that 
she used in the Finnish debate. at the core of their relationship was the 
shared view that only fidelity to the ideals of Christianity guaranteed ‘a 
happy ending for our dearest cause.’32 Drawing on the views of spencer, 
spinoza, and Nietzsche, Key developed her own worldview, which she 
called an ‘evolutionist-monistic belief of life’.33 according to her, this 
vitalist belief in life would promote progress and emancipate human-
hood. Freedom of love and women’s unique capacity to love were a pre-
requisite and a result of emancipation. a central aspect of her work, this 
message had a prominent place in her lectures in Helsinki.          
Concluding remarks about the usefulness of a comparative 
approach in relating feminist lives 
The aim of my comparative biography of alexandra Gripenberg and 
Ellen Key is to contribute to international scholarship of feminism as a 
transnational intellectual, political and social phenomenon, as well as to 
add to the discussion on how biographies of feminists and other pioneer 
women might be written. a narrative of their lives that embraces the 
notion of parallel lives provides the reader with knowledge and inter-
pretation about how the lives of the protagonists were shaped by the 
national and transnational contexts in which they actively participated. 
as these stories are told ‘keeping in mind the other’, as john Milton 
Cooper jr. puts it, particular attention will be paid to those aspects that 
are comparable. 
in my own project, this perspective will prove to be very useful 
because it, among other things, encourages me to examine sides of 
my protagonists that would, perhaps, otherwise go undetected in an 
individual biography. Key opens up a perspective that can revise and 
32 Gripenberg 1896. see also Hammar 2000, 49–57. on Gripenberg’s feminist 
networks in sweden, see Hirvonen 2015.          
33 on Key’s religious development, see ambjörnsson 2012, 463–532. 
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relativise the rather negative image of Gripenberg that prevails in Fin-
land. above all, the reasons for this have been her conservative attitude 
with respect to suffrage reform and patronising attitude towards lower 
class women.34 These features of Gripenberg’s life cannot be denied, nor 
is there reason to, but, nevertheless, they can be historicised through 
an examination of the educational projects that Key envisioned for the 
working class. it should not go without noting that Key, whose relation-
ship with the working class has been depicted in a much more positive 
light, also had quite a patronising attitude toward the lower classes. 
Furthermore, parallel and comparative approaches help to overcome 
the methodological nationalism that has directed much of previous 
research and to open up transnational perspectives. as a result of the 
former, Key’s life has been written mainly from a swedish perspective 
and in the swedish context, Gripenberg, respectively, from a Finnish 
one. in this sense, Gripenberg opens up a new perspective to look at 
Key. Previous research concerning Key’s life has done little in the way 
of examining her feminism in the context of nationalism. This can be 
explained by the fact that, in general, the swedish women’s movement 
has only marginally been examined from this perspective, and Key has 
been viewed mainly in relation to the swedish context. However, Key 
herself wrote rather extensively about the topic, especially during World 
War i but also prior to this period, for instance, during the union con-
flict between sweden and Norway. When examined in tandem with 
Gripenberg, this aspect is easier to recognise. in addition, the union 
conflict connected Key and Gripenberg in an interesting way. Based on 
her nationalist attitude and particularly her disapproval of the russifica-
tion measures in Finland, one might expect that Gripenberg would have 
supported the Norwegian campaign against swedish hegemony. Howe-
ver, this was not the case and it was, in fact, Key who whole-heartedly 
supported the Norwegians in their struggle for independence, earning 
her a degree of dispproval from many middle-class swedish feminists 
with whom Gripenberg was networking in order to combat Key.35    
34 see e.g. sulkunen 2009b, 83–105.
35 Gripenberg to Cederskiöld 20 july 1905, 15 November 1905, a.G. Coll. 
Helsinki City archives. 
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as this chapter shows, my study also explores Key and Gripenberg 
from the perspective of controversy. a narrative and analysis of their 
lives as ‘fighting sisters’, in the sense of fighting each other, will shed 
light on the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century feminism as a con-
tested field. although both Key and Gripenberg based their thinking 
on the concept of gender difference and demanded a gender equality 
that took difference into account, this was not a sufficient basis for co-
operation between the two. instead of co-operation, they saw each other 
as enemies. Furthermore, they both used the written and spoken word 
as well personal contacts and networks to combat the ideas propagated 
by their counterpart, whom they viewed as harmful for human progress. 
My analysis of the reasons for the controversy places this specific Key 
vs Gripenberg case in the broader context of modernisation and high-
lights the role of religion. in so doing it creates a dialogue with antti 
Harmainen’s chapter in this volume. By challenging the traditional reli-
gious-based discourses of gender, feminism was integral to the discour-
ses about modernity and change. The heated debates among feminists 
about love and sexuality were (partly) nurtured by religious controver-
sies. Feminists either rejected traditional religions (mainly Christianity 
or judaism), like Key did, or pushed for a renewal of religious tenets 
as vital for sustainable emancipation, like Gripenberg did. Both stand-
points resonated among feminists across Europe and overseas. 36 Key 
and Gripenberg provide a Nordic perspective on this discussion. Not 
only did they adopt ideas from transnational debates and respond to 
these within their native contexts, but they also actively participated in 
the debates transnationally, either as a lecturer and writer (like Key), or 
as an activist (like Gripenberg).    
My primary aim is not to draw portraits of Key and Gripenberg 
as personalities, but, inevitably, my work also provides perspectives on 
these aspects. Nevertheless, i will only make observations on the traits 
that were realised in the struggle that developed between them. Their 
differences of opinion did not have to preclude productive discourse 
between them. However, this became the case, and Gripenberg actually 
devoted a fair amount of time to the struggle against Key, which might 
36 see e.g. Morgan 2002; schwartz 2013.    
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paint a portray of her as a rather fanatical person. on the other hand, 
one could also develop an image of her as someone who, like Key, was 
willing to courageously fight for her own convictions and, thus, build a 
new type of womanhood. 
The notion ‘fighting sisters’ allows a multilayered interpretation of 
feminism that, besides sisterhood, also includes hierarchies, divisions, 
and – when there was a struggle over correct ideology  – efforts to silence 
contending viewpoints. in doing so, it challenges the idea that biogra-
phy should avoid dealing with uncomfortable sides of the protagonist(s). 
Feminist historians have not always felt comfortable with biography, 
because it was associated with the production of heroic figures37. The 
aim of feminist history – closely linked to social history – was asso-
ciated with the agency and experiences of ordinary women. Key and 
Gripenberg were not ordinary women, but in my research, they are not 
viewed straightforwardly as heroines either. Conversely, i argue that 
feminist history, like other histories as well, has the function to inspire 
and empower people, offering the reader something that might be called 
role models. in my opinion, humanizing historical actors is the best way 
to achieve this. This is one of the aims of my ongoing research.
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Telling stories of gendered place and space:  
The political agency of the swedish Communist 
Valborg svensson (1903–1983) 
irene andersson
a political activist in a gendered context
Valborg svensson was born in 1903 in the southern part of sweden and 
lived to celebrate her 80th birthday. she started to work as a maid at 
fifteen, and later continued at a textile factory. at a dance arranged by 
Communist Party members in the local People’s House, she got invol-
ved in politics, and after some years, decided to move to stockholm. 
There, she again took employment in a household and tried to organise 
other maids in unions. The swedish Communist Party wanted her to be 
an agitator and sent her to Communist schooling in the soviet union 
in the early 1930s. in Moscow, Valborg svensson met the Norwegian 
Communist arvid G. Hansen, with whom she then lived in a common-
law marriage for some years. in sweden, a couple of years later, she was 
offered the position of editor for Arbetarkvinnornas tidning [Working 
women’s paper] and was also included in the Party’s central commit-
tee. Her political agitating placed focus on women, visible in pamphlets 
for housewives. Valborg svensson engaged in solidarity work for spain 
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during the Civil War, for children in Leningrad during the second 
World War, and subsequently for women and children in Vietnam in 
the 1960s. in 1942, she was elected to the stockholm City Council, 
where she worked with social questions for twenty years. after the war, 
she joined Svenska Kvinnors Vänsterförbund, sKV, [swedish women’s 
leftist federation], which was open to Communists from 1946, and was 
connected to the newly established Women’s International Democratic 
Federation, WiDF. For several years, she was responsible for sKV’s 
periodical, Vi Kvinnor i Demokratiskt Världsförbund/Vi Mänskor [We 
women in international democratic federation/We people]. 
in this chapter, Valborg svensson is situated in a gendered political 
context with keywords such as agitation for maids and housewives, soli-
darity with women and children, and engagement in social questions, 
women organizations and women’s papers. The narrative is constructed 
on sources telling stories of her private life, her work activities as well 
as her political interests. These sources include surveillance materials 
collected by the swedish secret Police between the 1930s and 1960s 
and a printed interview from the 1970s conducted by a former leader 
of the Communist Party for a book project on swedish Communists.1 
Furthermore, there is a theatre manuscript Jösses flickor! [oh, dear girls!], 
produced in the same decade in connection to the new women’s move-
ment, and a radio interview broadcast on international Women’s Day 
in 1983.2 
Valborg svensson was not a political activist who left behind many 
written sources. Her personal archive in the Labour Movement archives 
in stockholm includes no private papers and consists only of one small 
box containing drafts or copies of some political speeches.3 Traces of her 
political activities can be found only in minutes from organizations and 
political debates, newspaper articles (mainly in the Communist press), 
and in some of her own rhetorical political pamphlets.4 Due to the lack 
of personal papers, the sources i have chosen to discuss on her political 
1 svensson, Personakt 2263, 4 vol, The secret Police and Hermansson, 1977. 
2 Garpe and osten, 1977; radio interview, 1983-03-08. 
3 svensson. ref. code 563, vol:1, araB, stockholm.
4 Arbetarkvinnornas tidning 1930–1947; svensson 1934a, 1934b, 1940 and 
1942; Tomson 1964 and 1966; För Spanien, 2011. 
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activism are more complex than the ordinary material used in biog-
raphical work. i will categorise them as ‘voices of others’, because they 
are constructed and arranged narratively by others for their own special 
purposes. This is obvious in the case of the surveillance acts and the 
theatre manuscript. in the radio interview, the authentic voice of Val-
borg svensson is actually heard, and in the printed interview, her ans-
wers can be read. still, since both interviews are structured, edited and 
mediated by the interviewers, i will also treat them as voices of others. 
When i first came across Valborg svensson’s personal files in the 
secret Police archive, i wondered how it might be possible to do biog-
raphical writing on the basis of surveillance information alone, if other 
material was limited. i decided to working on a biography of Valborg 
svensson in which i use the concepts of gendered place and space and 
Valborg svensson. (1903–1983). Photo: Ny 
Dags arkiv (New Days archive), Labour 




political agency as the central methodological tools. For the purposes of 
this particular chapter, however, i will focus on the sources and discuss 
which challenges i faced and how i used these tools.   
in seeking ways on how to relate the sources to agency in social 
and political contexts, i have been inspired by different scholars in the 
field of biographical approaches. in her introduction to the anthology 
Documents of Life Revisited. Narratives and biographical methodology for 
a 21st century critical humanism, the sociologist Liz stanley stresses how 
social life gives people the capacity to construct the meaning of their 
own life agency. Following Ken Plummer’s classic work, she categori-
ses source material as ‘documents of life’, and defines it as ‘texts which 
are everyday, representational and significant in organizing and shaping 
lives’.5 This could be anything, regardless of genre, traces and fragments 
of daily life such as receipts, tickets, timetables, photos, notes and mes-
sages. By reading and putting them together as new stories of social life, 
researchers in the interpretation process may encounter untested questi-
ons with regard to their project.6 Furthermore, when Toril Moi analyses 
how an intellectual woman is created, by focusing on texts written by 
simone de Beauvoir, she reads them as networks of texts forming a sub-
ject, a discursive network.7 
Despite stanley’s and Moi’s different theoretical contexts and inter-
pretations, i argue that the manners in which they understand their 
sources are thoughtful as images. in my case, the four sources used in 
this chapter are, in some ways, intertwined as elements of networks and, 
in particular, the scattered pieces of information on activities in the sur-
veillance files are documents of life that were systematically collected by 
others. in Telling stories. The use of personal narratives in the social sciences 
and history, Mary jo Maynes, jennifer L. Pierce, and Barbara Laslett dis-
cuss not only how statements of agency form a subject but also how the 
narratives situate and bind the individual to the surrounding social life.8 
5 stanley 2013, 5.
6 stanley 2013, 5–6.
7 Moi 1996.
8 Maynes, Pierce and Laslett 2008.
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Entrepreneurs, comrades and communist women’s activism  
although Valborg svensson had a central position in the swedish 
Communist Party for three decades, she cannot be characterised as an 
intellectual of the movement; instead, she was a person who actively 
subordinated herself in reference to the movement. she was offered a 
political place and she used the space by working hard to fulfill the 
duties demanded. Her hard work was recognised in an obituary notice 
in 1983 and in an anniversary text celebrating the women’s organisa-
tion sKV.9 Historians ronny ambjörnsson and sverker sörlin catego-
rise people who did not form political ideas or hold central positions in 
movements as ‘entrepreneurs of ideas’ in daily life: ‘The entrepreneur-
ship took  form in their actions and projects rather than in original, 
canonised written documents.’10 
Political work took place in different places and spaces, constructing 
the agency of Valborg svensson. i am, in a broad sense, inspired by femi-
nist geography and the idea that aspects of social and political life take 
place in gendered locations, both in material and non-material places 
and spaces. i will discuss how concepts of gendered place and space are 
helpful both when mapping out patterns of political agency for biog-
raphical writing and as analytical tools for examining possibilities and 
boundaries concerning political work in a movement with a gendered 
agenda. in her book Finding the Movement: Sexuality, Contested Space, 
and Feminist Activism, anne Enke has shown how place matters when 
it comes to political movements. The book is about women’s activism 
in an urban landscape, how alternative places and spaces were created, 
and how access to public space changed during the 1960s and 1970s in 
some american cities. she analyses where movements took place and 
how spaces were utilised.11 
since 1994, the journal Gender, Place & Culture: A Journal of Femi-
nist Geography  has been one platform for exploring how gender coded 
lives are lived, experienced, and practiced in and across different rooms, 
9 Palmaer 1983, 3 and 1989, 2–3. 




places, and spaces – which are all gendered. When Louise C. johnson, 
fifteen years later, reflects upon the agenda and the content of the jour-
nal, she analyses a tension between discursive and political activism and 
finds women’s inequality and difference being taken for granted.12 yet, 
as suggested in the same journal, political mobilization has often been 
interpreted as grounded in gender difference. However, this interpreta-
tion is countered with a critique for overlooking politics of sameness and 
an argument that women do not always mobilise due to gender issues 
and gender differences.13 in the Communist movement, the concept of 
comradeship was frequently used. an analysis of images of this com-
radeship might contribute to a deeper understanding of how political 
gender was constructed, whether it was based on a gender difference 
or on a concept of sameness. andrés Brink Pinto has studied norms in 
connection to comradeship, primarily in fictional texts in magazines 
published by the swedish Communist movement during the interwar 
years. He finds female comradeship more complex than male comra-
deship, with reference both to the fighting comrade and to family and 
heterosexuality.14 
My motivation for choosing the political agency of Valborg svens-
son for biographical study is because it allows for an examination of 
women’s activism in a changing political (Communist) and gendered 
context before and after the second World War. The historian Kjell Öst-
berg gives several examples of women’s political space in sweden after 
the introduction of women’s vote in parliamentary elections, in 1921. 
in the same year, the Communist international rejected independent 
women’s associations. instead, women’s secretariats under the direction 
of the Communist Parties were allowed. While female industrial wor-
kers constituted the core of recruitment during the 1920s in sweden, 
housewives and the women’s communist clubs were central during 
the 1930s. after the war, sKV, connected to the international Fede-
ration, became responsible for organizing Communist women’s politi-
12 johnson 2008. 
13 staeheli 2004. 
14 Brink Pinto, 2008.
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cal work.15 Communist women’s work was transnational by nature. in 
a Nordic context, Pirkko Kotila has worked biographically on Hertta 
Kuusinen in Finland, focusing on her international contacts and her 
role in welfare politics during the 1950s and 1960s.16 in scotland, in 
turn, Neil rafeek has conducted oral history research and has been lis-
tening to voices of Communist women in Glasgow. in his work he finds 
that women have been marginalised in the writing of the movement’s 
history.17 What stories do the voices of others in this chapter tell about 
the political actor Valborg svensson in a national and ever-present inter-
national political context?  
Dangerous threats in the secret Police files 
The surveillance material was constructed by others for a special pur-
pose. it was mainly to control Valborg svensson’s Communist activities 
and, in particular, her international contacts in the middle of the 1930s 
and in the beginning of the 1940s, at a time when the swedish Commu-
nist Party was at risk of being prohibited due to its international contacts 
with Komintern and Moscow, and for fear of subversive activities that 
were hostile to the state.18 The data were collected by frequently used 
methods in surveillance work, such as scrutinising available informa-
tion, cross-reading other surveillance files, and using reliable informants 
and witnesses. in this material, voices of others, unknown to me, judge 
Valborg svensson, on the one hand, as a dangerous activist with inter-
national contacts and, on the other hand, as an insignificant member of 
15 Östberg 1997, 62–64. see also Gogman 2010; Gunnarsson 1977.
16 Kotila 2006. also, cultural historian Hanne Koivisto has extensively exam-
ined the Finnish leftist intellectuals and communist activists from the 1930s 
until the 1960s. Her research has covered different sources from diaries, fic-
tion, poetry, journalism to surveillance material. Her various articles from 
the end of the 1990s up until the 2010s have been published as an anthology, 
see Koivisto 2011.
17 rafeek 2008. 
18 oredsson 2001, 191–205.
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the Communist Party. she is also seen as a busy agitator. sources of this 
kind have primarily been used, in a swedish context, as a means of stu-
dying surveillance methods used by the secret Police.19 it is obvious that 
the notes represent the secret Police’s view of the world. However, when 
i read them, not only from a suspicious perspective but from a political 
agency perspective, patterns of political activities emerge.  
The material in Valborg svensson’s personal files in the secret Police 
archive consists of 260 items in four volumes from the years 1930–1964. 
The files reveal identification inquiries, travels, presence at meetings, 
speeches, behaviour of audiences, political activities in Communist 
newspaper articles, and a few private circumstances.20 according to the 
documents, Valborg svensson was offered several places for political 
meetings around sweden. Movements within the country, mostly in 
the north, are in focus. The first meeting noted is a May Day meeting: 
‘spoke in Karlshamn 1/5-33.’ she also spoke in another city in southern 
sweden on that same day. she had already spoken at the international 
Women’s Day event in stockholm on 8 March, and she then left for 
a four-day meeting tour in northern sweden. several notes on similar 
meetings are repeated during the 1930s. However, at the beginning of 
the second World War, the attention of the secret Police increased when 
Valborg svensson went on a two-week tour in the north and held twenty 
meetings in which she encouraged housewives to join the Communists. 
The secret Police followed her agitation in stockholm on 8 March and 
at other large meetings in the city, one with 675 persons.21 
These scattered documents tell stories about Valborg svensson being 
an active agitator. The files give information on how she made use of the 
space; that she mostly spoke to women about women’s issues. she met 
them in special women’s campaigns and raised issues such as housing, 
food supply and women’s input in industrial work. she gave speeches 
to tenants, to newspaper delivery women, in several election campaign 
19 andersson 2014; Gustavsson 2011.
20 Vs, P 2263. T:1, consists of 45 articles, two from the newspapers Dagens 
Nyheter and Expressen.   
21 Vs, P 2263. a:1, report 21, 22, 24, 25, january and February 1941, report 
27, Ny Dag 10.3.41, report 30 May 1941, report 50, september 1942, and 
report 55, january 1943.
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meetings, against war in antifascist meetings, in study circles, and at 
different celebrations, such as the october revolution (16th) in Novem-
ber 1933 and Komintern (15th) in March the following year. The secret 
Police noted another gendered place for her political activism, namely 
the position as editor for the ‘Working women’s paper’. already in 1934, 
she was offered a place on a list of candidates for the stockholm City 
Council and on a list for the church council in a parish in stockholm.   
Documents about her private life, including contacts with scan-
dinavian Communists and travels in and out of the country, tell sto-
ries about both boundaries and possibilities. The places offered by the 
Communist Party are political courses in Moscow, but the secret Police 
focused on svensson’s romantic relationship with a central Communist 
activist in scandinavia. in the files, her contacts are viewed as the dan-
gerous issue, and nothing is mentioned regarding the content of the 
schooling.22 identification notes regularly confirm her name and date 
of birth, housing, work place, salary, and possible cover names. Even 
before Moscow she was seen as a threat due to her international con-
tacts. Early reports note that as a maid in the household of a lieute-
nant-colonel, she displayed exemplary behaviour; she was talented at 
speaking German, she sold Communist papers, she invited other maids 
to political meetings, and she met with a German man who offered her 
to go to the soviet union for training.23 Four years later, extracts from 
reports and letters indicate that Valborg svensson should be watched 
closely, because she worked as a contact between the red Finns in Kare-
lia and russia and their friends in sweden and Finland.24 
in the 1930s, the secret Police raise questions concerning her marital 
status. it begins in 1932 with the statement that Valborg svensson is 
married to arvid G. Hansen. Notes in telegraphs regarding travels, both 
to and from russia, show her possibilities to meet with contacts abroad: 
‘arrived to stockholm from russia 10.2.33’ and ‘[d]eparted from sthlm 
22 Hansen (1960) 1998.
23 Vs, P 2263. a:1. 4–6, reports dated 12.11.30. in report 3, the same date, a 
newspaper with a photo of the women delegation to russia is said to have 
been included.    
24 Vs, P 2263. a:1. 8–10, reports, september and october 1934.
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to russia 18.8.33’.25 The files report her travels both to russia and 
Norway and back to sweden around 1935. someone claims that she is 
divorced in 1934, but two years later, when she travels to oslo to live 
with Hansen, he is described as the one ‘to whom she is married’. For the 
next year she lives in Bergen with Hansen and continues to participate 
in election meetings, women’s courses, and tours in sweden.26 in 1939, 
a report states that Hansen lives in stockholm with his fiancé, Valborg 
svensson.27 The question of her being married or not is once again an 
issue when her name is placed on the City Council list, and the secret 
Police wonder whether she will ‘…describe herself as Miss or Mrs?’28 it 
seems she had frequent possibilities to use political space in full. Despite 
the surveillance and her unsolved marital status, she was able to travel, 
live in different places and work in politics in sweden. 
During the second World War, Valborg svensson engaged in other 
politically gendered places and spaces. The secret Police found a state-
ment she wrote in the Communist paper Ny Dag [New Dawn] about 
helping children in Leningrad.29 in the stockholm City Council, she 
became one of thirteen experts on the temperance commission in 
1944.30 During the 1950s, she entered a new gendered position when 
she joined the women’s leftist federation sKV that welcomed also Com-
munists. The swedish section was related to the international WiDF. 
Between 1948 and 1952, the federation grew, because several new local 
25 arvid G Hansen (1894–1966), leader of the scandinavian federation of 
Communist parties in 1924. He edited several papers and periodicals, was 
1931–1935 in the soviet union responsible for educating agitators from 
abroad. after returning to Norway 1936, he edited Arbeidet, but had no 
longer the same position in the Communist Party as in the 1920s. He was 
expelled in 1949. Hansen lived in exile in sweden 1940–1945. see Hansen, 
(1960) 1998; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/arvid_G._Hansen.    
26 Vs, P 2263. a:1, data on activities 1937 and 1938, in the first pages of the 
act, without numbers.
27 Vs, P 2263. a:1, data from the passages above are placed in the first pages of 
the act, without numbers. on leaving the editor job, see Hermansson 1977, 
129, an interview with Fini smålan.   
28 Vs, P 2263. a:1, 36, report dated 8.1.42. it was Miss (fröken) Valborg svens-
son, Tomson 1964, 89–90.
29 Vs, P 2263. a;1, report 59, Ny Dag 22.10.43.
30 Vs, P 2263. T, 3, Ny Dag 23.11.44, and 4, Expressen 5.12.44.
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associations were founded. The secret Police became suspicious and col-
lected altogether 23 volumes of data on sKV.31 it was not a problem for 
the Communist Party that Valborg svensson joined sKV, and she was 
still allowed to work within the Party. Together with her membership in 
the Party’s central committee, her travels to WiDF’s secretariat in East 
Berlin and her position on the board of sKV are noted in the files from 
the 1950s.32 
Communism and women’s issues –  
a contested area during the 1970s 
in the 1970s Valborg svensson was interviewed by C.H. Hermansson, a 
former leader of the swedish Communist Party, for his book Kommunis-
ter. En intervjubok av CH Hermansson. Första boken. The printed inter-
view in general could, to some extent, be interpreted as a defense act, 
since Valborg svensson was asked to compare women’s political work 
in the Communist movement before the second World War with the 
new women’s movement, and she has a different standpoint than the 
interviewer. altogether, Hermansson’s two books report interviews with 
33 men and 9 women. Even though the respondents spoke rather freely 
about their memories, the main interest for the interviewer was to high-
light Communist identities and experiences as activists. in the case of 
Valborg svensson, her participation in sKV, seen as either co-operation 
with liberal and social Democratic women or as an aspect of the new 
women’s movement, was also problematised.33 
in the interview, Valborg svensson refers to ironing at a textile fac-
tory as a place for political work. at the same time, she indicates that 
she has been interviewed for a theatre manuscript: ‘i don’t know if you 
have seen the play jösses flickor. There is a girl who pulls and draws 
31 andersson 2014.  
32 Vs, P2263. a:2, report 144 and 145, May and july 1953. a:3, report 254, 
May 1964, report 205, December 1957.  
33 Extracts from his interview with svensson was published in Vi Mänskor, sKV,  
75th ju bilee, Hermansson, 1989, 2–3.
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[the shirt collar] like this. That is how we did it.’34 Descriptions of hard 
work, of heavy ironing machines, of sunshine through large windows 
in the summer, of low wages, and of her attempt and failure to organise 
a union are included in the interview. Valborg svensson recounts that 
it was her uncle, a member in the Communist Party, who told her to 
join the youth club after a dance at the People’s House. in this new 
political space, she learns how to do political work and begins eagerly 
selling papers, collecting money and working in election campaigns. 
in a few sentences, and without any details, she covers her stay in the 
soviet union, her editing work, and her membership in the Communist 
Party’s central committee. she mentions living in Norway (1936–1938), 
but does not reveal the name of arvid G. Hansen. 
Two other questions are important to C.H. Hermansson. one of 
them is whether she had problems working for so many years in sKV 
with women of different political affiliations. Valborg svensson takes 
the opportunity in the interview to talk about her experiences of poli-
tical agency. she explains that she met these women in the committee 
for Children of Leningrad, where social Democratic women, the co-
operative movement, unions, and social Democratic youth clubs parti-
cipated, and that sKV has meant a lot to her because of its international 
solidarity work. The other question C. H. Hermansson raises is about 
comparisons between the women’s issues in the Communist movement 
and the new women’s movement. He refers to the hard work Valborg 
svensson did during the 1930s in terms of the women’s paper, activist 
meetings, courses, and conferences. she clearly views gender within her 
place and space in a different way than he does as she refers to the diffe-
rences between the past and the present, and she sees possibilities in the 
new women’s movement. she confirms her past activities and adds that 
the women’s paper published 14,000 copies per month between 1933 
and 1948. although both men and women participated in political 
work and theoretical studies before the second World War, she empha-
sises the fact that, in the 1970s, there are new, interesting books on 
young working-class women’s problems. Her standpoint is that women’s 
issues are nearly the same as in the 1920s and 1930s. she states that even 
34 Hermansson 1964, 236.
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alexandra Kollontay is read in the new women’s movement, and she 
ends by saying that to work against capitalism and women’s oppression 
is not new. 
Fictional voices about women’s political work in history    
The aim of the theatre manuscript Jösses flickor! Befrielsen är nära, en 
politisk förening 1924–1974 [oh, dear girls! Freedom is close, a politi-
cal association 1924–1974] written by Margareta Garpe and suzanne 
osten, was to mediate historical experiences about women’s political 
work and bring it into the new women’s movement. in the 1970s, such 
work was unknown, but many of the old activists were still alive and 
shared their memories in interviews with the writers. These recollections 
and archival studies of the women’s organizations resulted in a fictional 
theatre manuscript. in 1974, the play was staged at the City Theatre, 
a publicly funded cultural institution in stockholm, and the manu-
script was published three years later. although it is a work of fiction, 
a number of references link to parts of sKV’s history. Names of real 
members in the association are occasionally used as points of reference.35 
in the manuscript, some of Valborg svensson’s memories are especially 
incorporated into one central character, ragnhild; this becomes evi-
dent when reading the surveillance material. ragnhild represents an 
experienced political activist and is described as uncompromising, class-
conscious, loyal, and true to her visions and choices. The play also por-
trays her relationship with a Norwegian Communist, Halvdan.36 The 
manuscript consists of two acts, divided by the second World War, with 
29 scenes altogether.  
in Jösses flickor! ragnhild enters the second scene as an ironer in a 
textile factory, a gendered workplace that was also a place for protests. 
This is the scene where ragnhild and another girl are steam ironing and 
pulling shirt collars, trying to make them fit. They are tired of customers 
35 johansson describes research for the manuscript: johansson 2006, 152–153, 
157.
36 Garpe and osten 1977. 
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who do not know the collars are too small and even shrink. The girls 
protest, demand their salary and abandon their work. They stop at the 
People’s House, a place for political mobilization, when they hear music 
coming from within. ‘it is the Communists. Dare we go?’ ragnhild 
asks. after a political speech and dancing, ragnhild is enthusiastic, and, 
with flyers in her hand, she wonders if there are Communists in stock-
holm.37 in scene four, ragnhild has joined the Communist Party.38 
in another scene, a new gendered place for protest actions is introdu-
ced. it is a butter shop with low wages and no overtime pay. ragnhild 
fights for an agreement on wages and working times, but she fails and 
is dismissed.39 in the next scene, ragnhild, who is pregnant but not 
married, is lying down because the illegal abortion went wrong. There 
is no time for her to rest. she is going to the soviet union to meet 
her comrades.40 Later, a postcard arrives from ragnhild, who is in the 
soviet union: ‘Equality between the sexes, women having both work 
and kindergartens. soon it will be a paradise. Fascism in Europe, stalin 
will defend peace.’41 in the manuscript, the place (the soviet union) is 
gendered due to the equality between women and men.
Back in sweden, ragnhild is selling a Communist paper. she has met 
a Communist comrade in the soviet union, Halvdan from Trondheim, 
who offers her love and a place with him.42 in another scene, ragnhild 
is in Norway interacting with a female journalist from sweden, who is 
visiting to write about the occupation. The journalist and Halvdan take 
an interest in each other. jealousy is discussed, but ragnhild does not 
think he will betray her. They are comrades, and the needs of the move-
ment must be central, she states. ragnhild writes for a women’s paper 
and although she works in the Norwegian Communist Party, she longs 
37 scene 2: ‘The ironing section’, Garpe and osten 1977. 
38 scene 4: ‘unemployment’, Garpe and osten 1977.  
39 scene 7: ‘The Butter shop “ahaed”, Garpe and osten 1977. 
40 scene 8: ‘The waiting room’, Garpe and osten 1977. 
41 scene 10: ‘association “jösses flickor”, 1936’, Garpe and osten 1977. 
42 scene13: ‘ragnhild chooses Norway’, Garpe and osten 1977. 
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for real work.43 in Norway, she uses her possibility to engage politically, 
but when the swedish Communist Party needs her, she returns.44
after the war, the manuscript states that new gendered places were 
offered to her. an exhibition for Children of Leningrad is commented 
on by alexandra Kollontay, who expresses friendship between the swe-
dish and the soviet people. ragnhild attends a WiDF conference in 
sweden, where even social Democratic women are able to participate. 
she is impressed that 80 million are working for peace and justice.45 
one part of the gendered space in the manuscript is filled with inter-
national contacts and solidarity work and another with dividing com-
radeship boundaries within the romantic relationship. since ragnhild 
is doing her work in sweden, Halvdan has decided to work in Norway 
and to marry a Norwegian comrade who is pregnant. ragnhild feels not 
betrayed but disappointed. They stand on different barricades, but for 
a common fight. ‘i could move to you, but you did not want to move 
here. a female comrade can’t succeed,’ she explains. ragnhild is not 
a victim; she has made her own choices for something larger, such as 
solidarity.46 The next time ragnhild shows up, she prints flyers against 
the atomic bomb and French troops in Vietnam.47 she is enthusiastic to 
help women and children in Vietnam.48 Ten years later, ragnhild seeks 
to change the name of sKV’s periodical to ‘We people’ and invite a new 
women’s group to sKV’s 50 year jubilee.49  
43 scene 15: ‘War report in Norway’, Garpe and osten 1977. 
44 scene 16: ‘ragnhild is back home’, Garpe and osten 1977.   
45 scene 18: ‘association “jösses flickor” 1946/47’, Garpe and osten 1977.
46 scene 22: ‘separate ways 1948’, Garpe and osten 1977.
47 scene 23: ‘The woman in the shadow of the bomb 1953’, Garpe and osten 
1977. 
48 scene 26: ‘The painful women question 1962’, Garpe and osten 1977. 
49 scene 27: ‘The association “jösses flickor” 1973’, Garpe and osten 1977. 
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remembering actions in the radio interview
Valborg svensson is 80 years old, in 1983, when the radio interview 
about her being an international Women Day’s ‘veteran’ is broadcasted. 
The interviewer asks her to comment on her own history as a political 
activist. she remembers speaking in 1933 in a central square (stortorget) 
in sweden’s capital, stockholm. This is confirmed in the secret Police 
files: ‘spoke at stortorget the 8/3–33.’ in the interview, Valborg svens-
son speaks seriously with a sense of humour when she describes how 
she filled the space in spite of the circumstances. The platform was not 
lit and the loudspeaker did not work, so she had to speak as loud as 
she could about the threat of war and hard times, and all without any 
manuscript. 
international Women’s Day was celebrated in the 1930s, but during 
the war, it was impossible to have big meetings, she recalls. However, 
in the secret Police files on Valborg svensson, stories about her political 
agency as a speaker are reported from several meetings, at least between 
1941 and 1943. in 1946, the celebrations started again with protests 
against stockholm Tramways. The company was looking for young men 
to work as engine drivers and conductors, jobs women had held and 
been revered for during the war. Now women were no longer wanted. 
‘We got furious,’ Valborg svensson states. a large protest meeting was 
arranged, after Women’s Day, and both women and men participated. 
The demonstration is not recorded in the secret Police files on Valborg 
svensson. once again, an action took place in stockholm in the form 
of a protest meeting concerning a conflict at work that was clearly gen-
dered. 
Conclusion 
The sources i have worked with in this chapter, especially the theatre 
manuscript and the interviews, have challenged me in two ways. i 
needed to decide how to show that these sources were aimed at identity 
production in public arenas during contemporary times. i also sought 
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to give meaning to the images linked to Valborg svensson in biographi-
cal writing. Even in her seventies and eighties, she participated in the 
creation of documents by telling historical narratives connected to her. 
That is one way of using the sources. The only documents she could not 
influence are the files in the secret kept surveillance acts. in spite of that, 
all four sources are possible to be read as interrelated and connected 
to one another in different ways. in the printed interview, stories are 
told about the theatre manuscript. Data in the surveillance files verify 
the stories in the theatre manuscript and in the radio interview. When 
viewed together, i see them as documents of life or pieces of a puzzle 
that shaped subjects with political agency, as told through the voices 
of others within different frameworks. i have found images of a busy 
activist dedicating herself eagerly to Communist activism, a confident 
defender of political experiences in discussions of women’s issues before 
and after the second World War, a fictional character claiming her right 
to have visions and a veteran proudly taking part in demonstrations. 
The produced images of Valborg svensson are valuable in depicting the 
political and cultural landscape.   
are place and space helpful when mapping out patterns of political 
agency? are the concepts useful as analytical tools for examining possi-
bilities and boundaries for gendered work in a political movement? Even 
if i don’t have a full answer to those questions, i have identified place 
and space, and some boundaries and possibilities for gendered political 
agency. The Communists’ activities posed a threat to national security. 
The surveillance files recognised the places of political mobilization. 
These places were also offered to female comrades and used by them, 
enabling them to contact with the Communists of other nationalities, 
and sometimes even to form undefined intimate relationships. in the 
theatre manuscript, the political work occurred in gendered workp-
laces, and was reflected within visions of comradeship between men 
and women, and gender equality that was imagined to be reality in the 
soviet union. Furthermore, international solidarity work was presented 
as a place of political agency. in the radio interview, the movement was 
reported to have taken place in public squares in forms of meetings or 
demonstrations and as a conflict related to gendered work. one essen-
tial aspect of the space is the way how it was connected to and used for 
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agitating and editing work, speaking tours, social political community 
work, solidarity work for women and children, international women’s 
organization, the new women’s movement and international Women’s 
Day. it was within this pattern of told stories of gendered places and 
spaces that Valborg svensson, as an entrepreneur of ideas, carried out 
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relations and memory in the biographical project on 
Minna Krohn (1841–1917)
Maarit Leskelä-Kärki 
Biography will enlarge its scope by hanging up looking glasses at odd 
corners. and yet from all this diversity it will bring out, not a riot of 
confusion, but a richer unity.1 
This chapter is about contradictory and relational narratives. i will anal-
yse the ways individuals are described, written about and remembered 
within their close relations and ask, how we, as biographers, could make 
use of the varied and often also conflicting material produced on past 
persons. in this case, the material is both visual and textual, both fic-
tional and documentary. The underlying idea will be to question the 
idea of a coherent life-story, ‘a life as a given entity’2.  Following the 
above notion by Virginia Woolf ’s famous essay ‘The art of Biography’, 
i examine how various looking glasses could perhaps help us in encoun-
tering the unknown past persons and act as paths towards the past per-
sons in a way that would allow many voices and contradictions. 
1 Woolf 1942, electronic source.
2 Brockmeier 2001, 247.
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i will start by showing one ‘odd corner’ of my study: a painted port-
rait depicting the main character of my research. in 1888, the Finnish 
painter Maria Wiik painted a portrait of Minna Krohn, the former 
school mistress of the Finnish Girls’ school in Helsinki. The portrait 
was among the many official portraits painted of the school’s directors. 
although the portrait could be looked at merely as an official portrait 
painted within the boundaries of the conventions of official portraits, i 
will, at the conclusion of this chapter, stretch its boundaries a bit further 
and discuss the possible ways it could be used as part of a biographical 
analysis on Minna Krohn’s life. Before this, i will contrast the painting 
with some textual narratives, other ‘odd corners’, produced on her, and 
see what these diverse corners might convey to a biographer. My focus 
will be on the different relations surrounding Minna Krohn during 
her lifetime, and i will use adriana Cavarero’s idea on relational iden-
tity as a starting point. i aim to show how a biography can be written 
from the perspective of various, conflicting narratives surrounding the 
individual. in this, my chapter closely discusses with Birgitte Possing’s 
contribution, where she illuminates the methodological paths on how 
she decided to construct a polyphonic portrait of Danish politician and 
minister Bodil Koch. 
silenced figure – or not?
To begin with, Maria Wilhelmiina Lindroos (later Minna Krohn, 
1841–1917) could be presented as a forgotten and, in part, also mis-
handled figure of the influential Krohn family – she was not a famous 
or heroic figure befitting of the canon of those generally written about 
in biographical form. she was born in a modest, lower middle-class, 
swedish-speaking family, where her father was a self-taught man, who 
also wanted to educate his daughters. From a nationalistic and religious 
background, Minna Lindroos became educated as a school teacher, and 
was later appointed as the director of the first Finnish-speaking girls’ 
school in Helsinki. Eventually, she married a famous professor, poet and 
nationalist julius Krohn, who had just lost his wife, and became mother 
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to three stepchildren and two biological daughters. Widowed in 1888 
and suffering from depression, which evolved into severe depression for 
nearly the last two decades of her life (1900–1917), she hardly seems to 
be a figure worth a heroic biography. yet, she had been educated abroad, 
Portrait of Minna Krohn, Director of Finnish Girls’ school in Helsinki. Painted by 
Maria Wiik 1888. (Helsinki university Museum)
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belonged to the first generation of girls’ school teachers, worked among 
the nationalist (Fennoman) circles (later becoming part of a Finnish-
speaking nationalist home after marrying julius Krohn), and as a school 
director before her marriage as well as wrote poems and children’s sto-
ries and edited a children’s magazine Pääskynen. For a researcher, her life 
seems to be full of conflicting aims and circumstances.
During the process of writing my earlier research about the Krohn 
sisters, it became obvious that the sisters’ mother was a complex charac-
ter in their lives. she was not so much a strong, encouraging mother, 
but a very contradictory and tragic figure. The sisters shared the same 
father in professor, poet and nationalist activist julius Krohn, but they 
had different mothers. The eldest, Helmi Krohn (1871–1967), was from 
julius Krohn’s first marriage to Emma Krohn. There were also two older 
boys, Kaarle and ilmari, from this marriage. Emma Krohn died in 1874 
when Helmi was three years old, and soon after, her father remarried 
with a family friend, Minna, and they had another two daughters, aino 
(1878–1956) and aune (1881–1967). 
Each of the sisters had a unique and difficult relationship with their 
mother. aino and aune faced their mother’s mental unbalance from 
quite early on, since julius Krohn died accidentally in 1888, when aune 
was only seven years and aino ten years old. after that, Minna Krohn’s 
health never recovered and she visited hospitals occasionally. at the turn 
of the century, her depression became more severe, and in 1900–1917, 
she spent most of her time in bed at home or in mental hospitals. as 
the youngest of the sisters, aune Krohn was yet unmarried, and it was 
agreed that she would be suitable for taking care of their mother. she 
lived with Minna Krohn (together with changing nurses) until her 
mother died in 1917, and suffered, herself, from depression occasionally. 
Thus, aune Krohn’s relationship with her mother was the most intimate 
one, and she had to cope with the mother’s illness most severely. For 
aino Kallas, her mother’s mental illness was difficult to cope with and, 
when she moved abroad after her marriage to Estonian oskar Kallas 
in 1900, her relationship with her mother became characterised by 
guilt for not being around there for her in Helsinki. For Helmi Krohn, 
Minna always remained a stepmother, and the tragedy of losing her own 
mother followed her throughout her life.
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My starting point for the biography project is the multi-layered biog-
raphical material that the sisters produced on their mother.3 although 
it seems at first glance that their mother was a forgotten and silenced 
figure, she was actually much discussed and debated, and thus remem-
bered, by her daughters in their mutual correspondence. They all also 
wrote about their mother; aino Kallas and Helmi Krohn wrote about 
her in a novel and aune Krohn in a memoir book and some articles. The 
relations and dynamics between the daughters and the mother are of 
most importance. Minna Krohn’s case seems to offer a fruitful basis for 
studying how life-stories are constructed in different forms of remem-
brance and how they are, thus, deeply relational.
relations
in terms of relationality, i refer to italian philosopher adriana Cavarero’s 
ideas on relational identities. Cavarero has inspired many feminist 
scholars with her ideas on relative narratives originating from her book 
Relating narratives (2001).4 Cavarero points out how identity does not 
reveal a deepest intimate self-identity, it only expresses what is being 
performed, since ‘one always appears to someone’: ‘Who each one is, is 
revealed to others when he or she acts in their presence in an interactive 
theater where each is, at the same time, actor and spectator.’ referring 
mostly to autobiographical narration, she claims how our identity comes 
into being through exposure and relation to others, from the outside 
and through the stories that others tell. Thus, we could also see her 
defending the biographer and the overall process of narrating a life, as 
she points out how every life becomes justified through the act of nar-
3 This chapter does not intend to cover all the possible material that can be 
used in this biographical research. There are also other materials, such as 
correspondence between the two stepsons, as well as between the married 
couple and other textual material on Minna Krohn. Due to limited space, 
i will mostly concentrate on the relations between mother and daughters.
4  see Cavarero 2000 24–33. see also e.g. jansdotter 2008; Leskelä-Kärki 
2008, 2011; Tamboukou 2010a, 2010b; Liljeström 2012.
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ration.5 in this biographical research, i will try to follow Cavarero’s ideas 
in analysing the different narratives constructed on Minna Krohn. They 
are all equally important for me in trying to capture something valuable 
of her life, her identity and her ‘after-image’.
sidonie smith and julie Watson have argued that relationality is still 
one of the most important concepts of autobiographical or life-narrative 
studies. The relationality of a subject can be seen as the core existence 
of our psychic life, narrative encounters and whole of our humanity.6 
When we look at one individual life as related to other people and net-
works of people, we get a much richer and more contradictory picture. 
This perspective shows how one life is never to be told as a whole, but 
that it consists of changing perspectives, changing relations and dif-
ferent situations, which form our lives, taking us in, sometimes, unex-
pected directions.
relationality happens, also, in the close relationship between biog-
rapher and the one he/she writes about. We encounter people from 
the past through the sources they have left, by chance or through a 
conscious effort to preserve. Either way, the sources we have are always 
partial and limited.7 as the biographer is dependent upon the source 
material, we could say that our interpretations are already constructed 
and filtered because of these archival processes. This is why the relatio-
nality between the one who narrates and the narratee is so vital. This 
interaction happens during the research process and, thus, we could 
see that writing a biography is also about acknowledging and reflecting 
on this interaction. in Cavarero’s words, we come to understand the 
uniqueness of every life-story.8 as biographers become deeply involved 
with past lives, they become interpreters, actors, close bystanders, who 
also become affected by the stories they read and by the interpretations 
they construct. 
5  Cavarero 2000, 11, 24–27, 34, 81–93.
6  smith and Watson 1998, 2010.
7  about archival processes, women’s archives and the multiple ways an archive 
can be shaped before a researcher even has an access to it, see for example 
Dever, Vickery and Newman 2009, 3–35. 
8  Cavarero 2000, 32–45.
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in the biographical project concerning Minna Krohn, relationality 
refers both to the actual relations that Minna Krohn had, in this case, 
particularly, with her daughters. it could also be viewed, however, from 
a more abstract perspective concerning the different places in which she 
has been narrated, including her daughter’s textual archives (fiction, let-
ters, articles, memoirs) and other relatives’ memoirs, as well as in other 
forms, including the portrait painted of her or the photographs taken 
of her. What is left from Minna Krohn are precisely stories. stories that 
not only tell about her but also about the history of daughters and moth-
ers, the history of women’s societal activity in the nineteenth century 
and the history of women’s mental illnesses. Getting close to Minna 
Krohn’s life means admitting the necessary value of these stories as part 
of the larger picture of women’s history. 
Except for the writings of her daughters, there have never been any 
published texts or biographies on Minna Krohn. The figure of the with-
drawn mother has remained powerful, for example, in the narratives 
on the life of her famous daughter, writer aino Kallas or the influential 
Krohn family. only in 2005, when Pertti Lassila published a biography 
on julius Krohn, did a new image of Minna Krohn start to appear. He 
pointed out that although their marriage was not a romantic affair, it 
could be regarded as a happy and equal marriage of two like-minded 
individuals.9 
The daughters narrated their mother’s life in various genres: in letters, 
fiction, diaries, memoirs, as well as in documentary and biographical 
texts. i am interested in the different narrative identities that were arti-
culated in their various textual materials, both published and unpublis-
hed, and how the daughters thus participated in the construction of the 
life-story of Minna Krohn. There is also the narrative that is constructed 
in the autobiographical material of Minna Krohn, which i will, in the 
following, discuss as well. The web created by these different textual and 
visual narratives, their relations, clashes, sameness and differences, will 
be the main focus of the future biographical research.




First, i will examine the two narrative images constructed of Minna 
Krohn in fiction, written by her daughter aino Kallas and stepdaughter 
Helmi Krohn. 
Helmi Krohn was 36 years old when she started writing her fifth 
novel about her family history and the old family mansion, Kiiskilä, in 
Viipuri. The central figure in her novel Vanhan kartanon tarina [Tale of 
the old Mansion, 1907] is Eva Manner, a nurse who marries Doctor 
Erik Leopold and steps, as an outsider, into the life of his distinguished 
family and their mansion. The novel concentrates on the contradictions 
and conflicts Eva has to confront in her new surroundings. Eva’s ideas 
of family life and the connection between a husband and wife do not 
correspond with the old, conservative ideals of a collective and patriar-
chal family. Eva represents a more modern female type, who is cont-
rasted against Erik’s dead wife, the idealised anna. Eva’s loneliness in 
the mansion and among the family is described as a painful experience, 
and it makes Eva age rapidly. Her experiences squash her joyful trust 
in life, and her own feelings of power, and she even starts to regret her 
decision to marry Erik. Eva Manner’s character analyses the possibilities 
of a modern woman, the changing roles of husband and wife, and the 
rupture of old, patriarchal family ties.
Focusing on Eva and her life-story right from the beginning, the 
sympathies of the readers are on Eva’s side. The narrator describes Eva, 
when she enters the family mansion with her husband, as follows:
a happy smile made her slightly sharp face more beautiful, and that 
inner light that flowed from her eyes and circled her changed her some-
what ordinary face into an almost beautiful vision. The near ascetic 
simplicity and strictness, which was so characteristic of them, dis-
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appeared. and a youthful, almost childish expression appeared, an 
expression that had been rare even in her youth.10
read against the family background and Helmi Krohn’s own experi-
ences as a stepdaughter, the novel is surprising as it empathises with 
Eva Manner and shows her tragic destiny as understandable. it feels 
as though Helmi Krohn would have tried, through her novel, to find 
psychological and social reasons for their family dynamics and for 
Minna Krohn’s illness. Her novel could be analyzed as a fictional and 
psychological biography of Minna Krohn, as her focus stays on Eva 
throughout the book, albeit intertwined with another central figure, 
namely Eva’s stepdaughter siiri. This is also interesting with regard to 
Helmi Krohn’s own literary career, as she published only one more novel 
after this one and then turned to writing biographies during the 1910s 
and 1920s. Later, she wrote about Minna Krohn in her biography on 
her father julius Krohn (1942), and also in a diary novel for young girls, 
Eeva-Liisa, that depicted her own childhood and youth. 
aino Kallas published her novel Katinka Rabe in 1920 at the age of 
42. This novel is a special one among Kallas’ works, as it is one of the 
two literary works in her wide repertoire since 1900 that did not deal 
with Estonian history, culture and folklore. it is a strongly fictionalised, 
impressionistic novel about a young girl Katinka rabe, her childhood 
and her relations with the family heritage, her father, mother and the 
rabe family. The novel has been seen as an impressionistic one, as it is 
fragmented, lyrical and subjective. it has also been analysed as an auto-
biographical novel and an artist novel that discusses women’s possibili-
ties to be an artist.11 it can also be seen as a story of a young girl of fin 
10 [’onnellinen hymy kaunisti hiukan teräviä kasvoja, ja tuo sisällinen valo, 
joka virtasi hänen silmistänsä ja ikään kuin kehänä ympäröi häntä, muutti 
hetkittäin hänen jokseenkinjokapäiväiset kasvonsa kauniiksi. Niistä katosi 
silloin se miltei askeettinen yksinkertaisuus ja ankaruus, joka niille muuten 
oli niin ominainen. ja nuorekas melkein lapsellinen ilme sai niissä vallan, 
ilme, jota ne tuskin ensi nuoruudessakaan olivat tunteneet.’] Translation 
MLK. setälä 1907. Helmi Krohn used her married name setälä until 1913, 
when she got divorced. all her novels came out under the name Helmi 




de siècle debating about family relations, and, particularly, about girls’ 
relationships with her father and mother.
Contrary to Helmi Krohn’s novel, the focus in Katinka Rabe is on 
the child – the subtitle of the book is ‘a book of a child’. The mother 
in the book works as a contrasting image for the growing girl and her 
identity. The relationship between the mother and the daughter is rep-
resented as impossible. This is highlighted in a conflict where the three-
year-old Katinka hits her mother back after being hit by her.12 
The mother is represented as a lonely figure in the mansion of Hovi 
with no control over her own life. Katinka’s mother does not have any 
power over the lifestyle of the mansion or its inhabitants, and her own 
children slip away from her. The difference between mother and daugh-
ter is represented in a scene where Katinka sees her mother painfully 
crying in her room, alone:
Mother twisted her large, freckled hands, and Katinka heard how the 
joints in her fingers clicked. Katinka’s heart divided into two: one part 
told her to hug her mother, to comfort her, and to say how she loved her 
mother, that her mother was a thousand times more beloved and better 
than any other, that she was more beautiful, really, more beautiful than 
aunt agnes Wrensky, than Mrs adaridi or Mrs ripas, than anybody, 
anybody… But the other part in her made her stiffen and speechless; 
strange suffering made her cold; it was as if she felt ashamed because 
of her mother.13
The possibility for a shared mutual experience turns into a feeling of 
shame. The mother and her family do not set any examples for Katinka’s 
artistic ambitions – the mother represents a still and modest woman-
12 Kallas (1920) 1938, 191.
13 [’Äiti väänteli isoja, teerenpilkkuisia käsiään, ja Katinka kuuli, kuinka sor-
minivelet naksahtivat. Katinkan sydän jakautui kuin kahtia: toinen käski 
heittäytymään äidin kaulaan, lohduttamaan, että hän Katinka rakastaa 
äitiä, että äiti on tuhat kertaa rakkaampi ja parempi kuin kaikki muut, 
kauniimpi, niin juuri, kauniimpikin kuin täti agnes Wrensky, kuin rouva 
adaridi tai rouva ripas, kuin kaikki, kaikki… Mutta toinen jäykisti sanat-
tomaksi; vieras kärsimys kylmäsi; ikään kuin hävetti äidin takia.’] Transla-
tion MLK. Kallas (1920) 1938, 266–267.
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hood that is tied only to motherhood and its conventions and norms. 
she wanders throughout the book in silence, without a voice of her 
own. Thus, the mother is represented very differently from the mother 
of Helmi Krohn’s Eva Manner. Possibly it was easier for Helmi Krohn to 
be empathetic and analytical, since she had a mother of her own that she 
could idealise. in contrast, Katinka has a close and warm relationship 
with her father, and the narrator constantly identifies with Katinka and 
her feelings towards her father. The heritage of the rabe family is an 
important part of Katinka’s identity, and Katinka is meant to carry on 
with the rabe family’s tradition through her own, future artistic work. 
Mother, in the context of national history
The youngest daughter, aune Krohn, became active with her mother’s 
history later on in her life. she was the only one of the sisters who wanted 
to showcase their mother as a professional, as part of the women’s edu-
cational history in Finland. she was interested in finding out about the 
history of their mother, of her personality before her marriage and of 
the background for her illness. in her short biographical texts on Minna 
Krohn written in the 1950s, aune Krohn saw her as one of the silent and 
forgotten women of the nationalist era, and she wanted to present her 
mother’s life’s work to a larger audience:
as a matter of fact, she was talented and had varied skills; she sang, 
drew beautifully, had a good sense of colour and shape, and wrote. if 
the times had been different and she would have had Finnish as her 
mother-tongue, maybe she could have developed her skills further. 
They were drowned by an incomplete education, home and illness, and 
perhaps, by her being bilingual.14
14 [’itse asiassahan hän oli lahjakas ja monipuolinen; lauloi, piirsi kauniisti, 
omasi hyvän väri- ja muotoaistin, ja kirjoitteli. jos aika olisi ollut toinen ja 
hän itse yksinomaisesti suomenkielinen, niin ehkä hänen lahjoistaan olisi 
voinut kehittyä enemmän. Ne hukkuivat puolinaisiin opintoihin. kotiin ja 
sairauteen, ja kai myös kaksikielisyyteen.’] Translation MLK. aune Krohn’s 
letter to aino Kallas 16 November 1947, sKs.
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aune Krohn published articles in magazines and, later, in a memoir 
collection Menneitten aikojen tarinaa [Tales from the past, 1955]. Her 
interest in the history of her mother was connected to her growing inter-
est in the family history. she was interested in her mother’s past both on 
the individual level and as part of the larger national context. also, some 
other biographers noticed Minna Krohn’s important role as the long-
term teacher and director of the Finnish Girls’ school. When Finnish 
writer and biographer Tyyni Tuulio was, in 1955, writing the biography 
of ottilie stenbäck, the most influential director of this Girls’ school in 
Helsinki, she wrote to aune Krohn and showed her interest in Minna 
Krohn’s influence as well:
in terms of your mother, her character is alluring and her destiny so 
peculiar, that i would like to – if i just have time and the energy – to 
write more about her in some connection.15
For the first time, Minna Krohn was shown in her professional role from 
an outsider’s perspective, and aune Krohn must have been intrigued 
by this interest. Tuulio’s comment did not connect their mother with 
the melancholic, withdrawn person as seen in the family memorabilia. 
Tuulio did not write a book on Minna Krohn, but she did ask about the 
daughter’s possible role in writing the history of their mother, and this 
must have been influential to aune.
aune Krohn connected her mother’s forgotten past with other for-
gotten female professionals from the nationalist decades of the nine-
teenth century. she wrote many other articles on these women, and felt 
strongly that she had to ‘lift these women up’ from history and ‘defend 
the defenceless’.16 she felt a duty towards her mother’s history and her 
active professional role. For her part, she constructed the national his-
tory of the nineteenth century and women’s role in it, and was aware of 
15 [’Mitä muuten tulee äitiinne, on hänen hahmonsa jotenkin niin puoleen-
savetävä ja kohtalonsa erikoinen, että joskus mielelläni jossakin yhteydessä 
– jos elinpäiviä ja työvoimaa riittää – kirjoittaisin hänestä enemmän.’] aune 
Krohn tells about this letter in her letter to aino Kallas 1 November 1950, 
sKs.
16 references to aune Krohn’s texts, see Leskelä-Kärki 2006, 193–194.
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the role of these early women teachers and pedagogues, who had also 
granted her the possibility to study and be educated.
Minna Krohn in letters and notebooks
What did Minna Krohn herself write, what kind of material is left from 
her? Like so many nineteenth-century women and men, she wrote hun-
dreds of letters during her lifetime to her husband, her children, other 
relatives and close ones. since the Krohn family archives have been well 
preserved, many of them are available in the literary archives of the Fin-
nish Literature society. These letters reveal how Minna Krohn acted in 
her surroundings and how she took care of family matters.
one interesting source material is her collection of remaining note-
books, to which aune Krohn refers in a letter to her sister, long after her 
mother’s death: 
This diary consists, in part, of something unhealthy, but also healthy 
and certainly something genuine for mother. so it seems to serve as 
some sort of a key to her closed inner world as a result of her difficult 
life and illness.17 
she refers to the three black notebooks as diaries, although they do not 
seem to carry the full meaning of diary in the sense of our understan-
ding of a diary; they are not full of inner thoughts and analysis, nor 
are they even daily descriptions of what has happened. The books seem 
more to represent the genre of a notebook, although it is important to 
notice that the genres of both diary and a notebook are never clearly 
definable. Minna Krohn has written in her books about her notions 
concerning language and words. she writes in Finnish, swedish and 
17 aune Krohn’s letter to aino Kallas 10 october 1948, sKs. [’osin on siinä 
päiväkirjassa jollakin lailla sairasta, mutta toisaalta tervettäkin ja varmasti 
mammalle luonteenomaista, niin että se tavallaan on jonkinlainen avain 
hänen sulkeutuneeseen sisimpäänsä, elämän järkytyksen ja sairauden sulke-
maan.’] Translation MLK. 
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German. she writes very short reflections of her children, religion, her 
health etc. The writings are, however, very sporadic, fragmentary, and 
the notebooks cover only a few years of her life, from the years 1904–
1906. it seems that they end when her illness becomes more severe, and 
no later notebooks have been found. 
an important view on Minna Krohn’s life in the early years of the 
1900s can be drawn from aune Krohn’s letters to her sisters. as aune 
Krohn lived with her mother and took care of her together with a nurse, 
she reported on their mother’s condition to her sisters, and also reflected 
on her own situation beside the depressed mother.18 We get a layered 
image of Minna Krohn, a representation of her illness and condition 
through the eyes of her daughter, from an authentic place and time, but, 
of course, an already interpreted one. on 6 November 1900, she writes: 
Mummy is still tied in bed, but the doctor predicts that the healing 
process is progressing, step by step. it would be better if mummy, her-
self, would believe in it, and if her melancholy mind would slightly 
disappear. if she does not grieve for one thing, she grieves for another, 
and she can’t grab onto moments of joy that still occur for everyone 
here amidst this despair. seeing Kaarle [her eldest stepson] is always 
18 in this chapter it is not possible to go further into analysing Krohn’s illness 
further. it is, though, worth mentioning, that at this time, during the early 
1900s, the new psychiatry was a fast developing field, and the diagnoses 
of mental unstable conditions were changing. The diagnoses of schitzophe-
renia and psychosis manico-depressiva were starting to be used during the 
early decades of this century. on the history of mental illness in Finland 
and the autobiographical narratives related to that, see e.g. Tuohela 2015. 
Minna Krohn was also taken care of in some mental institutions in Hel-
sinki, such as Tallbacka and Kammio, and an influential psychiatric doctor 
(first one appointed in Finland) Christian sibelius diagnosed her disease as 
well. The daughters talk about illness, and use words such as nerves, melan-
cholia [alakulo], tiredness etc. to describe their mother’s condition. one of 
the aims of my biographical research will be to analyse their interpretations 
of her illness, and view them as culturally produced. Here, i have chosen to 
use the more modern concept of depression to describe her condition.
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good for her and occasionally makes her smile. When seeing Helmi, 
she withdraws into herself and is timid and quiet.19
in November 1900, aune Krohn refers to her mother’s health as ‘silent’, 
by which she means that her mother is not terribly ill, but the process 
of getting better is happening very very slowly, ‘in millimetres’. one 
can follow the phases of illness quite closely from aune Krohn’s let-
ters during 1900–1917, but a challenge for the research is that Minna 
Krohn’s own voice, her words and interpretations remain invisible, as 
is so often the case with patients with mental illness. in her own note-
books, she refers to her illness only on a few occasions and on a very 
general level. Kirsi Tuohela, who has studied Finnish autobiographies 
on mental illness, points out how rare these texts are in the early decades 
of the twentieth century. The first ones written by women are from the 
1920s and 1930s.20 
Portraying Minna Krohn
after reading the daughter’s materials on their mother, the portrait 
painted by Maria Wiik came as a revelation to me. This portrait from 
1888 had not been publicly presented, as it was ordered by the Finnish 
Girls’ school and had been hanging on the walls of the school from the 
1880s onwards until it was put in an exhibition at the museum of the 
university of Helsinki in 2012. although a biography can never resolve 
a person’s identity or her life-story as a whole, this painting seemed to 
round out the whole of Minna Krohn’s narrative, since it depicts her in 
19 [’Mammi on yhä vuoteenomana, mutta tohtori arvelee, että paraneminen 
käy – askelin eteenpäin. se kävisi kai vielä paremmin, jos mamma itse 
siihen uskoisi, ja jos hänen alakuloisuutensa hiukan hälvenisi. jos ei hän 
sure toista, niin suree toista, eikä voi tarttua niihin ilon muruihin, joita 
sentään putoaa muutamia jokaisen osaksi täällä murheen alhossa. Kaarlen 
näkeminen tekee hänelle aina hyvää, silloin hän toisinaan hymyilee. Helmiä 
nähdessä sitä vastoin hän kuin vetäytyy kokoon, on arka ja hiljainen.’] aune 




the role of a teacher and professional woman, not as a mother or a wife. 
it inspired me to find new ‘odd corners’ of her life on which to shed 
light. 
The portrait was painted the same year as julius Krohn died, after 
the couple had been married for 12 years. it seems that the portrait 
was made during the spring, since julius Krohn died in august and, 
after that, Minna Krohn was unbalanced for a longer period. The Girls’ 
school must have ordered a painting of their former director, since 
Minna Krohn did not work at the school any more during the 1880s. 
at the same time, the school ordered paintings of other former teachers 
and important persons in the school’s history, and Maria Wiik painted 
some of these as well.
The portrait shows a strong, calm and harmonious Krohn in her 
professional role as one of the first women school directors. she looks 
very strong, calm and severe, and like Pia Katerma, who analysed Maria 
Wiik’s production in the 1950s analyses, it is an official picture that has 
‘inspired its painter to a beautiful, harmonic solution’. Katerma notices 
how Minna Lindroos’ eyes are full of wisdom and she is soulful and 
balanced.21
as a woman painter, Maria Wiik was exceptional, since she was 
the only woman to paint official portraits during the 1880s. Wiik was 
among the group of Finnish women artists who became professional 
painters during the 1870s, studied in Paris at academié julian, which 
also allowed women to educate themselves, and spent several periods in 
France learning more about their profession. Nowadays, the much more 
famous and internationally well-known Helene schjerfbeck was among 
these women as well, and she was a close friend with Maria Wiik. They 
shared an atelier in Helsinki, in Paris and in Bretagne, where they lived 
longer periods. From early on, Wiik was interested in painting portraits, 
and during the 1880s, she developed this skill by painting, for example, 
her sister Hilda Wiik, as well as flowers, children, peasantry and scene-
ries. she received many orders, and in 1888–1889 she devoted all her 
working hours to painting portraits. in 1888, when Wiik worked on 
the portrait of Minna Lindroos, she also painted several other portraits, 
21 Katerma 1954, 82.
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mostly of men, such as writer and professor Zacharias Topelius. Minna 
Lindroos’ painting is among the few done of female professionals. Wiik 
also painted several self-portraits, and was clearly interested in depicting 
people and studying the human face and character.22 Both Wiik and 
Lindroos could be seen as exceptional women figures in their historical 
context, since they both chose to carry on a professional life.
This portrait lets us see the teacher and school director Minna 
Lindroos separate from her roles as mother or wife. although the paint-
ing was painted as an official portrait and it was ordered by the school, 
one could continue to analyse portrait painting as a biographical process 
or narrative. jens Brockmeier has referred to the meaning of portraiture 
by saying that the art of portraiture has been the art of understanding 
life since the renaissance: ‘modern portraiture (and self-portraiture in 
particular) has been, from its beginning, a most sophisticated genre of 
life-writing.’23 This is a fascinating thought when thinking of the pro-
cess of painting, especially in this case, when one of the first woman 
portrait painters in Finland paints another pioneering woman. simul-
taneously, we must remember that the process of painting is tied to the 
various conventions and practices of making art, and these conventions 
are culturally and historically constructed.24 British life-writing scholar 
Maria Tamboukou points out how, ‘the painting of a portrait can be 
seen as a relational narrative par excellence’. she continues referring to 
Brockmeier: 
Pictures and words, imagery and narrativity are interwoven in one and 
the same semiotic fabric of meaning. They are overlapping trajectories 
within the same symbolic space, a space of meaning in which our expe-
rience takes place and in which we try to make sense of the world.25
in her own research, Tamboukou has studied the relationship between 
american artist anna Klumpke and French painter rosa Bonheur, and 
22 on Wiik see Katerma 1954 and Konttinen 2000.
23 Brockmeier 2001, 255 cited in Tamboukou 2010a, 175.
24 Palin 2004.
25 Tamboukou 2010a, 175.
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particularly Klumpke’s biography on Bonheur. anna Klumpke had an 
intensive love relationship with rosa Bonheur, who wanted Klumpke to 
both paint her portrait and write her biography. in Klumpke’s process 
of writing about and painting another woman artist, one can interpret 
her work in the frame of autobiography and biography, as Tamboukou 
does.26 Thus, the situation is very different from the situation where 
Maria Wiik paints an official portrait on the former girl school director, 
whom she probably did not even know very well. 
However, the painting does seem to offer yet another viewpoint of 
Minna Krohn and her character. For a researcher who is searching for 
different representations of Minna Krohn, this portrait does let us see 
a very different kind of Minna Krohn, quite the opposite of the men-
tally unbalanced, depressed and lonely figure present in the writings of 
her daughters. This portrait enables us to see Minna Krohn, or more 
precisely Minna Lindroos, separate from the roles of mother or wife, 
as an individual in her own profession. With a sensitive contextualiza-
tion, Wiik’s portrait could be used as one source for constituting the 
biography of Minna Krohn, and analysed as a biographical process or 
narrative.
The unresolved Minna Krohn and the possibility of  
a dialogical biography
in this book, one of our aims has been to ponder the ethical issues rela-
ted to biographical research and, particularly, the ethical issue related to 
the dialogue/relation between the narrator and narratee. For my rese-
arch, this relationship has been the most intriguing and inspiring one. 
Doing biographical research is an emotional process. swedish historian 
and biographer Eva-Helen ulvros has said that biography is a genre that 
demands deep dwelling into other people’s lives. it forces us to confront 
life’s big questions: love, sorrow, death, troubles, tragedies. Like ulvros 
26 Tamboukou 2010a and 2010b.
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has said, it is hard not to be moved by all this.27 and here, we always use 
our own life experience as well, whether we recognise it or not. swedish 
historian Boel Englund sees dangers in getting too involved, however, or 
too close to your subjects.28 Danish historian Birgitte Possing, a fellow 
writer in this book, points out the importance of taking distance when 
writing biographies, and sees this as a deeply ethical issue.29 although i 
agree that a biographer needs to take distance, or one could say that wri-
ting a biography means balancing between attachment and detachment, 
i approach this question from a somewhat different perspective. i want 
to point out the meaning of recognising and reflecting on your emotions 
during your research process, and of noticing how your relationship 
towards your subject changes and varies, as well as the writing about 
these reflections in your biographical research. While the changes are 
very much related to you as a researcher, they also relate to you as a pri-
vate person. as in any other research, we always have a reason to write 
and study something. Like rachel Morley puts it, writing a biography 
offers access not only ‘into the private sphere of another individual but 
also into biographer’s own mortal, personal being, whether acknowled-
ged or otherwise, real or imagined’.30 
in the case of Minna Krohn, my involvement with her and her life-
story is manifold. i began by studying her daughters and then became 
interested in the mother’s impact on their lives. i have gradually shifted 
my gaze towards Minna Krohn herself, and the ways her life could be 
told. yet, i am also deeply interested in hearing the voices of others, 
of those closest to her. after reading her own writings, i also have to 
27 ulvros 2008, 456–457.
28 Englund 2008, 228–233.
29 Possing 2014, 75. see also Englund 2008, 228–233.
30 Morley 2012, 79. rachel Morley has inspiringly discussed on the emotional, 
affective and also bodily processes that happen when writing biographies. 
i agree with her, that biographers should reflect this issue much more and 
also write about it in their studies. Morley 2012. see also e.g. Leskelä-Kärki 
2006, 78–85, 631–639, and 2014. Erla Hulda Halldórsdóttir comes to a 
rather similar conclusion, when she claims for the place for historian’s emo-
tions saying how the ‘the danger of too much distance and coldness towards 
our subject(s) is that it leaves limited space for emotions (neither ours nor our 
subject’s) or different perspectives.’ Halldórsdóttir 2010, 215.
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confess that there seems to be an obstacle, a shadow over her face – as a 
researcher, i don’t feel i can gain access into her thoughts and opinions 
easily. This is due to her writing style and the ways she presents herself, 
and also to the limited amount of texts that she has, herself, produced. 
Her sporadic notions in her notebook are something completely diffe-
rent from, for example, aino Kallas’ lengthy, insightful and deeply self-
reflexive diary writings from the early decades of the twentieth century. 
one must, of course, also consider the problem involved in writing a 
biography of a woman who spent almost twenty years of her life suffe-
ring from mental illness, mostly silent in her bed. all of this will gene-
rate huge challenges, also ethical, for this research, but also force me to 
view Minna Krohn through the representations brought forth by others.
Looking at the different kinds of images these various sources pro-
vide on Minna Krohn or Maria Lindroos, one must admit that it is 
not possible to write one, coherent life-story of Minna Krohn. rather, 
these different images create a prism that illuminates her character and 
challenge us to create a new biography that emphasises differences and 
endeavours to describe lives from the perspective of contradictions. it 
is, thus, related to the notion of an identity that is vague and changing. 
The case of Minna Krohn lets us see behind the history of the famous, 
of the canonised, and look for the histories of the forgotten, diminished 
or silenced ones.31 Minna Krohn is particularly interesting because of 
her conflicting identities and roles; she directed a girls’ school for seven 
years and was among the first educated women in Finland, but is yet 
seen, particularly in aino Kallas’ eyes, as quite a failed figure. opening 
up the different textual and visual representations of her alongside her 
own material, as well as letting the contradictions stay visible in the final 
result might be a way to make room for the unresolved figure of Minna 
Krohn.
31 Compare to the chapter in this book discussing the life of sigríður Pálsdóttir 
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Coming together: 
Early Finnish medical women and the multiple levels of 
historical biography1
Heini Hakosalo
Biographical research has often been characterised as a privileged means 
of analysing the interplay between individual choices on the one hand 
and non-individual ”structures” on the other hand.2 i will start by de-
scribing how i see this interaction and then move on to the main theme 
of my chapter, i.e. to distinguishing between three levels of biography 
and discussing the specific contribution of each of them to the bio- 
graphical enterprise. These levels are set biography (prosopography), 
group biography and individual biography. i will also say a few words 
about collective biography, which is often – and in my view confusingly 
1  an earlier version of this article was published in Finnish as ‘Tasohyppelyä. 
Varhaiset suomalaiset lääkärinaiset ja biografisen tutkimuksen monimuo-
toisuus’ (Hakosalo 2014a).
2  scholars have conceptualised this key question using different terms. Daniel 
Bertaux speaks about ‘the relationship between individual and collective 
praxis and socio-historical change’, Bertaux 1981, 6; jane Martin talks about 
the points of intersection between agency and social structures, Martin 
2003, 219–232; while Lorraine Daston and otto sibum are interested in 
the way that the ‘scientific persona’ is formed at the intersection of ‘cultural 
categories’ and ‘individual life courses’, Daston and sibum 2003, 2–3. see 
also Nasaw 2009, 576.
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– equated with set and / or group biography. as soon as researchers leave 
the relatively safe ground of individual biography, or biography proper, 
definitions tend to become unstable. However, it seems to me both pos-
sible and useful to distinguish between these forms of biography heuris-
tically. of course, it is no less possible to practice them side by side, even 
within a single study.
The examples that i refer to in this chapter are mostly drawn from 
the history of science.3 This solution is motivated by my own back-
ground in this field, but also by the fact that scientific biography does 
not otherwise get much exposure in this volume. in exemplifying con-
crete methodological steps and choices, i refer to a research project of 
mine that dealt with early Finnish (and swedish) female physicians, 
who trained during the last decades of the nineteenth and first decades 
of the twentieth century.4 only a small minority of them engaged in 
research, and the study was therefore a professional, at least as much 
as a scientific, biography. The key concepts of the study were medical 
knowledge, professional and scientific power and gender. in the course of 
the project, i found – partly to my own surprise – that the biographical 
approach was a highly useful way of tackling these issues.
Horizon of possibilities
in conceptualising the interaction between an actor and historical cir-
cumstances, between individuals and structures, i relied on the notion 
3  on the use of biographical methods in history of science, see, e.g. söderqvist 
2007; shortland and yeo 1996; Kragh 1991, 174–196. some science history 
journals have published theme issues on biography (e.g. Science in Context 
16/2003, 1–2). judging by the number of calls for papers to science history 
conferences or conference sessions that focus on biographical research, we 
are likely to have some more edited volumes on the topic in the near future.
4 The overall project was called Exclusive Treatment: The First Generations of 
Finnish Medical Women, and the results have so far been discussed in, e.g., 




of ”horizon of possibilities”5. The notion refers to the range of possibili-
ties that an actor has, de jure and de facto, at a specific point in time. a 
horizon of possibilities is a highly historical phenomenon, susceptible to 
constant change. it is changeable in at least three respects. First, what 
is and what is not possible for an individual differs from one histori-
cal context to another. jane austen could not buy a car, but she could 
take a diligence from Bath to London. i can do the former but not the 
latter. such restrictions and possibilities, the kind that affect everyone 
living in a certain culture at a given time, are often so obvious that they 
are not articulated in biographical research. secondly, different (groups 
of) people living in the same historical context face different horizons 
of possibilities. The range and outlook of the horizon depends, for 
instance, on age, social group, gender and language. jane austen could 
not inherit her father’s landed property, but her brother could. Third, 
an individual’s horizon of possibilities changes in the course of her life-
time, as she moves from one phase and age-specific set of circumstances 
to another. a child’s potential sphere of action differs from that of an 
adult, and the options available to a middle-aged person differ from 
those available to an octogenarian. in modern societies, formal degree 
education has been one way in which people have consciously tried to 
expand their horizon of possibilities. This is also what the women in my 
research set did.
an individual is typically aware of only part of the possibilities open 
to her, and will try to realise an even smaller part. jane austen did not 
make use of the possibility of marriage, but she did realise the much less 
obvious possibility of writing and publishing novels. Biographers have, 
understandably, been particularly interested in people like her, i.e. in 
people who make choices that are atypical of their time, social group 
and / or sex, and, by so doing, sometimes also expand the horizon of 
possibilities of those coming after them. 
The concept of horizon of possibility had the added benefit of being 
compatible with the basic definition of power that i relied on. according 
to this definition, we can speak about a power relationship between indi-
5  The term is used in literary studies, but in a different meaning, viz. to de-




viduals (or groups) a and b, if ‘the actions of a reorder the set of possible 
actions of b’6. Thus, a person who significantly and effectively shapes 
another persons’s horizon of possibilies also exerts power over her. in 
addition to individuals intentionally shaping each other’s range of pos-
sible actions, i also found it necessary to take into account mechanisms 
of power, that is, the kind of relatively stable practices that clearly had 
the potential to ‘reorder the set of possible actions’ of the women of my 
set but that could not be traced back to any specific individual(s). Pro-
fessional and particularly the academic culture were and are replete with 
such mechanisms.
Biographical research does not only ask ‘what’ but also ‘why’. stu-
dying lives, you do not only chart actual and realised possibilities; you 
also want to know why some possibilities were realised in the lives of 
some people and other possibilities were left unrealised. The three levels 
of biographical study shed light on this basic issue from slightly diffe-
rent, complementary points of view.
‘a collection of elements’ – on set biographical research
i will talk about “set biography” rather than, and instead of, 
“prosopography”7. Not only is the former less painful to pronounce but 
it is also well-suited for the purpose as far as content goes: the mathema-
tical definition of a set can be used as the starting point of set biography. 
according to Georg Cantor’s classic definition, ‘a set is a collection of 
elements’, or distinguishable objects. as we may (or may not) remember 
from school mathematics, the objects in a set are called members or 
elements. The members of the set should be distinct and well-defined. 
a set can be described either by listing each element or by naming the 
properties that the elements share.
6  Kusch 1991, 122.
7  on various definitions of prosopography, see Keats-rohan 2004; uotinen 




similarly, the set biographical exercise begins with the description of 
the research set. in set biography, the ‘elements’ are human beings. The 
researcher defines one or more properties that function as the selective 
principles. For instance, the members of my index set shared two basic 
properties: they were women and they registered at the Medical Faculty 
of the imperial alexander’s university (later the university of Helsinki) 
between the beginning of 1888 and the end of 1917. 
sometimes the description of a biographical set is in itself a major 
undertaking. With sporadic source material and other complications, it 
can be a challenge to ascertain which historical actors genuinely belong 
to the set, and to make sure that they do not appear there more than 
once. My research set was finite, relatively small and relatively easy to 
describe, thanks to the meticulous Finnish university bureaucrats and 
the cultural convention according to which it was rude to refer to women 
by surname only. The process of identification did present some minor 
complications, however. For instance, women’s surnames changed fairly 
often. Changes were occasioned by marriages and by the replacement 
of swedish surnames with Finnish ones, which was common in early 
twentieth-century Finland. The identification of the elements of the set 
was facilitated by the fact that both Finnish and swedish first names are 
usually clearly gendered. However, i would not have assumed the stu-
dent named ‘Venus’ was a man, had his second name not been ‘Ludvig’.
The second quality that characterised the members of my index set 
was that they enrolled at the Medical Faculty of alexander’s univer-
sity between 1888, which is when the first regular female students were 
registered, and the end of 1917, when Finland became independent. The 
set thus described had 85 members. since the Medical Faculty was the 
only medical school in Finland until 1943, the set included all women 
who studied medicine during this period, including those who did not 
graduate. Even in sweden, where there were three medical schools, it 
would have been much more difficult to identify all female medical stu-
dents, the drop-outs included. in the case of Great Britain or the united 
states, the enumeration of the members of the set would probably have 
been impossible, at least for a single researcher. 70 of the 85 women 
in my index set graduated as licentiates of medicine (the basic medical 
degree in Finland), the last ones in 1929. During the same period, 976 
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men began medical studies. They constituted one reference group in 
my study. another reference group was formed by the 175 women who 
registered as medical students at the Karolinska institutet in stockholm, 
sweden, between 1888 and 1917. 
With the limits of the set thus drawn, i could move to the second 
phase of set biography and pose a series of questions to its members 
with the purpose of collecting data that was large and uniform enough 
to allow trends and patterns to be distinguished. i was interested, 
among other things, in the cultural, social and economic capital that 
the members of the set had on entering the university (as indicated by 
father’s occupation and social status, language, place of residence and 
school); their study paths (as marked by the length of their studies, 
their internships at various clinics, and special research assignments); 
their position(s) within the medical field after graduation (as indicated 
by specialty, sector, place of residence, place in professional hierarchy, 
length of career); their contribution to medical discourse (as indicated 
by the number of their scientific and popular publications); and their 
share in professional and scientific power (as indicated by various gate-
keeper positions at the university, in state medical administration and in 
medical journals and societies). i was also interested in their extra-pro-
fessional life choices and preferences: family, religion, and major non-
professional preoccupations. information about these matters could be 
found in the university and faculty student rolls, in the professional 
register and in the medical register of the National Board of Health. 
Complementary sources of information included the proceedings of 
the council of the Medical Faculty as well as documents produced by 
various hospitals, the Medical association and the two national medical 
societies. The data should be as uniform and comprehensive as possible: 
questions that cannot be answered for all members of the set fall, strictly 
speaking, outside the set biographical exercise.
Where does the value of set biographical study lie from the point 
of view of biographical research in general? What does it bring to light 
that would otherwise be likely to remain unseen? First, merely pointing 
out the existence of a set can sometimes have scholarly and / or political 
significance. By describing a set a study can make visible a group of 
people that has, for one reason or another, not been seen before. To 
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some extent, this is true also for my set. To be sure, there are some well-
known individuals in the set, but early medical women had seldom if 
ever been seen as a group. in Finland, women’s medical studies were 
not discussed, let alone debated, in the newspapers, within the Medical 
Faculty or the academic senate, or in medical journals8. Neither do 
women physicians emerge as a distinct group in the historical accounts 
of medical societies or in the memoirs of male physicians. This ‘invisi-
bility’ partly resulted from a conscious strategy adopted by the women 
physicians. They strove towards seamless professional integration and 
were horrified by countries (such as russia) where ‘lady physicians’ were 
a distinct professional category. They sought to advance this strategic 
goal by carefully avoiding anything that might set them apart. (Figure 
8 The Medical society (Finska Läkaresällskapet) did discuss women’s medical 
education once (1873) and the regulations concerning women’s medical 
work also once (1899). Förhandlingar 1875; Förhandlingar 1900.
Figure 1. Women physicians’ annual dinner in Helsinki in 1934. Women physicians, 
wary of all forms of professional segregationism, kept their meetings on informal basis 
until 1947, when the society of Finnish Women Physicians was founded. (The archive 
of the society of Finnish Medical Women. Finnish National archive, Helsinki.)
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1) in fact, you can still meet people in Finland who think that it is 
morally and politically questionable to draw attention to a quality as 
irrelevant, from the point of view of professional competence, as gender 
by coupling the word ‘female’ with the word ‘physician’.
secondly, the size of a set can sometimes be an interesting result. 
Elina sana made headlines in 2003 by disclosing the number of jews 
and prisoners of war that Finland turned over to Nazi Germany during 
the second World War.9 The project ‘Finnish war mortalities 1914–22’ 
(Suomen sotasurmat 1914–22) changed our view about this historical 
period, although the database that was the main outcome of the project 
contains nothing more than the number of people killed during this 
period, their names and their causes of death.10 Counting early female 
physicians did not present any major surprises, but it did show that the 
proportion of women in the Finnish medical profession was relatively 
high already by the third decade of the twentieth century (8.9 per cent 
of doctors licenced in 1896–1929 were female) and the proportion of 
women dentists was internationally speaking very high. according to 
the dentists’ register of 1928, women constituted 58 per cent of all den-
tists active in the country11, which might well be a world record. This 
fact, in turn, called into question the universality of the correlation that 
is often postulated between the “feminisation” of a profession on the 
one hand and the decrease in its income and social status on the other 
hand. Despite early ”feminisation”, both the medical and the dental 
professions have enjoyed and continue to enjoy both high income and 
high social status. 
Third, the set biographical approach sheds light on various life and 
career patterns, showing which patterns were common and typical and 
which were, in turn, uncommon and atypical. i found that the study 
paths of men and women in the index and references sets, respectively, 
differed only slightly, while the career patterns of the two sets differed 
significantly. During the first half of the twentieth century, the typical 
‘male career’ clearly differed from the typical ‘female career’. Women 





Figure 2. Göta Tingvald-Hannikainen (1896–1982), MD, wearing her ”doctor’s hat”, 
i.e. the hat that those awarded the doctoral degree are entitled to wear in solemn acade-
mic occasions. Ten women of the set earned a doctorate, a necessary but not a sufficient 
condition for academic advancement. (Helsinki university Museum.)
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physicians were overrepresented in private practice and in two rapidly 
growing low-status specialties, tuberculosis medicine and psychiatry.12 
in Finland, almost all male doctors held at least one office. Public posts 
came with a steady salary and high social status. The highest status was 
attached to state posts. Women were excluded from the majority of 
these posts until 1926. Very few women were able to climb up the state 
medical hierarchy, including the university (Figure 2). several women 
worked at the university hospital at the early stages of their career, but 
almost all of them left this path after 2 to 5 years, around the time it 
would have been time for them to start competing for permanent posts. 
Women’s career paths also steered well clear of the main centres of pro-
fessional and scientific power, namely, the National Board of Health, 
the boards of the national medical societies and the editorships of their 
journals, the leadership of the Medical association and the Medical 
Faculty.13
Pioneer prosopographers in the history of science were particularly 
interested in charting possible correlations between peaks of scientific 
productivity on the one hand and various social and ideological trends 
on the other hand. For instance, robert Merton found a strong corre-
lation between scientific productivity, religious puritanism and rise of 
the bourgeoisie in seventeenth-century England in his seminal Science, 
Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England (1938)14. other 
historians (and sociologists) of science have also employed set biography 
to explore the relationship between ‘Protestant ethics and the spirit of 
capitalism’. steven shapin and arnold Thackray showed that the thri-
ving scientific culture of eighteenth century Britain required not only a 
small group of creative scientists but also a much larger ‘audience’ con-
sisting of people who actively followed scientific research and supported 
it. shapin and Thackray regarded set biography as a means to show how 
12 Early medical women were well represented in tuberculosis medicine and 
psychiatry in Britain, too. Elston 1986.
13 The only exception is Laimi Leidenius (1877–1938), who was professor of 
obstetrics and gynaecology in 1930–38.
14 Merton 1938, 360–632.
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closely science was connected to the rest of society, and ‘a sophisticated 
tool for establishing links between action and context’.15
i asked whether women physicians’ scientific output correlated with 
their academic success. Did they get their due? or did the set include 
individuals like the anthropologist Hilma Granqvist (1890–1972), 
whose extensive, internationally acknowledged scientific production 
the university of Helsinki was not prepared to reward even with an 
adjunct professorship16, let alone a professorship proper? There were no 
‘granqvists’ in my set, i.e. women whose academic advancement was 
starkly disproportionate to the quality and quantity of their producti-
vity. However, one cannot conclude from this that the Medical Faculty 
was an islet of gender equality. in medicine, it was simply not possible to 
carry out major research projects – either clinical or scientific – without 
access to clinical or other resources, which in turn only came with an 
academic position. Therefore, an outstanding medical researcher unaf-
filiated with the university or other large hospital was by definition an 
impossibility.
By looking at the studies and careers of all physicians i could see the 
horizon of professional possibilities at its greatest extent. By looking at 
the much smaller group of women students and physicians i learned 
something about the ways in which gender affected the horizon of pos-
sibilities of female and male medical professionals at different stages of 
their studies and careers. However, there are many questions that set 
biographical approach could not answer: it could not tell me whether 
the gendered differences were here because women were not given the 
same opportunities as men, or because they chose differently than men. 
Neither could it explain why women were deprived of certain possibili-
15 shapin and Thackray 1974,  3. see also jones 2001, 325–346. in the history 
of medicine, set biographical approach has been applied by e.g. Crowther 
and Dupree 2007.
16 Finnish dosentti is equivalent to swedish docent and German Privatdozent 
but lacks a direct equivalent in the anglo-american academic system. it is 
usually rendered in English as adjunct professor. a docentship is neither a 
degree nor a salaried post, but an honorary title that indicates that you have 
been evaluated and found qualified for teaching at the university level. in 
the normal course of things, adjunct professorship, in the Finnish context, 
was the intermediary stage between a doctorate and a chair.
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ties or why they chose differently than men. But by bringing into light 
the major differences between the study and career patterns of men and 
women, the set biography indicated where i might usefully start looking 
for answers to these questions. in order to find answers, i needed to turn 
my attention from the set to groups and individuals.
No man is an island – the contribution of group biography to 
biographical research 
i prefer to distinguish group biography both from set biography and 
from collective biography. Not all authors agree with me in this respect. 
The term prosopography is often used interchangeably with “collective 
biography”17, and some authors equate both with group biography18. 
Barbara Caine does not regard prosopography as a form of biography 
at all, while she is very keen on group biography, which she defines as a 
subspecies of collective biography19. as i see it, group biography is the 
kind of biography that focuses on a restricted, usually smallish group 
of people, who formed a group already in their own and / or their con-
temporaries’ eyes. a group is not primarily defined by a small number 
of shared qualities, like a set, but rather on the basis of the relations 
between its members. a group is formed by people who were related 
to each other and who influenced each other’s choices and, in the case 
of long-standing groups and relations, also each other’s personalities. 
indeed, a group biographer is particularly interested in these relation-
ships and influences. a pair biography of two individuals who inter-
acted with each other and influenced each other’s choices (i.e. reordered 
each other’s ”horizon of possibilities”) would then be a subclass of group 
biography. such pairs typically include spouses and siblings, as well as 
parent-child and teacher-student pairs. an example from my own study 
are Elin and robert Elmgren, sister and brother, who graduated as licen-
17 E.g. Bruneau 1994, 65, 67.
18 jones 2001, 325, 329.
19 Caine 2010, 48, 57.
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tiates of medicine within a few months in 1899–1900. By investigating 
their lives side by side, i was able to analyse the impact of gender in the 
making of a medical career in early 20th-century Finland20. 
With “collective biography” i refer to the kind of research that deals 
with parallel lives that do not (necessarily) intersect. The targets of a 
collective biography need not have had any mutual relationship at all. if 
there were some connections, the biographer is not primarily concerned 
with them. a biographical study on, say, the Westermarck school would 
be likely to be a group biography, while Suomen professorit 1640–2007 
[Finnish professors 1640–2007] is a typical collective biography. a 
group biography is like a group portrait: a single, integrated work of 
art, where the way each individual is portrayed influences both the ove-
rall composition and the way that the other members of the group are 
depicted. a collective biography is, rather, like a room – or perhaps a 
long gallery – whose walls are adorned by separate portraits of individu-
als (cf. national biographies). Each portrait stays within its own frame 
and may well differ from its neighbours in age and style. Typically, 
however, the subjects are portrayed rather stereotypically, from the same 
angle, with the better side showing. a parallel biography of two people 
who did not exert any significant influence on each other would then be 
a subclass of collective biography. 
Beginning from the 1980s, many – perhaps most – group biog-
raphies have been written by women on women. The protagonists have 
been linked sometimes by blood, sometimes by other things, such as a 
shared political goal.21 (an interesting question that cannot be tackled 
here is why the role of groups and networks tend to get emphasised in 
the case of women.) in the history of science, group biographies have 
been written on research schools and groups, on couples and networks.22 
i do not know of genuine group biographies of women scientists, per-
haps because all-female research groups have been exceedingly rare, but 
there are plenty of collective biographies on women scientists. My own 
20 Hakosalo 2015b.
21 sibling biographies have been written by, among others, Caine 1986; 
Leskelä-Kärki 2006. Florin 2006 and Bosch and Kloosterman 1990 have 
focused on women’s suffrage activists’ groups and networks.  
22 Pair biographies include e.g. Pycior et al. 1995 and Berg et al. 2011. 
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research on early medical women included elements of group biography: 
i distinguished within my larger set some smaller groups, whose inter-
action was particularly intensive and long-lasting. Their letters – typical 
source material for group biographies – allowed me to look deep into 
their relationships and forms of interaction. 
What is the signature contribution of group biography to biographi-
cal research at large? First, group biography can be useful in exploring 
the historicity and changeability of various forms of human relation-
ships. For instance, the nature of the marital relationship has changed 
over time, as have sibling and parental relationships. Biographies of 
groups of professionals can shed light on changing collegial relation-
ships. Group biography provides a way to look into these relationships 
in action, in different historical contexts. secondly, group biography can 
tell us how and why groups were formed, what kept them together and 
what caused them to dissolve. Why, for instance, did a research group 
or school emerge where and when it did and take its specific form? What 
tied the members of a political clique together? What eventually broke 
it down? Power and emotions – and, in the case of scientific biography, 
knowledge – are often central themes in group biography. 
My own material showed, for instance, the impact of generational 
change on group dynamics. The smaller and the more distinct minority 
the women were at the university, the better gender sufficed in bringing 
and keeping them together. The more numerous the women students, 
the more heavily their group formation depended on other things too. 
During the first generation of women students (those who started at the 
university in 1885–95), gender was enough to bond women together. 
They formed a semi-official grouping that proved highly significant for 
many of its members both during their studies and afterwards. This 
group was first known simply as ‘de kvinnliga’ (the female students), 
and then, when a new and in some respects different student generation 
had entered the university, as ‘de gamla kvinnliga’ (the old female stu-
dents). The group included women from different faculties, from both 
language groups (although the language they used among themselves 
was self-evidently swedish at this point), from different social classes 
and from different parts of the country. The inofficial but unquestio-
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Figure 3. The core group of ’de kvinnliga’ during the academic year 1887–




ned leader of the group was a medical student, Karolina Eskelin (1867–
1936). (Figure 3)  
The second generation consisted of the women who matriculated 
at the university between 1895 and 1905. The number of female stu-
dents was on the rise, and medical students now tended to seek and find 
their friends within the medical faculty.  one such group of life-long 
friends was formed by Viva Lagerborg (1871–1941), anna Wikander 
(1873–1938) and Eva Piispanen (1877–1950). They were all women, 
and majored in medicine, but differed from each other with regard to 
social, linguistic and regional background. (Figure 4) The group forma-
tion of the third generation of female medical students (matriculated 
1905–1915) was more socially selective. Friendships tended to develop 
between women who shared similar social and ideological backgrounds. 
For instance, selma rainio (1873–1939), Laimi Leidenius (1877–1938) 
and Helmi Heikinheimo (1879–1968) had all grown up in rural parso-
nages in inner Finland, surrounded by a host of siblings. They were all 
deeply religious and held similar political views.
What held a group together, sometimes for decades? sometimes the 
bond was constituted by shared interests and goals. The swedish suffra-
gists that Christina Florin studied in her book Kvinnor får röst (2006) 
initially shared a political goal, but, as the struggle for the vote dragged 
on, they came to share many other things as well. in my case study, 
the letters of medical women contained a lot of references to the things 
that contributed to the stability of their groups and networks: They 
exchanged information (on all matters medical, as well as on patients 
and nurses) and drug prescriptions; lent money to and borrowed money 
from each other; guaranteed each other’s loans; treated each other and 
each other’s family members, usually for free; travelled together on 
business and for pleasure. However, group cohesion did not spring only 
from carefully balanced gift exchange23 or shared interests but also from 
strong emotional experiences that often dated back to their student and 
sometimes even to school years.




Being a member of a group can have an immediate and profound 
impact on an individual’s horizon of possibilities. a membership can, by 
itself, open up some possibilities and close others. But it can also exert 
indirect influence: being a member of a group can explain why a person 
pursues one possibility and rejects another one. Family often exerts cru-
cial influence on an individual’s career choices, especially so in the case 
of women. During the first half of the century, having children almost 
invariably made a woman physician give up full-time work and move 
either to part-time practice or to a part-time office, for instance to the 
office of school physician. However, female physicians, unlike teachers 
and nurses, seldom gave up work altogether when they married and had 
children. Not only family members but also friends and colleagues often 
influenced an individual’s career choices. For instance, it was hardly a 
coincidence that all members of ‘the Lagerborg group’ opted for tuber-
culosis medicine.
Figure 4.  Viva Lagerborg, Eva Piispanen and anna Wikander often travelled together, 
both for business and for pleasure. in 1913, they had their picture taken in Berlin. 




Being part of a group can explain ruptures and unexpected turns 
in a career path but also account for continuity and perseverance. in 
the case of early medical women, friends and colleagues were crucial in 
compensating for the lack of systematic refresher education, supervision 
and mentoring, which was one of the major problems facing an early 
20th-century Finnish physician. Members of a group helped each other 
to keep up with new medical developments. They provided information 
on new forms of treatment, offered consultation and shared material 
resources, e.g. instruments. They also offered each other advice and 
psychological support, akin to present-day work supervision, thereby 
alleviating the loneliness and psychological strain that was part of medi-
cal work. 
one question that often comes up in scientific and professional 
biographies is the significance of group membership for scientific and 
professional success. study of scientific schools and research teams is 
interesting largely because scientists have, as a group, achieved some-
thing that none of them could have achieved alone. in my case study, 
the impact of women’s own groups and networks on professional success 
was weak and indirect. Women did get support and sympathy from 
each other, and sometimes work opportunities, too, but female groups 
and networks were too weak to effectively assist their members up the 
professional ladder. as ulla Vuorela noted when she studied Hilma 
Granqvist’s career, even strong all-female social networks could not 
compensate for the lack of male networks in the professional context.24
To recapitulate, the core contribution of the group biographical 
approach is that it allows us to study the interaction between individuals 
and to explore the implications of this interaction in the members’ lives. 
it has the capacity to show the profound impact of long-term, signifi-
cant relationships on the choices and personality of an individual. ‘No 




individual biography in the study of gender,  
knowledge and power
My research project on early medical women contained streaks of indi-
vidual biography: i followed some members of the set for the whole or 
much of their lives. i would have liked to choose women whose career 
patterns were in some way exceptionally interesting. in practice, howe-
ver, the choice was dictated by what Christina Florin once called the 
‘thick file principle’, i.e. fell on those women who had happened to leave 
major collections of source material in public archives. There were half a 
dozen of them, which is not much in a set of 85 women. This is probably 
not a coincidence. Mineke Bosch encountered a similar dearth of source 
material when she studied women of science. she notes: ‘as a historian 
of women, gender, and science, i have often despaired at the lack of 
personal archives of women scientists or higher-educated professional 
women. This rather systematic policy of erasure is in sharp contrast to 
the way in which suffrage feminists orchestrated their memoires.’25 
one consequence of moving from sets and groups to individuals is 
a wider view on agency. in the set biographical analysis, many of the 
women physicians seemed curiously passive. They did not hold any 
offices or publish any research, and there is no information on their 
practice. However, ego-documents showed that many of them were 
in fact very active, but in ways and areas that left little or no trace in 
official records. some of them dedicated much of their time to their 
families and households and practiced medicine part-time, while others 
were active in various societies and associations. The line that separated 
voluntary from salaried work was sometimes blurred, for instance when 
a physician did medical work for and within various organisations.  
source material related to specific individuals also gave me opportu-
nities to study the grass-root experience of medical work.26 in early twen-
25 Bosch 2009, 37, note 55.
26 ”agency” and ”experience” have been referred to as the intersection of struc-
tures and individual choices. on the concept of agency as an intermediator 
between social change and personal history, see Heinz and Krüger 2001, 41. 
according to Ville Kivimäki, ‘the concept of experience can be understood 
as a point of intersection between the social structures and the subject, bet-
ween the objective and the subjective reality’ (Kivimäki 2006, 4.)
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tieth-century Finland medical work was tangible and down-to-earth. it 
often involved physical strain and exertion, required artisanal skill and 
the use of the five senses. During the interwar period, when the majority 
of the women of the index set were professionally active, diagnostic and 
therapeutic methods were crude if not primitive by present standards. 
specialisation was taking its first steps, and the hospital network was 
not particularly dense. Communal physicians, the most numerous sec-
tion of the profession, were jacks of all medical trades: they prescribed 
medicines, extracted teeth, operated for hernia and of course assisted in 
childbirths. The hands-on practical realities of medical work came to 
the fore in letters, especially in those written to colleagues.
above all, however, the biographical approach contributed to the 
problematics of gender and power by allowing long-term observation of 
individual lives. Both the range of possibilities and the actual choices 
made by an individual are strongly influenced by her previous choices 
and experiences. i wondered, for example, why anni seppänen (1895–
1979), who had taught for years at a university clinic and published a 
substantial amount of research never applied for an adjunct professor-
ship. The fact that i had followed her life course from her school years 
to adulthood through her diaries and letters made it easier for me to 
decide how much weight i should place on her character and upbrin-
ging, how much on the way she had been socialised to the female role 
by her family and school, how much on her more immediate personal 
goals and wishes, how much on overt and covert mechanisms of power 
and segregation and how much on coincidental factors.
indeed, it counts as one of the central observations of my study that 
the gender inequality that was so obvious on a statistical level in the early 
twentieth-century Finnish academic world was built on the accumula-
ted effects of small, often overlooked mechanisms of segregation rather 
than on grand discriminatory gestures or open exclusion. it would not 
have been possible to notice these long-term accumulations and their 
effects if i had only studied sets or groups of women and not also follo-
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Bad girl biographies:  
Child welfare documents as gendered biographies
Kaisa Vehkalahti
Question no 12. Where has the person to be investigated been brought 
up? until which age has she lived with her parents? From which age has 
she had a stepfather or a stepmother? Has she been given out or placed 
out in fostering, or has she been adopted by court decision, when? 
When and where has she been placed in a child welfare institution, 
child psychiatric institution, reception home, hospital etc? To be listed 
in chronological order. Has she been neglected without care; when and 
where?1 
When trying to grasp the life stories of ordinary or marginal people that 
have left no written sources of their own, historians often have to turn 
to sources produced for administrative purposes. in so doing, we make 
use of biographical material more often than we realise. We deal with a 
variety of documents that include biographical descriptions and inter-
pretations, and we work with professional practices that have involved 
multiple uses of biographical information. The collection, filing and 
processing of biographical data has played a key role in several modern 
1  (Form for preliminary investigation no 1 / Child welfare form no 10, 1960). 
The translations of the questions, originally in Finnish, are made by KV.    
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welfare professions. in this chapter, i wish to pay attention to one of 
these arenas of knowledge production and creation of administrative 
biographies, namely child welfare social work. 
The above quoted questions are included in the form for personal 
investigation used in Finnish social work from the mid-1940s onwards. 
Through narrative analysis of this one particular form and its uses, i 
wish to take a closer look at the historical connections between telling 
life stories and producing knowledge for administrative purposes. What 
kind of historical sources are biographies constructed for administrative 
purposes, such as in child welfare proceedings, and how can we use 
them in historical research? Could biographical approaches help us in 
opening new perspectives to the history of modern child welfare? 
The primary sources of the chapter are collected from the municipal 
child welfare archives of two mid-sized Finnish cities located in Nort-
hern and southern Finland. Both of the cities were regional centres in 
their areas, characterised by industrialisation and the steady growth of 
population during the post-war decades (population in 1960: northern 
city ca 55 000 and southern city ca 125 000). The archived personal 
investigations discussed in this chapter are related to the cases of teenage 
girls, who were subjected to child welfare and police proceedings due to 
their own behaviour, which was, for one reason or another, viewed as 
‘delinquent’ or ‘wayward’, or who violated the norms set by their parents 
or authorities such as schools, the police and the child welfare officials. 
They were born between 1927–1957 and subjected to child welfare pro-
ceedings when aged 12–18 years. 
However, in this chapter the focus is not so much on the girls and 
their individual stories, but rather on the professional tool that was used 
for compiling their official biographies. i will first turn to the histori-
cal connections between telling life stories and producing knowledge 
for administrative purposes. The pre-structured forms that serve as the 
basis for this chapter were used for several decades and their design can 
be observed as quite typical for the era and its’ administrative practices. 
The case analysis of the forms focuses on three elements: How did the 
investigation forms structure the biographies told within them? What 
kinds of identity positions were offered for  the characters of the biog-
raphies – the bad girls and their families? and finally, from what kind 
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of legal and professional background was the biographical gaze moti-
vated? The chapter will conclude with a discussion about biographies 
constructed for administrative purposes as historical sources. 
administrative history and narrative models of life narratives
Carolyn steedman has pointed at the historical links between admi-
nistrative needs and narrative models of life writing. she has paid atten-
tion to the autobiographical practices operating in different fields of 
emerging administration. in particular, she points at poor-relief pro-
ceedings as an important arena, in which patterns for telling life stories 
were created. steedman goes as far as to suggest that the modern literary 
articulation of selfhood and character has its origins among the poor. at 
least from the seventeenth century onward, hundreds of thousands of 
English men and women became familiar with talking about their lives 
from a fixed standpoint and in chronological sequence, when they were 
required to present magistrates with information about the earlier parts 
of their lives. in addition to learning what constituted the key elements 
in an acceptable autobiography, ordinary people became familiar with 
having their stories recorded.2  
steedman draws attention to the fact that many seemingly auto-
biographical accounts that are transcribed and recorded in the archi-
ves are, in fact, enforced, as they are produced on demand and along 
with expectations set by the authoritative context in questions, such as 
a magistrate or courtroom. steedman is widely credited for broadening 
our understanding of autobiographical writing as a historical genre 3 
However, bearing in mind the underlying difference between autobio-
graphical and biographical writing – stories told by the person who lived 
the life and by someone else4 – it is fruitful to reconsider the enforced 
models of life writing from the perspective of biographical writing. in 
2 steedman 2000; 2001, 45–55.
3 stanley 2000; Vehkalahti 2009; ahlbeck-rehn 2011, 229–230.
4 Possing 2012, 33.
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addition to the life stories transcribed as first-hand testimonies and per-
sonal statements, the same administrative archives offer us plenty of 
evidence about how personal information has been used for composing 
authoritative biographies about other people in the magistrates, cour-
trooms, hospitals and so on.
in his ground-breaking work Rewriting the Soul. Multiple Personality 
and the Sciences of Memory (1995), ian Hacking uses the concept sciences 
of memory to describe how memory became to be understood as ‘a scien-
tific key to the soul’ in the latter part of the nineteenth century. The pro-
cess, in which personality and morals were increasingly viewed from a 
biographical perspective, through the earlier life of the person, gave rise 
to an intensified urge for biographical knowledge in the Western socie-
ties. Personal identity and biography were linked intimately.5 according 
to Hacking, this development set grounds for several emerging fields 
of science, such as anthropology, sociology and psychology, that based 
their professionalism on multiple techniques to investigate memory. The 
dynamic relations between ‘people who are known about, the know-
ledge about them, and the knowers’ also involved the emergence of new 
kinds of truths and falsehoods, as well as new objects of knowledge.6 
in her study about the life narratives of female mental patients, 
constructed in the framework of early twentieth century medical dis-
course, jutta ahlbeck points out how the life stories produced by ques-
tioning and transcribing the stories of patients was an integral part of 
the process of diagnosing. By analysing how certain interpretations of 
the histories of female patients came to be understood as fact in the 
psychiatric discourse while others were surpassed, she makes the under-
lying power relations visible.7 as Birgitta svensson points out, this urge 
for biographical knowledge did not cease in the twentieth century, quite 
the opposite. Biographies composed for scientific and administrative 
purposes have only taken new forms, becoming more systematic and 
formalised.8 
5 see also Larsson 2001, 245; svensson 2011, 26–27.
6 Hacking 1995, 6, 198.
7 ahlbeck-rehn 2006; 2011, 234–235, 239–240.
8 svensson 2011, 36–37.
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The history of social work can also be viewed in this continuum 
as one of those professional practices of modernity that made use of 
biographical investigations or the ’sciences of memory’. according to 
Michel Foucault, the production of truth lies in the core of power rela-
tions embedded in modern professions, as power lies in the capability 
of producing ’truth’ and defining what is understood as true at different 
times.9 Following this view, the compiling of personal information and 
summarising it into a biography can be viewed as an important techni-
que for enforcing the truth about the subjects of the procedures. Close 
analysis of documentation practices may offer important insights both 
into the underlying power structures and into professional development. 
in social work, record-keeping became the formalised way of both kno-
wing and expressing individual biographies in a professionally translated 
and abridged version. Moreover, as several historians of social work have 
pointed out, record-keeping provided an essential prerequisite for pro-
fessional development in the field during the twentieth century. along 
with the emergence of modern legislation, social work professions and 
vocational education, record-keeping has played an essential role in the 
development of social casework as a method. The development of pro-
fessional language and creation of manuals and guidelines, forms, regis-
ters, card files and other practical tools that guided the social workers on 
the local level all represented crucial steps in the professionalisation of 
the field. as the tasks and the role of social work became more establis-
hed, social work practices became more and more textual. Documenta-
tion gained a crucial role in legitimatising the emerging field in relation 
to competing professions that had a longer professional history.10
in Finland, the era from the 1920s to the late 1960s has been descri-
bed as a shift from local experience-based knowledge to national, stan-
dardised methods of social work. as Finnish researchers of social work, 
Mirja satka and Timo Toikko have pointed out, the development of the 
field was characterised by a dual process: on one hand, the legislative ini-
tiatives (such as the renewal of Poor Law in 1922 and Child Protection 
Law in 1936) underlined the juridical and administrative elements of 
9 Foucault 1998 (1976); Gordon 1980, 193.
10 satka 1995; Tice 1998; Hämäläinen 2007.
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social work, involving hierarchical control mechanisms and municipal 
administration. on the other hand, the development of casework as a 
method of social work started to gain a foothold. The pioneers of social 
work, who had been educated in the united states, spread the idea to 
Finland, for example, within the newly established vocational educa-
tion of social workers. intensified pressure to delimit and standardise 
the working methods of municipal agents (such as boards, trustees and 
individual workers in municipalities) particularly underlined the impor-
tance of documentation.11
‘Making a child welfare case’ is essentially about constructing and 
telling biographies. The construction of life stories can be seen both as 
a method of case working and as a result of the process. Firstly, the gat-
hering of biographical information from various sources was the most 
essential and common method of case working at the dawn of modern 
social work, and continued to be throughout the post-war era. it pre-
ceded other measures, such as psychological testing and consultation 
that became more common after the second World War. secondly, the 
information that was collected from various informants was arranged in 
the form of a linear biography – and recorded in a way that justified the 
suggested child welfare proceedings. Thirdly, the ‘biographies’ that are 
constructed this way – such as statements written by child welfare offi-
cials and forms of personal information – constitute the documentation 
of the case. Hence, the biographies and traces of biographical processes 
in work is what actually remains in the archives for later research.
investigations into the circumstances, character and  
life of delinquent girls
The first version of the form for personal investigation was introdu-
ced during the second World War, when legislation concerning young 
(15–21 years old) offenders was reformed in Finland. The Law on Young 
Offenders was decreed in 1940, and it was followed by a statute in 1942 
11 satka 1995; Toikko 2005, 25–28, 146–147; juhila 2006, 31–36.
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(263/1940; 1001/1942.) one of the novelties introduced in this legisla-
tion was the concept of young offender. it was used to refer to young 
people who were considered criminally responsible (over 15 years) but 
who should still be treated differently from adult offenders (over 22 
years). The law obligated courts and prosecutors to co-operate with 
social work and child welfare officials, and the form for personal inves-
tigation was designed to meet this juridical need.12
The pre-structured form included 51 questions aimed at mapping 
background, personal development, delinquent behaviour and the cir-
cumstances in which the young offender lived. The investigation was 
carried out by a child welfare social worker and the form was presented 
as an official document when the young person was tried in the court 
of justice. However, the same tool was also adopted for other purpo-
ses within child welfare social work. The very same form was used, for 
example, when placement in a children’s home, reform school or similar 
institution was considered, or if the surveillance of the young person 
was under consideration. This means that within social work, the use 
of the investigation form was, in practice, much broader, and the same 
questions, originally designed for young offenders, could also be applied 
to children who were considerably younger that fifteen.
Hence, the purpose and the legal status of the archived personal 
investigation forms is two-fold: on the one hand, there are investiga-
tions carried out in connection with juvenile crime cases, where the juri-
dical use placed the evaluations and suggestions by social workers in a 
particularly careful context. on the other hand, there are investigations 
that were initialised by motives related to child welfare work, and where 
the same document – the investigation form – did not have the same 
legal status. This underlying difference is important, as it frames the life 
stories created through these processes in different contexts. it has to be 
noted, however, that there were always some specific reasons leading to 
this procedure, even if it was carried out as a child welfare procedure. 
in most of the cases concerning teenage girls, these grounds were con-
nected to the need to place the girl either in supervision or in reform 




school. The investigation was carried out to provide grounds for the 
suggested child welfare measures. in addition, in both cases, the forms 
have been filled in by the same municipal child welfare social workers.
The first version of the form included six pages, divided in five sec-
tions concerning 1) family relations; 2) home conditions; 3) the physical 
and mental development of the young person and her lifestyle, inclu-
ding schooling and employment; 4) actions concerning the care and 
the custody of the young person. at the turn of the 1940s and 1950s, 
the form was revised several times, each version adding new and more 
detailed questions. since 1949, the last two sections were replaced by 
separate sections concerning 3) childhood development and schooling; 
4) employment; 5) recent circumstances and life events; 6) crimes and 
7) suggestions concerning the future care of the young person. This 
eight-page version with 71 questions became quite long-standing, as 
only minor alterations appeared by the end of the 1960s. 
The list of questions is revealing about how young delinquents were 
viewed and what kind of criteria was used when defining them: age, 
family background, childhood development and circumstances, expe-
riences at school and in employment. They set the biographical frame-
work in which the delinquent behaviour was contextualised. These were 
the main areas of interest to which the attention of the investigating 
social worker was directed and which were anticipated to constitute the 
decisive elements of the case. in principle, there was nothing new about 
framing juvenile delinquency this way. similar biographical elements 
can be found in different documents related to juvenile crime cases and 
reform school placements since the beginning of the twentieth centu-
ry.13 What was new was the standardised way of collecting and docu-
menting this data. The pre-structured form was more detailed, and the 
options offered to the social workers left no room for the lavish and 
elaborate reports that can be found among the early-twentieth century 
documents. The form compelled the social workers to follow a certain 
list. Evaluation of different areas could take different directions, allo-




investigation was, at the same time, more detailed, more fragmented 
and multivocal compared to earlier forms of documentation. 
The aim of standardisation and professionalisation is manifested 
most clearly in the comparison of the 1944 and 1949 versions. Most of 
the original questions were multiple choice questions in the sense that 
they included several sequential definitions or options that the answe-
ring social worker could choose, but by 1949, these lists of options had 
grown even more systematic and detailed. The guidelines printed in the 
investigation form underlined objectivity and clarity. information had 
to be collected from the closest relatives of the young person, preferably 
her parents or the custodian. Particularly mothers’ judgements, worries 
and wishes dominated the forms of the 1950s and 1960s. Depending 
on the case, older siblings’, grandparents’ or other relatives’ views were 
accounted to offer further evidence or to contrast the opinions of the 
parents. information concerning schooling, medical care, employment, 
encounters with the police and previous institutional history were pre-
ferably collected directly from the institutions in question, but, in prac-
tice, it was common that parents provided this information as well. 
The importance of hearing other professionals was underlined in the 
later versions of the form, which included, for example, specific ques-
tions concerning teacher’s opinions about the young person. The act of 
hearing from the young people themselves, however, was not required. 
occasionally, the girls’ own opinions (and more often others’ accounts 
of their sayings) have been recorded in these forms, but, in principle, 
they were interviewed outside of this protocol.14 
The absence of the voices of the young people was reinforced by the 
practical nature and the circumstances framing the personal investiga-
tions. often the investigation was carried out in a situation in which the 
girl herself had run away and the caretakers had no idea where she might 
be. For the sake of clarity and further uses of the form, the questionnaire 
was advised to be filled in a way that later readers did not have to read 
through all the detailed questions presented in the margins, but could 
14 There was a supplementing form designed for the young people to answer, 
but the real usage and the importance of these forms remains vague as prac-
tically no forms filled in by the girls themselves have survived in the archives 
of the two cities included in this study.
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obtain all the essential information by scanning through the answers 
alone – yet another attribute that brings the forms closer to the more 
traditional forms of biographical narration. 
Even though documentation practices changed through the stan-
dardisation and professionalisation of practices, there are some strong 
continuities. What is common for early-twentieth century documenta-
tion and the standardised forms of the 1940s is their problem-centred 
focus. Documents continued to be structured around those issues that 
were considered to be problems in the life of the young person. Evidence 
was collected and presented in order to justify the need to interfere in 
the situation of the young person. in the following, i will discuss the 
biographical interpretations suggested by the form by focusing on three 
elements: parental relations, positions offered for the young people and 
the narrative structure of the forms.
Biographical interpretations suggested by the investigation form
The first two sections of the form for personal investigation contextua-
lised the young person in her family. This involved mapping her origin 
and an evaluation of both biological parents and other caretakers (foster 
homes etc.), as well as the siblings and close relatives. Questions concer-
ning home and family are indicative of the problem-centred focus. The 
form can be read as a detailed list of possible home-related problems 
from among which the social workers could choose. The form included 
very detailed questions about the parents’ character and their reputation 
and style of life. Moreover, the possible indicators suggested for fathers 
and mothers involve interesting gendered differences (see the text in Ita-
lics). as for the fathers, the emphasis was clearly placed on his role as the 
supporter of the family:   
Question 8: Father’s lifestyle and character. Has the lifestyle of the 
father, or the alleged father, been regular and has he taken care of his 
family? If he has been obligated to provide support due to, for example, 
divorce or for an illegitimate child, has he fulfilled his obligation? 
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recommendable to mention characteristics. Has he been convicted; 
when, what for? is he a drinker, has he lead a vagabonding life, has 
he neglected to support his family? Has he been in institutional care?  
 
Question 9: Mother’s lifestyle and character. Has the lifestyle of the 
mother been regular and has she taken care of her family? recommen-
dable to mention characteristics. Has she been convicted; when, what 
for? Has she been drinking, or has she lead a vagrant life? Has she been 
in institutional care?
Possible physical and mental health problems running in the family, 
criminality and the use of alcohol constituted the three most central 
home-related elements that were assumed to play a role. in addition, the 
form directed the social workers’ attention to the relationship between 
the parents, and between the parents and their children. Finally, the 
caretakers’ employment, their financial situation and possible earlier use 
of social benefits were included in the questions. Particular attention 
was paid at investigating how the young person had been treated at 
home and in other places of residence with the idea of finding out if she 
had been exposed to harmful conditions and models for deviant and 
delinquent behaviour. 
This problem-seeking agenda, together with questions formulated 
in the form of pre-given categories, have contributed to the fact that 
the biographies are long, detailed and informative in the cases where 
the social workers detected problems, whereas the biographies of those 
girls whose family relations were not characterised by the anticipated 
problems can be very exiguous and inexpressive. The profile of a decent 
father is reduced to the image of a working man who is capable of pro-
viding for his family: ‘The way of life of the father of the person to be 
investigated is regular and he is attentive to his family.’15 The profile of a 
good mother could be equally vague, ‘There is nothing specific to note 
about the mother’16, or formalistic ‘Mother’s way of life is decent and she 
15 investigation 1962, person to be investigated born in 1947.
16 investigation 1945, b. 1927.
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is a hard-working mother of the family’17.  in addition to more visible 
signs of a ‘bad reputation’, such as criminality and alcoholism, the form 
directed social workers’ attention to the mental state of the home. Both 
hidden and explicit criticism, as well as suspicion towards the parents 
can be read in the social worker’s short evaluations: ‘The mother of the 
person to be investigated is very nervous. she is constantly on tran-
quillizers. she has not been committed for any crimes. in terms of her 
character, she is a person who overemphasises things and is not able to 
concentrate.’18
on the other hand, however, many parents instigated the child 
welfare process that led to the investigation, and they are portrayed 
as co-operators for the officials. in these cases, the forms often display 
compassion and alignment with the anxious parents. What is particu-
larly typical is the social workers’ compassionate alignment with the 
mothers. There is a gendered constellation of parental relations that can 
be found in several proceedings: a mother, who is ‘doing her best’ for 
the children and a father, who is either sick, drunk, violent, absent or 
causes other problems. Mothers’ suspicions, their feelings of insecurity, 
frustration and fear are clearly given room in the investigations.
The order of the questions strongly suggested a biographical appro-
ach, in which the forthcoming problematic situation was explained 
primarily by earlier neglect, bad example or ill-treatment by the adults 
close to the child. The pre-given structure, in itself, is likely to create a 
certain atmosphere of drama in the forms. Two narrative structures – or 
plots – are particularly typical. First, there are biographies presented in 
the form of an accumulating circle of problems paving the way to the 
current crisis and to the need to interfere in the life of the young girl. 
secondly, there are cases that involve more abrupt changes: the earlier 
childhood development may have been described with positive records 
concerning the parents, home-education, schooling, and even with good 
reports given by the girls’ employers. Changes, breaks and turns in these 
biographies are often linked to some sudden life events or influence by 
other people. Perhaps, most typically, the changes are brought about by 
associations with men or by slipping into ‘bad company’, which eventu-
17 investigation 1965, b. 1951.
18 investigation 1969, b. 1952.
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ally prompts concern over the moral and sexual development of the girl 
in question and intensifies the need to interfere in her life. 
The problem-seeking approach of the personal investigations had 
its roots in the Statute on young offenders (2 §, 1001/1942) that set the 
guidelines for the procedure. according to the statute, the personal 
investigation should be directed at the ‘physical, intellectual and moral 
development’ of the young person, especially concerning ‘those features 
in his character that may have led him to crime.’ When investigating the 
life of the young person and the circumstance leading to the crime, par-
ticular attention should be directed at investigating whether there had 
been ‘criminality, other forms of delinquency or insanity’ in the family 
of the young person to be investigated. 19
The legislative text guided the officials to evaluate whether the 
delinquent behaviour was caused and produced by disadvantageous 
circumstances and it divided the young offenders into three categories: 
1) those young people whose criminal and delinquent behaviour 
mainly resulted from circumstances, 
2) those who had committed the crime due to a ‘sudden emotional 
outburst’, ‘defiant reaction’ or similar contradictory state of mind, and 
finally 
3) those young people whose behaviour was connected to more per-
manent deviation and inborn character. 
Hence, the biographical approach and interpretation reflected in 
the structure of the personal investigation form was motivated by the 
underlying legislation. The focus on the influence of the family – both 
social and biological – was in line with the long-held approach to juve-
nile criminality. in the early-twentieth century documentation, parents 
are often blamed for their daughter’s problems and the mothers could 
be depicted as the source of ‘moral corruption’ in quite a drastic way20. 
However, what can also be heard in the formulations of the 1942 sta-
tute on young offenders are echoes of the 1930s’ ideas concerning here-
dity and degeneration. Timo Harrikari has called the second section 
of the statute a ‘degeneration section’, because it put so much emphasis 




on detecting possible moral degeneration in the family. This view on 
juvenile delinquency had been prominent in the 1937 committee set 
for planning the legislation concerning young offenders. The commit-
tee consisted of professionals of jurisprudence, psychiatry and prison 
administration, which is reflected in the report that is dominated by 
a psychiatric view on juvenile delinquency, as well as by attempts to 
categorise different types of offenders. These prevailing approaches to 
juvenile delinquency are also reflected in the formulation of the personal 
investigation form.21 
The strong interest to sort out those young people whose delin-
quency was perceived as inborn and more permanent is reflected, inte-
restingly, in the positions reserved for the young people themselves in 
their biographies. The way of conceptualizing the possible social roles 
of the young people in the context of schooling, and later in relation to 
friends, is a good example of this approach: 
Question 32 relations to other pupils: is the person, for example, 
lonesome, fearful, shy; teasing; friendly, helpful, popular among other 
pupils, a leader, easily led by other people? What kind of company did 
she seek? (investigation 1952)
Question 49: Circle of friends: What information is there about the 
friends of the person to be investigated? usual places where they spend 
time. Bad or good company? is she a leader, easily led by other people? 
Has she been warned about certain friends? relations to the opposite 
sex. (investigation 1952)
Two identity positions, in particular, can be sketched out: the leaders 
and the followers – those who caused trouble and those whose beha-
viour was viewed as resulting from circumstances and a bad example. 
Firstly, there are girls who are defined as followers among their peers and 
are vulnerable to the ‘seduction’ provided typically by other girls, boys, 
men or older women with a ‘bad reputation’. in this category of life 
narratives, it is most often the impulses from outside of the family that 
21 Harrikari 2004, 189–192, 196.
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generate problems, and particularly an association with boys and men. 
The concept of ‘bad company’ appears as one of the key elements in the 
narratives. However, it may also be a soft and kind character that poses 
trouble in the case of the followers: 
Question 34: ‘The person to be investigated seems to be rather kind in 
terms of her character, although her mother insists that she has lately 
become more stubborn and disobedient. occasionally, the person to 
be investigated seems rather talkative, she likes to ‘explain’ things. she 
appears to be easily led, which may explain partly why she has ended up 
in the sexual adventures.’ (investigation 1956, b. 1942) 
Leaders referred to girls who appeared to be independent, had lots of 
friends and who appeared as the cause of the trouble rather than as 
bystanders: ‘The person to be investigated is a leader type. she likes to 
gather around her admiring listeners. she teases her friends.’22 Many of 
the ‘leaders’ were reported as hanging around in the company of boys 
(for example, in gangs that committed crimes). Not surprisingly, an 
association with boys aroused worries about promiscuous sexual beha-
viour, as was the case in the previous quote. it is interesting to notice 
that the investigation form did not involve any gender-specific questions 
concerning either signs of delinquency or personal development. Whet-
her this was due to the aim of standardised working methods or to the 
fact that girls constituted a very small minority of all young offenders, 
the investigation form nevertheless offered the same definitions for both 
boys and girls. The social workers, however, had many opportunities 
to gender their reports, as can be seen in the surviving documentation.
The categories of followers and leaders were first introduced in the 
1949 version of the questionnaire. The emergence of these categories 
reflects the increasingly psychological view on youth problems, which 
can be detected in several sections of the form: questions concerning 
the intelligence and abilities of the young people changed considerably; 
revised questions concerning the early childhood development of the 
young person referred to influences from developmental psychology. 
22 investigation 1967, b. 1953.
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The first version of the form had presented the social workers with a 
straightforward set of attributes aimed at sketching the character of 
the young person. The later version of the same question took a more 
nuanced approach, demanding the social workers to record both parents’ 
and teachers’ evaluations concerning the character of the young person, 
as well as to note positive characteristics:  
13: How is she in terms of her character? (open-minded, sprightly, lively 
– withdrawn, sullen, nonchalant; calm, even-tempered – quarrelsome, 
hot-tempered; warm-hearted, sensitive – cruel, cold; straight, honest, 
fair-minded – insidious, dishonest, liar, selfish; submissive, humble – 
reluctant, defiant.) (investigation 1947)
34: ‘Character. What do the parents say about the character of the 
person under investigation? What do the teachers say? it is recom-
mended to illuminate the character with some examples. Particular 
attention should be paid to those character traits that may have led the 
person under investigation into crime or other kind of delinquency. 
Her positive characteristics should also be accounted for.’ (investiga-
tion 1952)
While the discourse on juvenile delinquency took a swift turn towards 
the psychological and social understanding of young people and their 
problems, this took place within the limitations of the leading questi-
ons that originated from the legislative texts of the late 1930s and early 
1940s. They still set the framework for personal investigations up until 
the end of the 1960s. 
Conclusion
What kind of historical sources are biographies constructed for admi-
nistrative purposes? First of all, it is important to note that administra-
tive records do not reveal the past – just like there are no other sources 
that would reveal the past such as it was. italian microhistorian Carlo 
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Ginzburg has aptly concluded that many historical texts tell more about 
the person who wrote them than about the historical reality the texts 
were set to describe.23 Child welfare documents do not offer neutral 
information about the lives of the children and families depicted in 
them. as formal, objective and impersonal as they aim to be, social 
work documentation should not be taken as accounts of lives as they 
were lived. rather, they have been created for certain purposes and they 
contain information selected from this point of departure, as has been 
shown in this article. Power relations between the child welfare authori-
ties and their clients are always present in this type of documentation. 24 
By a close reading of the personal investigation forms used in the 
trials of young offenders and in child welfare social work in the 1940s 
and 1960s, this article has shown how the very tools used in everyday 
social work practices steered the documentation towards some pre-given 
interpretations of youth delinquency. The biographical gaze embedded 
in the investigation tools had its roots in the prevailing views on crimi-
nality and heredity, intertwined with the increasingly psychological and 
social view of interpretation regarding juvenile delinquency. Pre-given 
categories used when evaluating, for example, family relations or young 
peoples’ social roles and character are illuminating about the post-war 
practices for policing the youth. i would argue that a biographical appro-
ach may open important new insight in terms of the critical reading 
of administrative sources. By paying special attention to the process of 
constructing biographies that came to be understood as factual, we may 
better understand the administrative mechanisms, such as the develop-
ment of social work. Close narrative readings enable us to see that even 
the most formal resolutions, forms and records may be revealing about 
how childhood and youth were understood in the society. However, 
the article does not argue that social work documentation would have 
no relation to the lives and the experiences of those people described in 
them. on the contrary, they may have had enormous consequences in 
23 Ginzburg 2012, 3.
24 Kääriäinen 2003; Dominelli 2005; Billquist and johnsson 2007; MacDonald 
2008; Laine and saurama 2009.
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the ‘real lives’ of their subjects, as they were often decisive in defining 
not only the past, but also the future of the young person. 
How then can we use sources like personal investigation forms in 
biographical research? Following the abovementioned reservations, it is 
important to note that it is only the administrative biography that can 
be formulated through administrative sources, not a holistic biography 
seeking to understand the ways in which the subjects of the administra-
tive documents experienced and understood the world in which they 
lived. Therefore, the use of administrative documentation in biographi-
cal research, as inspired by ‘new social history’, microhistory, gender 
history or post-colonial history, is rather complex.25 
administrative sources do constitute an important set of sour-
ces available for research, but it is vitally important to pay attention 
to the administrative aims set for them and to the narrative patterns 
created by different working methods and devices. When read against 
material produced under different conditions about the same persons, 
the scripted patterns produced by the administrative context may be 
overcome. secondly, administrative archives offer us fruitful material 
for biographical approaches that look beyond individual experiences 
and meaning, such as collective biographies or group biographies. if 
we follow Barbara Caine’s broad definition of collective biography as 
a continuum, extending from ‘individual studies which are grouped 
together to make up a collective’ to those works in which ‘the primary 
subject is a group of people and which focus on the interactions and 
shared experiences of its members’, the possibilities for studies relying 
on administrative archives are much wider.26 The careful cross-reading 
and comparison of several micro cases, by means of a comparative or 
collective study, opens insightful views to the shared experiences, living 
conditions and life courses of the teenage girls subjected to child welfare 
proceedings in post-war Finland – even though the ‘genuine’ thoughts 
and intentions of each individual remain beyond reach. 
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that, despite their biased 
focus, administrative biographical sources may, sometimes, be indis-
25 Caine 2010, 3.
26 Caine 2010, 48
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pensably important for those individuals and families that do not have 
other written material about their life history. Children, for example, 
who have been placed in out-of-home-care often have no photo albums, 
letters, keepsakes or access to oral family stories that would enable them 
to connect with their roots. as several studies have shown27, child wel-
fare records and other administrative archives may, in these cases, func-
tion as important repositories of the family history.  
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afterword: Future challenges  
Tiina Kinnunen, Maarit Leskelä-Kärki, Erla Hulda 
Halldórsdóttir, Birgitte Possing
This book reflects upon the biographical turn that has influenced 
Nordic historical research during the past few decades. our aim has not 
only been to illuminate how the new interest in biography emerged and 
which results have been achieved since the 1990s but also, via the case 
studies, to develop further the methodology of biographical research, 
particularly from the perspectives of gender, relationality and different 
life-spheres. as a result, the chapters of the book underline the variety 
and versatility of biographical approaches, their possibilities and chal-
lenges in telling individual life-stories and depicting historical processes. 
During the past few decades, scholars interested in narrating lives 
have come together in both Nordic and wider international surroun-
dings to discuss the ways in which biographies are being done. as we 
pointed out in the introduction, there is nothing peculiarly Nordic in 
the problems and challenges we face in writing biographies – our dis-
cussions with colleagues from different parts of the world show how 
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similar issues we are encountering.1 What is, though, important, is that 
methodological and theoretical discussions around biography within 
the discipline of history have been exceptionally lively and active during 
the past few decades, and our book indicates how the Nordic countries 
are part of this shared scholarship.  
The chapters of the book address several aspects of biographical re-
search and writing that we see as vital in terms of the future of bio-
graphy as historical research. in addition to that, we will discuss four 
interrelated issues here, thus inviting biographers to rethink their work 
in the changing academic environment of the twenty-first century. 
Biography as an interdisciplinary endeavor 
our first topic concerns the boundaries and the relationship between 
biographical research and other related fields of academic research on 
the history of individual lives. scholarly biography is not a prerogative of 
historians; on the contrary, one of the future challenges for biographers 
is to position themselves in relation to and further develop a dialogue 
with this multi-disciplinary field that includes literary studies, memory 
studies, and life writing. 
1 This methodological interest in the approaches to the genre of biography 
was highlighted at the roundtable in jinan 2015 at the 22nd International 
Congress of Historical Sciences called ‘New approaches in the Field of Biog-
raphy’; papers given by Tiina Kinnunen, Maarit Leskelä-Kärki, Birgitte 
Possing, Benito Bisso schmidt and Catherine Horel were debated with 
intense interest, as was the case, too, at the sessions of the international 
Federation for research on Women’s History at the jinan conference. The 
conferences organized by the European Network on Theory and Practice of 
Biography, ETNB have documented the same intense interest for the theo-




in this respect, the relation between biography and the wide field 
of life writing is particularly pertinent.2 should a boundary be main-
tained or should border-crossings be encouraged? We argue that his-
torical scholarship can benfit from collaboration with the life writing 
studies in several respects.3 For instance, life writing studies contribute 
to an increasing understanding among historians of the specificity of 
diaries, letters, memoirs and auto-biographies as genres and how the 
self is produced in these writings.  These so-called ego-documents have 
always been important sources for biographers as well as for historians. 
The latter have been used to regard these kinds of documents as useful 
primary sources and emphasised that they should be read as critically 
as other sources. so, traditionally they have been seen from the point 
of view of source criticism and, accordingly, their truth value has been 
tested with great skepticism, particularly in the case of memoirs and 
autobiographies.4
The chapters of this book show how the contribution of life writing 
studies is intrinsic for biographical research and writing. The authors 
use letters, diaries and memoirs, but also more marginal material such 
2 The relation between these fields is under debate at the moment, see for 
instance renders and de Haan (eds.) 2013, where they want to maintain, 
and even advance, the strict boundary between biography and life-writing. 
in their book, renders and de Haan attacked the field of life writing and 
particularly the scholar and director of the Biography Center at the uni-
versity of Manoa, Craig Howes. They argued that it is necessary to make a 
biographical turn, since life writing scholars had not been attentive enough 
to biography studies. Howes responds to the critique in the next book of 
renders et al. (2016), and very convincingly argues for what life writing is, 
attempts to correct wrong facts and mistakes in their previous book, and 
aims at building bridges between these two fields. see Howes 2016. see also 
rollyson 2013. From our perspective, there already are various bridges and 
interesting overlaps that have affected and developed the field of biographi-
cal research. Thus, it is hard to understand the perspective that renders and 
de Haan seem to possess so defensively. academic discussion is, however, 
valuable and our volume seeks to contribute to it. 
3  on the definition of life-writing studies, see e.g. Caine 2010, 66; smith and 
Watson 2010; Howes 2016. see also oxford Centre for Life-Writing studies 
‘What is life-writing’, https://www.wolfson.ox.ac.uk/what-life-writing 
4  see e.g. Plummer 2001 and stanley 2013.
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as portraits, novels, plays, and surveillance material in various produc-
tive ways. The chapters also remind us that a biographer must not take 
any material as self-evident, but contextualise it both in relation to the 
protagonist, and to his/her surroundings and time as well as to textual 
conventions. We must also acknowledge that different materials as well 
as different theoretical views upon them open up different perspectives 
to persons. Thus, today we know that an individual is never to be read, 
told or analysed as only one homogeneous entity, but rather as a human 
being with multiple selves. This book also demonstrates how histori-
cal biography can further develop not only the methodological tools of 
diverse autobiographical sources, but also more official or public sour-
ces. Historians can, for example, show the historicity of various auto-
biographical materials: a letter from the seventeenth century is a very 
different piece of historical material and textual object than a letter from 
the early twentieth century.5 
a related issue is how biographical research relates to (other fields 
of) historiography. The history of this relation has been contested, and 
for several reasons. The ambivalent attitude that some women’s and 
gender historians have had towards biography, an attitude influenced 
by social history, Marxism, structuralism and poststructuralism, can be 
partly explained by the traditional focus of biography on great men and, 
in some rare cases, on prominent women. This background raises an 
interesting question about the limits of democratisation in biographical 
research that is not confined to women’s biographies only but is a more 
general one, as well as a related question about methodologies. Who is 
seen as worthy of a biography and if ordinary people are, how are their 
lives to be treated? 
it has been argued that the recent and renewed interest in biography 
re-humanises history but does not necessarily democratise it.6 By demo-
cratisation we mean the notion that every human being has a unique, 
narratable history, and no life, as the italian philosopher adriana Cava-
rero has argued, follows ‘in the footsteps of another life [--] nor leaves 
5  on this discussion, see e.g. Leskelä-Kärki, Lahtinen, Vainio-Korhonen and 
Vehkalahti 2011. 
6  Possing 2015, 19, 61–62.
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behind the same story’.7  ideally, biography should reflect upon this. 
and indeed there has in recent years been an increased interest among 
scholars to explore the lives of ‘ordinary’ people and their ‘ordinariness’, 
in particular as revealed (or performed) in private letters and diaries. 
These studies, which have been prominent in the Nordic countries, 
for instance Finland, sweden and iceland, have resulted in articles in 
journals and anthologies or monographs, some of which could rather 
be defined as microhistorical than biographical studies.8 Furthermore, 
some of these studies have resulted in collective or group biographies 
where the individual stories are both being narrated and used to illu-
minate bigger processes.9 We find this a promising way of treating 
ordinary people and their lives, a way to democratise history by using 
the biographical method. in this volume, the chapter written by Kaisa 
Vehkalahti explored how child welfare documents can be analysed as 
biographical documents, and how telling life-stories and producing 
knowledge for administrative purposes are intertwined. 
Thus, the biographical landscape does seem to reflect not only gender 
but also class, ethnicity and the diverse identities of people in a more 
nuanced way than before.10 However, a full-length biography of a single 
individual is still characterised by the idea of greatness and worthiness. 
and if the protagonists’ worthiness does not stem from exceptionality 
there is the claim of representativity, of mirroring the lives of others, of 
being “a window” to the past, of epitomising something bigger than just 
a life that was lived. 
so, how to treat an ordinary life? How to contextualise it? How to 
represent it? as this book demonstrates there are many ways to write 
7  Cavarero 2001, 2.
8 see e.g. Edlund 2007; Liljewall 2007; Kuismin and Driscoll (eds.) 2013; 
Edlund and Haugen (eds.) 2014; Halldórsdóttir 2015. 
9 see e.g. Heini Hakosalo’s group biographical project concerning the first 
women doctors in Finland, in e.g. Hakosalo 2014 and 2015, see also her 
chapter in this book. a recent example, with Nordic relation, is also suzanne 
rabow-Edling’s book Married to the Empire. Three Governor’s Wives in Rus-
sian America 1829–1864, where she relates the lives of three women who all 
were married to governors in russian america (alaska). she asks how they 
coped and how they adapted (or did not adapt) to life on the frontiers.
10 see e.g. Caine 2010; Possing 2016, 49–60.  
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a life and there are no simple answers to these questions. We can also 
ask whether a group biography or a pair biography would be a way of 
democratising the genre even more. We do acknowledge the importance 
of exploring and writing about diverse and ordinary lives of the past in 
their own right. These reflections are important because in problematis-
ing the object of biographical writing they also problematise the limits 
of biography itself and, furthermore, raise questions about the relation-
ship between biography and, for instance, microhistory. 
relationality and ethics: biographers, protagonists and readers   
one of the goals we set out for this book was to develop the concept 
of relationality. This can be seen in the individual chapters, but mainly 
concerning the relations between biographers and their protagonists or 
the overall idea of seeing identity as relational. There is another aspect to 
be pondered upon, namely the relation between the biographer and the 
audience, and the place of biography in the public discussions concern-
ing history.
scholars have theorised this precarious but important relationship. 
Fir instance, Philippe Lejeune discussed the relationship between the 
autobiographical author and the reader in his influential essay ‘The auto-
biographical Pact’. Lejeune argued that there is a ‘contract’ between the 
author and the readers, who expect the autobiography to be authentic, 
referential.11 But then, biography, where the author and the protagonist 
are not the same person, is different. it does not, however, change the 
truth claim, as Paula Backscheider has argued in Reflections on Biog-
raphy. The reader must believe that the biographer knows what he or she 
is talking about and tell it accurately, fairly, and with comprehension 
of related contexts’.12 in her recent book Ind i biografien/Understanding 
Biographies, Birgitte Possing brings the discussion on truth further by 
elaborating the complicated relationship of all three: the author, the pro-
11 Lejeune 1989, 3–30.
12 Backscheider 2001, 10.
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tagonist and the reader. it is the biographer who decides what ‘reality’ 
will be represented in the biography but this reality is inevitably shaped 
by all three: the expectations of the readers (the public), the sources/the 
voice of the subject/protagonist and the biographer’s interpretation of 
these sources.13
a related question concerns the ethics of biographical writing. The 
question has become topical with the so-called ethical turn in the 
humanities.14 We underline how ‘every biographer holds the fate of 
someone else in her hands’.15 How do historians deal with this respon-
sibility? These reflections about the biographer’s responsibility towards 
the protagonist’s integrity, on the one hand, and her/his scholarly search 
for historical truths, on the other hand, are not a novelty but have inte-
rested biographers for a long time. For instance, the Finnish historian 
Merja-Liisa Hinkkanen asked already in the 1990s whether biographers 
should take something like a degree that equips them to adequately 
handle human life.16 since then, it seems, ethics and biography have 
been widely discussed in the field of biographical research.   
Biography and the transnational turn in history  
our third point relates to one of the most topical issues in present his-
torical scholarship, namely the deconstruction of methodological natio-
nalism and the creation of transnational history. How does biographical 
research contribute to this challenge? For instance, collective national 
biographies are still compiled today and academic historians participate 
in this work.17 How should they negotiate this participation? 
13 Possing 2016, 113–119.
14 see e.g. History and Theory 2004.
15 Possing 2015 and 2016.
16 Hinkkanen called for “pieteetti” (meticulousness) when dealing with past 
lives. see Hinkkanen 1995. see also Österberg 1996.
17 see e.g. Dansk Kvindebiografisk Leksikon, vol. 1-4, 2001 and Svenskt kvin-
nobiografiskt lexikon, Swedish Women On-line (SWO) from the Middle Ages to 
the Present. a Biographical Dictionary of swedish Women. http://historis-
kastudier.gu.se/forskning/svenskt-kvinnobiografiskt-lexikon 
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according to Maria Grever, the historical culture of Western count-
ries has evoked the fear of plurality in its tendency to maintain the icons 
and canons of national histories.18 in this process, one of the most fun-
damental images has been that of ‘great men’, often accompanied by a 
series of ‘classical ideas’ that canonised male individuals have embodied. 
in Finland, irma sulkunen’s project on the contested history of the 
cult of Elias Lönnrot (compiler of the national epic Kalevala) responds 
to Grever’s call for a deconstruction. in her project, sulkunen aims at 
decoding methodological nationalism by critically exploring the close 
link between biographical narration and nation-building, a link that 
Michael jonas has regarded as characteristic of the Finnish biographical 
tradition.19 
The Nordic scholars involved in biographical research are highly 
aware of the fact that biography is critisised for telling too little about 
the wider world. Their response has been to write studies which empha-
sise the importance of contextual analysis. These empirical studies have 
employed topical methods and perspectives – from microhistory to the 
history of mentalities and to postmodern ideas – to narrate individual 
lives and, increasingly, the entangled lives of historical actors.20 
Narrating entangled lives with transnational dimensions offers a 
way to go beyond the national scope and develop various innovative 
approaches.21 in Den röda grevinnan. En europeisk historia (2010) the 
swedish historian yvonne Hirdman not only narrates the transnational 
life of her mother who lived in different parts of Europe and moved 
across borders, but in doing so, depicts the political history of a whole 
continent in the twentieth century.22 in this book, Kristine Kjærsgaard 
wrote about the diplomat Bodil Begtrup, who developed her life and 
career on an international scene, and in several countries.  one of the 
most recent examples of transnational history is provided by the cross-
18 Grever 2009.
19 sulkunen 2009; jonas 2009.
20 Gabaccia and Maynes 2012; smith 2010, 736–742; Zinsser 2013, 309–318.  
21 The concept of transnational is a debated and difficult one as it overlaps 
with many other concepts such as international, global, entangled histories 




Nordic community of historians of missionary work. Their work is pre-
sented, for instance, in the themed issue of the Scandinavian Journal of 
History, entitled ‘Mission, relief and Development: Gender and Nordic 
Missions in Transnational and Humanitarian settings, ca. 1890–1960’. 
The focus of the articles in this issue is not strictly biographical but they 
do open up a possibility of depicting transnational lives. We agree with 
the German historian Hannes schweiger, who argues that the transna-
tional perspective affects our understanding of the cultural identity of 
individuals. He points out that there is a need for research that crosses 
the national borders. The challenge does not concern only people who 
move across borders but also, for example, archives that are usually com-
piled for national purposes.23       
Biography as a tool to combine micro and macro
at the moment, there are voices in the academic milieus that urge histo-
rians to give answers to big questions of human life and survival. These 
answers are associated with macro-level analysis.24 Biography has been 
connected with microhistory, which has been popular within historical 
scholarship for some time. are the different fields drifting apart? Will 
we return to the time when structural history dominated and biography 
was neglected? if history is required to deal with ‘big questions’, based 
on large-scale materials (structures, digital methods), will biography 
become again the under-theorised step-child that is popular among rea-
ders but marginalised among professional historians?
We believe that there does not need to be a clear-cut division bet-
ween the micro and the macro levels, between the more detailed and 
often nuanced stories of individuals and the big processes of history. in 
fact, our book, like the biographical turn itself, seeks, rather, to over-
come the distinctions between micro and macro, private and public, 
and to show how they interact and overlap. Biography is a valid way to 
23 schweiger 2012.
24 Guldi and armitage 2014. 
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both study the most intimate spheres of life and to illuminate larger his-
torical processes and their effects to human life. Biography, for instance 
a family biography, can also cover a long period of time. it is through 
the particular and the most intimate that we usually attach ourselves to 
history, place and space. Thus, writing history can never be only about 
looking at the bigger picture – the bigger picture makes sense only when 
we find particularities to attach ourselves to. 
We are living in an era of globalization. For example, the recent 
refugee flow to Europe both from africa and from syria, iraq, and afg-
hanistan demands our attention and calls for new ways of relating our-
selves to this humanitarian crisis. There is even more need than before to 
hear the individual voices, both from the past and in the present.
We claim that biographical research and life-writing studies show 
how important it is to analyse things through individuals, individual 
experiences, small scale events on the micro level. in the future, new 
digital technologies and the so-called big data can offer new ways of 
combining the small and large scale histories. For instance, a project 
based at the university of Turku, Finland, is developing new digital 
tools for collecting and analysing asylum-seekers’ stories.25 individual, 
micro-level life-stories can be combined into large-scale digital databa-
ses that show the differences and similarities in peoples’ individual situ-
25 The workshop ‘Travelling stories in the shadow of forced migration’ was 
organised in june 2016, and will continue as a research project. see more at: 
https://selmacentre.wordpress.com/. similar digital projects have been laun-
ched in various contexts. For example, a website project Phenomenal people, 
where both the life-stories of famous women as well as ordinary women 
have been collected and published http://www.phenomenalpeople.org.uk/ 
also the Facebook project Humans of New York has since 2010 grown from 
a small scale photography project into a life-writing project, where the pho-
tographer Brandon stanton has travelled also outside New york, in Pakistan 
and syria, to collect life-stories and share them on his blog and Facebook. 
His initial idea was to just take photographs of people in his home surroun-
dings in New york, but gradually he began to write their stories and publish 
also small citations from them. This grew into a larger life-story project, 
which he began to thematise under different topics. Nowadays his site and 
Facebook has over twenty million followers, the project has produced books 
and has had a tremendous effect both for the lives of those who have told 




ations, and give space for an understanding of both individual destinies 
and wider circumstances. 
in his influential and praised autobiographical (or autofictive) novel 
series, Min kamp (2009–2011, in English translation My struggle in 
2011–2016), the Norwegian Karl-ove Knausgård shows in his dis-
tinctive way the power of the most intimate that connects us to other 
people. in the last part of the series, he devotes four hundred pages 
analysing Europe, Hitler and the Holocaust in order to understand how 
it all could happen – and what it means to us that it did. He speaks for 
the importance of the individual and life-stories instead of only seeing 
people from a (historical) distance, as mass of nameless bodies. in doing 
so, we find his argument valuing the role of both autobiography and 
biography in our culture. Knausgård argues that if we get closer to an 
individual, so close that we can hear his or her name when it is whispe-
red, and look into his or her eyes where the soul is visible, as unique and 
irreplaceable, and hear the story of one ordinary day in this person’s life, 
surrounded by his or her loved ones – it is then, when we are able to see 
the other individual, the one who is not as we are, but the precondition 
of ourselves. and it is “you”.26 Thus, Knausgård highlights relationality, 
26 The last part of the series My Struggle has not yet been translated in English, 
thus we have relied on the translation in Finnish and the original text in 
Norwegian: ’Går vi imidlertid helt inntil, in mot hver enkelt av dem, så nær 
att vi kan høre navnet når det blir hvisket, og se in i øynene, hvor den enes sjel 
viser seg, uniko g umistelig, og hører fortellingen, om en dag i det mennes-
kets liv, omgitt av sine nærmaste, sin familie og vennet, en vanlig dag på ett 
vanligt sted, med all sin glede og skrapelighet, misunnelse og nysgjerrighet, 
rutiner og spontanitet, fantasi og kjedsomhet, hat og kjærlighet, er det det 
motsatte some viser seg, den ene, ikke som jeg, men jeg-ets betingelse. og 
det er du.’ [citation in Finnish: ’jos kuitenkin menemme lähemmäs, kohti 
jokaista yksittäistä ihmistä, niin lähelle, että kuulemme nimen kun se kuis-
kataan, ja katsomme silmiin joissa ihmisen sielu näyttäytyy, ainutlaatuisena 
ja erehtymättömänä, ja jos kuulemme kertomuksen yhdestä tuon ihmisen 
elämän päivästä, läheisistä, perheestä ja ystävistä, ihan tavallisesta päivästä 
jonka hän on viettänyt jossakin ihan tavallisessa paikassa, hänen iloistaan 
ja suruistaan, kateudestaan ja uteliaisuudestaan, rutiineistaan ja spontaani-
suudestaan, mielikuvituksestaan ja ikävystymisestään, vihastaan ja rakkau-
destaan, meille näyttäytyy vastakohta, yksilö, ei minä vaan minän ehto. ja 
se on sinä.’] Knausgård 2011, 784 and Knausgård 2016, 854.
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our connectedness to each other that can be revealed through the sto-
ries. at its best, biography can show us the meaning of individual life-
stories in this constantly changing world.
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